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Laser development of pulsed Ti:sapphire laser systems has been carried out at the
IGISOL facility in the University of Jyväskylä, Finland. To further the applications
of Ti:sapphire technology in the domain of resonance laser ionization, several new
laser resonator designs have been implemented. Studies for the development of
ionization schemes have been simplified by use of a grating-based cavity. For
increased spectroscopic resolution a dual-etalon as well as an injection-locked
Ti:sapphire laser have been built and characterized. Increased output power of
higher harmonics has been achieved with the technique of intra-cavity frequency
doubling. Extension to a new frequency domain has been realized using difference
frequency mixing.

These new developments have been successfully applied in experimental
studies at the University of Mainz (Germany), the LISOL facility (Belgium) as well
as at IGISOL (Finland). High resolution resonance ionization spectroscopy has
been used to study the ground state hyperfine structure of 229Th in an ongoing
effort to identify a highly sought after nuclear isomer. Further high resolution
work has been carried out on 227Ac as well as several isotopes of plutonium. Sys-
tematic studies of the hyperfine structure of natural copper have been employed
to determine the accuracy of future in-source laser spectroscopy applications at
IGISOL.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In recent years laser ion sources (LIS) have continued to gain traction at radioactive
ion beam (RIB) facilities, not only for their competitive ionization efficiency but
also for their highly selective nature [1]. The multi-step resonant excitation and
ionization with tunable laser systems uses the ‘‘fingerprint’’ of electronic levels in
the atom to provide element selective and in some cases even isotopic or isomeric
selective ionization. The purity of the resulting ion beams is advantageous for
many subsequent experiments. At the ISOLDE facility at CERN the laser ion
source RILIS is now employed for more than 50% of the beam time [2].

An overview of the currently existing and planned LIS at RIB facilities
around the world is shown in Fig. 1. With the exception of the LISOL facility in
Belgium and the FURIOS ion source at the IGISOL facility in Finland, which use a
buffer gas-filled stopping cell, the remaining existing LIS are based on a hot-cavity
source.

The main benefit of hot-cavity sources is the use of thick targets resulting
in high production rates of exotic isotopes. Drawbacks to this method are the
relatively long release time through a diffusion and effusion process for some
elements as well as losses through chemical reactions. This limits experimental
studies of short-lived isotopes as well as refractory or reactive elements.

The complementary approach, called IGISOL (Ion Guide Isotope Separation
On-Line), uses a thin target, stopping the recoil products directly in a low pressure
(50-500 mbar) noble gas filled chamber. Release of the products happens through
supersonic expansion of the gas at a nozzle exit. Using ultra-pure helium prevents
losses through chemical reactions and with a small stopping cell fast release of the
order of a few ms can be achieved. A recent review of three decades of gas cell
development in Jyväskylä may be found in [3].

A third approach will be implemented in the near future at RIKEN with
the PALIS (Parasitic Laser Ion Source) [4] facility. Pre-separated high energy
(>100 MeV/u) ions from an in-flight fragment separator will be stopped using a
degrader and a high pressure (>1 bar) gas cell. From there the isotopes will be
laser ionized and extracted via gas flow and a radiofrequency (RF) sextupole ion
guide (SPIG). The gas cell is positioned so as not to disturb the main beam for
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FIGURE 1 International facilities for on- and offline studies of exotic isotopes using laser
ion sources. Figure taken from [2], based on an updated version of Sebastian
Rothe’s original figure at the 2012 DPG meeting.

other experiments. This ‘‘parasitic’’ arrangement will allow for experiments at
RIKEN during a large portion of the total beamtime.

Laser ionization in combination with the IGISOL approach has been pio-
neered at the LISOL facility, (Louvain-la-Neuve, Belgium). Re-neutralisation of
laser ions by the plasma in the gas cell created by the primary cyclotron beam
proved to be a major hindrance for the success of this approach. This was finally
solved by the development of a new dual-chamber gas cell design [5], which was
also employed in Article I [6].

In-source laser spectroscopy can be performed both in gas cell and hot cavity
sources. With the high efficiency of this process first low-resolution estimates of
isotopic shifts and hyperfine structure of the element of interest can be obtained,
limited by the Doppler broadening or pressure broadening of the atomic transition.

A further increase in selectivity is possible with the LIST (Laser Ion Source
and Trap) method [7], which has been successfully applied at ISOL [8], LISOL [9]
and IGISOL [10] facilities. Background ions are deflected with a repeller electrode.
Subsequent laser ionization in a RF multipole guiding structure yields ultra-pure
beams with high beam quality. This higher selectivity however comes at the cost
of efficiency. The spread of the atomic beam before reaching the laser interaction
region leaves only a small percentage of the population accessible to the LIST.
Additionally, the high velocity of the atoms reduces the interaction time with the
laser, so that even at laser pulse repetition rates of 10 kHz the atoms may only
‘‘see" a single laser pulse. This is a dramatic change compared to in-source laser
ionization, whereby atoms may interact with a large number of pulses due to
confinement in the hot cavity or the slow gas flow.

Development of laser ionization in the supersonic gas jet is an ongoing focus
at IGISOL-type facilities. The divergence of the expanding gas jet can be influenced
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by nozzle design as well as adjustment of the background pressure [11,12]. A well-
collimated jet may reduce the aforementioned efficiency losses. Furthermore, the
supersonic expansion is accompanied by a reduced gas temperature and density,
providing ideal conditions for higher resolution laser spectroscopy.

The increased interest in in-source spectroscopy and in higher resolution
in-gas jet spectroscopy also requires the design of laser systems more suitable for
the needs of these methods. A reduction in laser linewidth, while still providing
the high power levels required for saturation of the atomic transitions is required.
Further increases in laser power may allow for a larger laser interaction region in
the LIST approach thus improving the efficiency.

As seen in Fig. 1 the field of laser ionization at RIB facilities is an interna-
tional endeavour with many competing institutes. This competition has however
not hindered collaborative efforts. IGLIS-NET, for example, is an international
network for exchange of information related to In-Gas Laser Ionization and Spec-
troscopy [13]. In a broader context of laser-based applications at accelerators
LA3NET is an EU funded training program for young researchers and regular
topical workshops and international conferences are held [14]. Article I, as shown
in the following section, further highlights the more direct impact of these collabo-
rations with an experiment involving the personnel and material contributions
from several of the aforementioned institutes. The article also motivates some
of the developments discussed in this thesis, such as the narrowband Ti:sa laser
for in-source spectroscopy and the injection-locked Ti:sa for high-resolution spec-
troscopy in the gas jet.

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 contains the theoreti-
cal background needed for the topics covered in this thesis. The foundations of
laser spectroscopy, light propagation in optical media, the non-linear processes
for higher harmonic generation, the rate equations governing the dynamics of
the laser as well as the frequency selective elements of the laser resonator are all
presented. Chapter 3 provides an overview about the laser system at the IGISOL
facility and includes Article II, detailing the implementation of intra-cavity second
harmonic generation and difference frequency mixing, the latter providing access
to a frequency domain previously accessible primarily to dye laser systems.

The experimental results are presented in chapters 4-7. Chapter 4 discusses
the setup of a grating-based Ti:sapphire laser and its application to a search
for a laser ionization scheme of samarium. The development of a dual-etalon
Ti:sapphire laser with reduced linewidth optimized for in-source spectroscopy is
discussed in chapter 5 along with Article III. Furthermore the chapter provides
a thorough explanation of the new Fabry-Pérot Interferometer system for more
accurate wavelength calibration. Chapter 6 focuses on the high resolution injection-
locked Ti:sapphire laser as well as showcasing its performance on the elements
copper, actinium and plutonium. Chapter 7 is dedicated to the search for the
elusive isomer of the isotope 229Th, covered in articles IV-VI, after which a short
summary of the thesis results and outlook for future experiments is given.
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1.1 Article I

Article I, published in Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research Section
B volume 291 (2012), pages 29-37, highlights the collaborative nature of the in
gas-cell laser ionization community. An experiment was performed at LISOL to
compare the performance of the medium repetition-rate dye laser system with the
high repetition-rate Ti:sapphire system presented in this thesis. The comparison
was made for cobalt (off-line) and copper (off-line and on-line) and a first on-line
demonstration of in gas-jet ionization of 59Cu was accomplished. The article is
shown in the following 9 pages (print version only).



2 THEORY

2.1 Laser spectroscopy

The theoretical background of the interaction between light and the atomic system
is well established. This section will provide only the basic information neces-
sary to understand the experimental studies highlighted in this work. Further
information may be found in textbooks, for example in [15, 16].

2.1.1 Atomic structure

The electronic states in atoms can be described in an orbital model. The orbital
wave functions describe the probability distribution of the electron positions
and are eigenstates of the atomic Hamiltonian, with the states defined by their
respective quantum numbers n, l, ml and ms. The principal quantum number
n is a positive integer, the angular momentum quantum number l can assume
values from l = 0, 1, . . . n − 1 and the magnetic quantum number from ml =
−l,−l + 1, . . . , l − 1, l. Furthermore the spin of the electron s = 1/2 can assume
values ms = ±1/2. The spin-orbit interaction between the angular momentum~l
and the electron spin~s leads to a coupling to the total angular momentum~j =~l +~s
with values j = |l − s| . . . l + s− 1, l + s.

For multi-electron systems two different possibilities exist for coupling. The
first is the so-called L-S or Russell-Saunders coupling. Here the spins ~si of the
electrons couple to a total spin ~S and the angular momenta~l to ~L, which then
couple to~J = ~L +~S. The coupled states are then referred to using the atomic term
symbol

2S+1LJ . (1)

The angular momentum L is often designated with letters using the relation
L = (0, 1, 2, 3)←→ L = (S, P, D, F). For heavy elements the spin-orbit interaction
increases and the so-called j-j coupling is preferred. In j-j coupling first the spins ~si
and angular momenta~li of each electron couple to~ji = ~li +~si, which then couple to
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the total spin~J = ∑i~ji. In most cases an intermediate between L-S and j-j coupling
is required for an accurate description.

Conservation of angular momentum and symmetry considerations lead to
the selection rules, which restrict the possible optical electric dipole transitions
between two states. In general ∆l = ±1 and ∆ml = 0,±1 and ∆J = 0,±1 have to
hold, except J = 0→ 0, which is not allowed. Further for L-S coupling ∆L = 0,±1
and ∆S = 0. This does not mean that all optical transitions have to obey these
rules, but electric dipole forbidden transitions are generally several orders of
magnitude weaker (or commuted by multi-photon transitions).

Without further interactions a state with total angular momentum J consists
of 2J + 1 energy degenerate sublevels with quantum numbers mj = −J,−J +
1, . . . J − 1, J. An atomic ensemble at a temperature T follows the Boltzmann
distribution, so that the population of an excited state can be estimated using

Nj = N0 ·
gj

g0
· e−

Ej
kbT . (2)

N0 and Nj are the populations of the ground state and the excited state j, while g0
and gj are their respective degrees of degeneracy. Ej is the energy level of state
j and kb is the Boltzmann constant. If n states contribute to the distribution the
probability pj to be in the excited state can be found by normalizing:

pj =
Nj

∑n
i=0 Ni

=
gj · e

−
Ej

kbT

n
∑

i=0
gi · e

−
Ej

kbT

. (3)

For high temperatures the atomic ground state may thus not be the state with the
largest population, if an excited state has a higher degree of degeneracy.

2.1.2 Light-atom interaction

The interaction of the light field with the electronic states can be described through
the interaction Hamiltonian

Hint = −d · E. (4)

Models describing this interaction for a two-level system are, for example, the
Jaynes Cummings model [17] (also known as the dressed atom model) or the
Optical Bloch Equations [18] (OBE). In resonance ionization spectroscopy one
has to consider the interaction of the light fields with multiple atomic levels. A
thorough description of the multi-step laser ionization process may be found
in [19]. For simplicity the discussion here is limited to a simple two-level atom
interacting with one laser as described by the OBE. The results for such a system
can often be applied at least qualitatively to the more general case.

Assuming an atom with two states |1〉 and |2〉 with resonance frequency
ω21 = (E2 − E1)/h̄ and a laser frequency ωL with detuning δ = ω − ω21 the
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excited state population ρ22 in steady state conditions is given as

ρ22 =
S0/2

1 + S0 + 4δ2/γ2 (5)

=
S0

2(S0 + 1)
· 1

1 + 4δ2/γ′2
. (6)

Here γ is the spontaneous decay rate of state |2〉 and S0 = I/Isat is the resonant
saturation parameter. Isat is the saturation intensity

Isat =
πhc
3λ3τ

, (7)

where λ is the laser wavelength and τ the excited state lifetime. The profile of ρ22
is a Lorentzian function with full width at half maximum (FWHM) of

γ′ = γ ·
√

1 + S0 , (8)

which depends on the intensity of the laser. This effect is known as saturation
broadening.

2.1.3 Line broadening effects

In addition to the aforementioned saturation broadening, the observed transition
linewidth can be affected by Doppler- and pressure broadening effects as well as
by the linewidth of the laser.

Movement of the atom causes a velocity dependent frequency shift, in the
non-relativistic approximation given by

f ′ = f0(1±
v
c
) , (9)

with the positive sign in the case when the emitter moves towards the observer
and the negative sign in the reversed situation. The thermal motion described
by the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution thus causes a spread of the frequencies
observed by the atoms. The probability distribution for the frequencies is

P( f )d f =

√
mc2

2π kbT f 2
0
· exp

(
− mc2( f − f0)

2

2 kbT f 2
0

)
d f . (10)

This is a Gaussian profile with standard deviation

σD = f0

√
kbT
mc2 (11)

or full width at half maximum

∆FWHM = f0

√
8 kbT ln 2

mc2 . (12)
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FIGURE 2 Comparison of Lorentzian, Gaussian and Voigt profiles. The widths of Gaus-
sian and Lorentzian were assumed at a ratio of 10:1. Note the logarithmic
scale.

To get the shape of the transition line profile the convolution of the saturated
Lorentzian curve of Eq. 5 and the Gaussian profile of Eq. 10 has to be performed

Vatom( f ) =
∫

L( f − f ′)G( f ′)d f ′. (13)

The convolution of a Lorentzian and a Gaussian is known as the Voigt profile
which has to be evaluated numerically. The FWHM of the Voigt profile can be
approximated by [20]

∆ fV = 0.5346 ∆ fL

√
0.2166∆ f 2

L + ∆ f 2
G, (14)

where ∆ fL and ∆ fG are the Lorentzian and Gaussian FWHM, respectively. A
comparison of the Voigt profile with Gaussian and Lorentzian is shown in Fig. 2.
The shape of the Voigt is close to the Gaussian profile in the central region, but the
tails of the peak follow the Lorentzian shape.

The frequency spectrum of pulsed laser systems can often be approximated
by a Gaussian. For two Gaussians with widths ∆1 and ∆2 the convolution is again
a Gaussian with width

∆ =
√

∆2
1 + ∆2

2. (15)

A further contribution to the linewidth, especially important for laser spectroscopy
in a gas cell is the pressure broadening. Collisions of the atoms with the buffer gas
can be either elastic or inelastic. Inelastic collisions lead to a depopulation of the
excited state. This mainly occurs whenever resonant energy transfer is possible
between the excited state of the atom and states of the collision partner and is as
such critically dependent on the electronic configurations. Elastic scattering, also
called ‘‘phase-perturbing collision’’ may cause both a broadening as well as a shift
of the transition frequency. The broadening γp as well as the shift ∆p are related
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to the scattering cross sections σ

γp = 2ngas〈(σb,el + σb,inel)v〉 (16)
∆p = ngas〈(σs,el)v〉. (17)

The cross sections are averaged over the relative velocity v between the two atoms.
Noticeable is the direct proportionality to the gas density ngas. For helium gas at
300 K typical values are γp∼∆p ∼10 MHz/mbar [16].

2.1.4 Hyperfine structure

Thus far the impact of the atomic nucleus has been ignored. The interaction
between the magnetic dipole and electric quadrupole moment of the nucleus with
the electron leads to a further splitting of the levels. The nuclear spin~I couples to
the angular momentum~J to produce the new quantum number F with~F =~I +~J.
The energy shifts of the states are given by

∆Ehfs =
A · C

2
+

B
4

3/2C(C + 1)− 2I(I + 1)J(J + 1)
I(2I − 1)J(2J − 1)

(18)

with the so-called Casimir factor

C = F(F + 1)− J(J + 1)− I(I + 1). (19)

The hyperfine parameters may be written as follows:

A =
µI Be(0)

I J
(20)

B = eQs〈
∂2V
∂z2 〉. (21)

The magnetic hyperfine coupling constant A describes the interaction between the
magnetic dipole moment of the nucleus µI and the magnetic field at the centre
of the nucleus Be(0) created by the electron. The second term B, the electric
quadrupole coupling constant, accounts for the interaction between the electric
quadrupole moment and the electric field gradient. For I ≤ 1/2 or J ≤ 1/2 the
second term in Eq. 18 vanishes.

The intensity distribution of the hyperfine components for a transition from
J to J′ can be given using the 6-j symbol as [21]

SFF′ = S(F → F′) =
(2F + 1)(2F′ + 1)

2I + 1

{
J′ F′ I
F J 1

}2

(22)

with the combined intensity normalized to 1

∑
F,F′

SFF′ = 1. (23)
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2.1.5 Isotope Shift

The change of the transition frequency or the centre of gravity of a hyperfine
structure from one isotope with mass number A to another with A′ is called the
isotope shift. This frequency shift can be separated into a mass related term, the
mass shift, and a term related to the charge distribution, the field shift

δνAA′
IS = δνAA′

MS + δνAA′
FS . (24)

The mass shift may be further sub-divided into the normal mass shift (NMS) and
the specific mass shift (SMS)

δνAA′
MS = δνAA′

NMS + δνAA′
SMS. (25)

Both the NMS and the SMS are related to the change in reduced mass of the system

δνAA′
NMS =

A′ − A
A′A

·meν (26)

δνAA′
SMS =

A′ − A
A′A

KSMS, (27)

where me is the electron mass, ν is the transition frequency for an infinitely heavy
nucleus and KSMS is a term related to electron correlations. The NMS can be
accurately calculated, the SMS however becomes difficult to compute for elements
heavier than Li.

The field shift (also knows as the volume effect) can be given as

δνAA′
FS =

Ze2

6ε0h
· ∆|Ψ(0)|2 · λAA′ , (28)

= F · λAA′ . (29)

The field shift factor F scales with the atomic or electron number Z and ∆|Ψ(0)|2,
the change in electron density at the nucleus caused by the atomic transition. The
nuclear parameter λAA′ is a power series of the mean-square charge radius and is
known as the Seltzer moment [22]

λAA′ = δ〈r2〉AA′ +
C2

C1
δ〈r4〉AA′ +

C3

C1
δ〈r6〉AA′ + . . . (30)

≈K(A)δ〈r2〉AA′ , (31)

where the factors C2/C1, C3/C1,. . . describe the contribution from the higher order
radial moment. A compilation of the parameters Ci is found for example in [22,23]
and the correction factor K in [24]. The factor is close to unity for most elements
but is important in the heavier elements as discussed at the end of chapter 6. The
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full expression for the isotope shift can then be given as

δνAA′
IS =

A′ − A
A′A

(KSMS + meν) + FλAA′ (32)

= M
A′ − A

A′A
+ F · K(A) · δ〈r2〉AA′ . (33)

The isotope-independent factors M and F may be calculated for light nuclei,
but for heavy nuclei only approximate numerical simulations are possible and
information may be available only for a few optical transitions. It is however
possible to relate the atomic factors for one transition to another using the King
plot method [25]. The isotope shift equation may be multiplied by a modification
factor

µ =
AA′

A′ − A
(34)

resulting in the equations for two transitions i and j

µ δνAA′
i = Mi + Fi · K(A) · µ δ〈r2〉AA′ (35)

µ δνAA′
j = Mj + Fj · K(A) · µ δ〈r2〉AA′ , (36)

from which the factor K(A) · µ δ〈r2〉AA′ can be eliminated resulting in the equation
for a straight line

µ δνAA′
j =

Fj

Fi
· µ δνAA′

i + (Mj −
Fj

Fi
Mi) (37)

with slope Fj/Fi and intercept Mj −MiFj/Fi. An additional factor for a standard
reference pair of isotopes

ξ = µ ·
A′ref − Aref

A′refAref
(38)

can be included for presentation purposes.

2.2 Light propagation in optical systems

The calculation of beam propagation through an optical system is an important
tool. It can help in choosing the right combination of lenses for collimation of a
laser beam over a long distance to a target area, or to estimate the light intensity at
the minimal focus diameter in order to avoid reaching the damage threshold of an
optical coating. Another useful application is the calculation of resonator modes
and optimization of laser mode-matching.
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FIGURE 3 Propagation of a ray of light along the optical axis in free space.

2.2.1 Matrix formalism for ray optics

In ray optics or geometric optics the propagation of light is simplified by assuming
that the light propagates in straight lines perpendicular to the wavefront. This
assumption is valid as long as the dimensions of the physical system are much
larger than the wavelength of light. Effects such as interference or diffraction
however can not be described with this approach. For simplicity we assume that
the axis of the optical system lies in the z-direction. A ray can then be defined by
the ray vector

( r(z)
α(z)

)
composed out of the distance to the optical axis of the system

r(z) and its angle dr
dz = r′(z) = α(z).

In the simple case of free space propagation as shown in Fig. 3 the angle
of the ray does not change and the relations between the ray parameters after a
distance ∆z are

r(z1) = r(z0) + tan(α)∆z ≈ r(z0) + α∆z (39)
α(z0) = α(z1). (40)

The approximation assumes that the angles with respect to the optical axis are
small, which is also known as the ‘‘paraxial approximation’’. In this case the
propagation can also be written in matrix form,(

r(z1)
α(z1)

)
=

(
1 ∆z
0 1

)
·
(

r(z0)
α(z0)

)
=

(
r(z0) + α∆z

α(z0) .

)
(41)

This matrix and similar matrices describing other optical elements are often called
the ray-transfer matrix or simply the ABCD matrix. A more complicated example,
though one that can be used to describe many possible configurations, is the
incidence of a beam at an arbitrary angle and refraction at the curved intersection
between two media with refractive indices n1 and n2. This example can be used
to calculate the matrix for a Brewster-cut surface or the transmission of a pump
beam through a curved mirror at a non-normal angle of incidence. The situation is
visualized in Fig. 4. A central ray (dashed black line) has an angle θ1 with respect
to the surface normal of the curved surface. The propagation of this central ray
defines the optical axis of the system. This implies a change of the direction of
the optical axis at the intersection. We are now interested in a second ray offset
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FIGURE 4 Refraction of a ray at a curved surface between two dielectric media with
indices n1 and n2 and radius of curvature R.

by r1 and incident at a slightly different angle θ1 + α1 and want to describe the
properties of this ray after refraction with respect to the changed optical axis. The
surface of the intersection has a curvature of radius R with r1 � R.

The refraction at the surface can be described by Snell’s Law so for the central
ray

n1 sin(θ1) = n2 sin(θ2). (42)

For the second ray the projection on the surface directly yields the relation between
r1 and r2 immediately after crossing the surface

rp =
r1

cos(θ1)
=

r2

cos(θ2)
(43)

r2 =
cos(θ2)

cos(θ1)
· r1 =

cos(arcsin(n1
n2

sin(θ1))

cos(θ1)
· r1 . (44)

For the angle relation the change of the surface normal due to the curvature as
well as the different starting angle have to be taken into account. With the angle of
incidence given by φ1 = θ1 + α1 + ρ and the refracted angle by φ2 = θ2 + α2 + ρ

Snell’s law can be applied again

n1 sin(φ1) = n2 sin(φ2) (45)
n1 sin(θ1 + α1 + ρ) = n2 sin(θ2 + α2 + ρ). (46)

Using the addition theorem sin(a + b) = sin(a) cos(b) + cos(a) sin(b) and the
approximation for small angles sin(α, ρ) ≈ α, ρ and cos(α, ρ) ≈ 1 gives

n1(sin(θ1) + cos(θ1)(α1 + ρ)) = n2(sin(θ2) + cos(θ2)(α2 + ρ)). (47)

After inserting Eq. 42 into 47 and using ρ ≈ rp/R = r1/(R cos(θ1)) the relation
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for the angle α2 can be extracted:

α2 =
n1 cos(θ1)

n2 cos(θ2)
· α1 +

n1 cos(θ1)− n2 cos(θ2)

n2 R cos(θ1) cos(θ2)
· r1. (48)

The resulting matrix equation is then given by

(
r2
α2

)
=

 cos(θ2)
cos(θ1)

0
n1 cos(θ1)−n2 cos(θ2)

n2R cos(θ1) cos(θ2)
n1 cos(θ1)
n2 cos(θ2)

 ·(r1
α1 .

)
(49)

Using the matrix formalism the propagation of a ray through a complex
optical system can be simply calculated by performing matrix multiplication. A
collection of often used matrices is given in Tab. 1. For the elements that are not
normal to the optical axis of the system it is important to distinguish between the
‘‘tangential’’ and ‘‘sagittal’’ planes. The tangential plane also referred to as the
‘‘plane of incidence’’, or ‘‘meridional’’ plane is spanned by the incoming ray and
the surface normal of the optical element. The sagittal plane is orthogonal to the
tangential plane. For a ray in the tangential plane a lens will appear perspectively
shortened leading to an effective shorter focal length. This is also noticeable in the
examples given in Table 1, where for the tangential plane matrices the radius R is
multiplied by a factor cos(θ), which is missing for the sagittal plane.

Formulations of the matrices can be found in many optics books, for example
in [26] or [27], however one has to be careful as to the used conventions. In [26] the
ray vector is defined differently, using n(z) · α(z) instead of α(z), so that the local
refractive index is included in the second component of the vector, which changes
the definition of the matrices as well. Furthermore the definition of the sign of the
radius of curvature is opposite compared to that given in the example here.

2.2.2 Gaussian beams

To more accurately describe the evolving shape of a laser beam, ray optics are
insufficient. In ray optics the focal spot could become infinitesimally small giving
rise to unphysical singularities. These can be eliminated using wave optics. In free
space the wave equation for the electric field is given by

∇2~E− 1
c2

∂2

∂t2
~E = 0. (50)

Laser beams are highly directional and have in most cases only slowly varying
properties along the direction of propagation. For simplicity we choose a wave
with a single frequency ω and wave vector k = 2π/λ propagating along the z-axis
so that the solution will be of the form

~E(r, t) = ~E(~r) · exp[(i(kz−ωt))]. (51)
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TABLE 1 ABCD matrices or ray transfer matrices for often used optical elements.

Description Matrix

Propagation over distance d in medium
with refractive index n

(
1 d
0 1

)

Thin lens with focal length f - normal inci-
dence

(
1 0
− 1

f 1

)

Refraction at a curved surface with radius
R, going from refractive index n1 to n2 with
angle of incidence θ1 - tangential plane

 cos(θ2)
cos(θ1)

0
n1 cos(θ1)−n2 cos(θ2)

n2R cos(θ1) cos(θ2)
n1 cos(θ1)
n2 cos(θ2)



Refraction at a curved surface with radius
R, going from refractive index n1 to n2 with
angle of incidence θ1 - sagittal plane

(
1 0

n1 cos(θ1)−n2 cos(θ2)
n2R

n1
n2

)

Reflection at a curved surface with radius R
with angle of incidence θ - tangential plane

(
1 0
−2

R cos(θ) 1

)

Reflection at a curved surface with radius R
with angle of incidence θ - sagittal plane

(
1 0

−2 cos(θ)
R 1

)
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The ‘‘fast’’ fluctuations are described by a plane wave in the z direction and a
‘‘slowly’’ varying term E(r) that describes changes in diameter and amplitude.
Inserting Eq. 51 into 50 yields

(
∂2

∂x2 +
∂2

∂y2 +
∂2

∂z2 + 2ik
∂

∂z
)~E(r) = 0. (52)

We now assume that the field varies only gradually along the z-axis∣∣∣∣∂2E(r)
∂z2

∣∣∣∣� ∣∣∣∣2k
∂E(r)

∂z

∣∣∣∣ . (53)

This is the wave optics equivalent of the already discussed paraxial approximation,
which is valid as long as the beam travels almost parallel along the beam axis.
Applying this approximation leads to the paraxial wave equation:

(
∂2

∂x2 +
∂2

∂y2 + 2ik
∂

∂z
)~E(x, y, z) = 0. (54)

The cartesian solutions to this differential equation, applicable to laser systems
without cylindrical symmetry, can be given using the Hermite polynomials

~E(x, y, z) = ∑
m,n

cnm~E0
ω0

ω(z)
Hm[

√
2x

ω(z)
]Hn[

√
2y

ω(z)
]

· exp[
−x2 + y2

ω2(z)
]exp[−i(m + n + 1)ψ(z) + i

k(x2 + y2)

2R(z)
], (55)

with m and n positive integers, Hm the mth order Hermite Polynomial and the
other parameters defined as

zR =
kω0

2
(56)

ω(z) =ω0

√
1 + z2/z2

R (57)

R(z) = z +
z2

R
z

=
kzR

2z
ω2(z) (58)

ψ(z) = arctan(
z

zR
) (59)

with zR called the Rayleigh range, ω(z) the beam waist, R(z) the radius of cur-
vature of the wavefronts and ψ(z) the Gouy phase. At the coordinate z = 0 lies
the focal spot of the beam, the waist reaches its minimum value ω0 while the
radius of curvature diverges. A visualization of the behaviour of these parameters
can be found in Fig. 5. At the Rayleigh range the waist increases to

√
2 times its

minimum value, the radius of curvature diverges at the focal spot and the Gouy
phase has a transition from −π/2 to π/2 with a zero-crossing at the focus.

The information about the beam properties can be encoded into a single
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FIGURE 5 Propagation of a Gaussian beam close to the focal spot, showing the mode
waist ω(z), the divergence angle θ as well as the Gouy phase ψ(z).

variable called the complex beam parameter q, where

q(z) = z + izR (60)
1

q(z)
=

1
z + izR

=
z

z2 + z2
R
− izR

z2 + z2
R
=

1
R(z)

− i
λ

πω2(z)
. (61)

For m = n = 0 we get

~E(x, y, z) = ~E0

√
2
π

q(0)
ω0q(z)

exp(−ik
x2 + y2

2q(z)
) (62)

which is also called the zero order transversal electromagnetic wave or TEM00
wave. This wave is often the most important one in laser systems as it has the
lowest divergence and smallest possible focal spot diameter. The divergence is
often given by the opening angle θ which is defined as

θ = lim
z→∞

arctan(
ω(z)
R(z)

) ≈ λ

πω0
(63)

only depending on the wavelength and the minimum waist diameter. To describe
the propagation of higher order modes a new parameter M2, the so-called ‘‘beam
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quality factor’’, is introduced,

θ = M2 λ

πω0
. (64)

For a pure Hermite-Gaussian beam of order m, n the M2 factor is 2m + 1 in the
x- and 2n + 1 in the y-direction, however in the general case the beam can be a
mixture of multiple modes and the M2 factor has to be experimentally measured.
In high power laser systems a large M2 can be useful, as the larger waist diameter
reduces the maximum intensity on optical elements.

2.2.3 Matrix formalism for Gaussian beams

An interesting feature of Gaussian beams is the possibility to apply the same
matrices developed for ray optics to the complex beam parameter q in order to
calculate the beam properties as it passes through optical elements. The application

of a ray transfer matrix M =

(
A B
C D

)
to the beam parameter is performed in the

following way:

qout = M ◦ qin =
A · qin + B
C · qin + D

. (65)

A derivation of this result can be found in chapter 20 of [26]. It can be easily
demonstrated that the successive application of matrices in this way is again
equivalent to matrix multiplication, so that

M2 ◦ (M1 ◦ q) = (M2 ·M1) ◦ q. (66)

2.2.4 Resonator design

If the matrices for all elements in an optical resonator are known, the round-trip
matrix MR can be calculated. The condition for a stable cavity is that the beam
parameter is reproduced after a full round trip,

qin
!
= qout = MR ◦ qin. (67)

The exclamation mark above the equal sign is inserted to emphasize that this is
true only for a stable resonator. This leads to the following quadratic equation for
the beam parameter:

1
qin

=
2C

A− D±
√

4BC + (D− A)2
. (68)

As the beam parameter is assumed to be a true complex number with a negative
imaginary part, the root in the above equation has to be imaginary and the positive
sign has to be chosen resulting in

4BC + (D− A)2 < 0. (69)
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Combining this with a further property of the round-trip matrix MR

det(MR) =

∣∣∣∣A B
C D

∣∣∣∣
round−trip

= AD− BC = 1 (70)

yields the stability condition
(A + D)2 < 4. (71)

With this the beam parameter qin is defined and the properties of the mode can be
calculated along the whole length of the cavity using Eq. 65.

It should be noted that the stability condition is not necessarily a requirement
for laser resonators. For high power laser system often unstable resonators are
preferable as they can lead to a magnification of the resonator mode for each
round-trip, reducing the probability of mirror coating damage. An overview
of such unstable resonators can be found for example in [28], but will not be
discussed in this work.

Throughout this thesis the ABCD matrix formalism for Gaussian beams has
been applied. Examples for this are the cavity-mode diameter calculations made
for the grating-based Ti:sa and injection-locked Ti:sa described in Chapters 4 and
6, as well as for the mode-matching to the semi-hemispheric FPI discussed in
Chapter 5.

2.3 Wave Propagation in optical media

The Maxwell equations in a medium are given by

~∇ · ~D = ~∇ · (ε0~E +~P) = ρ (72)
~∇ ·~B = 0 (73)

~∇×~E = − ∂~B
∂t

(74)

~∇× ~H =~J +
∂~D
∂t

, (75)

with the relations for the fields

~D = ε0~E +~P (76)
~H = µ0~B + ~M (77)

using the polarization ~P and magnetization ~M. For an optically transparent
medium we can assume that there are no currents and free charges, so that~J = 0
and ρ = 0. Furthermore we assume a non-magnetic medium ~M = 0.
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2.3.1 Fresnel equations

An electromagnetic field crossing from one optical medium to another obeys the
following boundary conditions, with~n the normal vector of the surface

~n× (~E2 − ~E1) = 0 (78)

~n · ( ~D2 − ~D1) = 0 (79)

~n · (~B2 − ~B1) = 0 (80)

~n× ( ~H2 − ~H1) = 0. (81)

This means that the tangential components of ~E and ~H as well as the normal
components of ~D and ~B are continuous at the surface. From these boundary
conditions the reflection and transmission properties of the medium may be
determined. An electric field may be written as a superposition of states parallel
(p-polarized) or perpendicular (s-polarized, from the german word ‘‘senkrecht’’)
to the plane of incidence, with the plane of incidence spanned by the vector ~n
and the wave vector~k. The electric field amplitude reflection coefficients rp, rs
and transmission coefficients tp, ts for these p-polarized and s-polarized field
components are given by the Fresnel equations:

rp =
tan(θi − θo)

tan(θi + θo)
(82)

rs =
sin(θi − θo)

sin(θi + θo)
(83)

tp =
2 sin(θo) cos(θi)

sin(θi + θo) cos(θi − θo)
(84)

ts =
2 sin(θo) cos(θi)

sin(θi + θo)
. (85)

Here θi is the angle of incidence with respect to the surface normal and θo the
angle of the refracted wave in the medium, which may be related using Snell’s
law, Eq. 42. The reflectivity R and transmission T for the intensity of the radiation
is

Rp,s = r2
p,s (86)

Ts,p =
tan θi

tan θo
t2
s,p. (87)

For θi + θo = π/2, Eq. 82 and thus Rp reaches zero, this is the case for Brewster’s
angle

θB = arctan
(n2

n1

)
. (88)

Optical elements at Brewster’s angle are often used in low gain laser systems,
where even small losses have to be avoided. An example for this is the birefringent
filter used for frequency selection discussed in Section 2.5.2.
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2.3.2 Wave propagation in crystals and nonlinear interactions

Many atomic transition lines are in the UV or visible wavelength range and can
not be directly excited by the fundamental laser light. It is therefore necessary to
expand the wavelength range by frequency conversion processes. In a vacuum,
electromagnetic waves do not interact with each other (below the Schwinger
limit [29]), however in a nonlinear medium such interactions can occur given
sufficiently high intensities. The theory for these interactions is given in the
following.

Nonlinear wave equation Using the curl operator on the third Maxwell equa-
tion, Eq. 72, and combining it with the time derivative of the fourth equation
yields

~∇× ~∇×~E =
1
c2

∂2(~E +~P/ε0)

∂t2 . (89)

The polarization vector P in a medium can generally be described as

~P = ε0χ(~E) ·~E = ε0 · (χ(1) · E + χ(2) : EE + χ(3) : EEE + . . . ) (90)

where χ(i) are the ith order susceptibilities of the medium represented by a tensor
of (i+1) order. In crystals or other anisotropic media the polarization ~P thus does
not generally point in the direction of the electric field ~E. For the transparent, non-
magnetic media discussed here the first order susceptibility tensor is symmetric
and can be diagonalized. In the new coordinate system defined by the principal
axes (i = x, y, z) of the medium the polarization is then

Pi = ε0χ
(1)
ii Ei. (91)

The refractive indices along the principal axes of the medium are related to the
susceptibility as well

nii =

√
1 + χ

(1)
ii . (92)

Using the vector relation

~∇× ~∇× ~V = ~∇(~∇ · ~V)− ~∇2~V (93)

for Eq. 89 and replacing the first order susceptibility using Eq. 92 results in the
optical nonlinear wave equation

~∇(~∇ ·~E)− ~∇2~E +
n2

c2
∂2

∂t2
~E2 = − 1

ε0c2
∂2

∂t2
~PNL (94)

with the nonlinear part of the polarization described by ~PNL. The first term of
the equation is often omitted using ~∇ ·~E ≈ 0. This true for the so-called slowly-
varying envelope approximation (SVEA).
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Coupled wave equations For two electric fields ~E1 and ~E2 with frequencies ω1
and ω2 the second order polarization will lead to the generation of electromagnetic
waves with frequencies 2ω1, 2ω2, ω1 + ω2, ω2 −ω1 and ω2 −ω2 = ω1 −ω1 = 0.
The first two terms reflect the so-called ‘‘frequency doubling’’ or second harmonic
generation (SHG) process, the third term is known as sum-frequency generation
(SFG), the fourth is difference frequency mixing (DFG) and the fifth is known as
optical rectification.

Usually the interest is only in one of these terms. For the case of sum
frequency generation the wave is generated at a third frequency ω3 = ω1 + ω2.
Assuming plane waves travelling in the z-direction the fields may be written as
(j=1,2,3)

Ej(z) = Aj(z) · ei(kjz−wjt) (95)

with k j = njωj/c. The evolution of the amplitudes Aj can then be described by
the coupled wave equations

dA1

dz
= iB1A3A∗2e−i∆k z (96)

dA2

dz
= iB2A3A∗1e−i∆k z (97)

dA3

dz
= iB3A1A2ei∆k z (98)

using Bj = ωj deff/njc with the effective nonlinearity deff =
1
2 χeff which depends

on the involved polarizations of the waves and the symmetry class of the crystal
medium. The phase mismatch between the three waves is

∆k = k1 + k2 − k3. (99)

Small signal solutions For small conversion between the waves, A1(z) and
A2(z) can be assumed constant. With the starting condition A3(z = 0) = 0, Eq. 98
can be directly integrated over the crystal length L yielding

A3(z) = iB3A1A2 · sinc
(∆kL

2

)
e

i∆kL
2 . (100)

For the intensity of the wave (I = ε0nc/2 · |E|2)

I3 =
2π2L2d2

eff

n1n2n3λ2
3ε0c

I1 I2 · sinc2
(∆kL

2

)
. (101)

The intensity has a quadratic dependence on the length of the crystal and the
nonlinear coefficient and is directly proportional to the intensities I1, I2 of the
input waves. The sinc function sinc(x) = sin(x)/x drops off very quickly for
increasing phase mismatch ∆k and crystal length L. As such it is important to keep
this mismatch very small so that ∆k→ 0.
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For frequency doubling ω2 = 2ω1, ∆k = 2k1 − k2 the intensity is

I2 =
8π2L2d2

eff

n2
1n2λ2

1ε0c
I2
1 · sinc2

(∆kL
2

)
. (102)

Notable here is the quadratic dependence on the laser intensity. Analytical solu-
tions for the cases with higher conversion are not discussed here. These cases as
well as solutions for the interaction of Gaussian beams can be found for example
in [30]. Furthermore a discussion of SHG and DFG in a resonator may be found
in [31, 32]. A versatile tool to simulate the frequency conversion process is the
freeware software SNLO [33], used in Article II of this thesis.

Birefringent phasematching The dispersion properties of the refractive index
dn(λ)/dλ < 0 make it in principle impossible to fulfill the condition ∆k = 0.
However, as seen in Eq. 92 the refractive index is generally dependent on the
polarization direction of the electromagnetic wave, so that it is possible to fulfill
the condition for waves with different polarization states. Crystals with these
properties are classified as biaxial, when nxx 6= nyy 6= nzz, and uni-axial, when
nxx = nyy 6= nzz.

The discussion here is concerned only with negative uniaxial crystals such as
BBO (β-Barium-Borate). These crystals have a so-called extraordinary (e) refractive
index nzz = ne for light polarized along the crystal optical axis and ordinary (o)
refractive index nxx = nyy = no for light polarized in the other two directions. The
‘‘negative’’ indicates that ne < no.

The extraordinary index depends on the angle θ between the wave vector~k
and the optical axis of the crystal

ne(θ) =
neno√

n2
e sin2(θ) + n2

o cos2(θ)
. (103)

The dispersion relation for the refractive index can be approximated using the
Sellmeier equation

n2
e,o(λ) = A +

B
λ2 + C

+ Dλ2 . (104)

For BBO the parameters A-D are given in Table 2. Phasematching now requires
the right choice of polarizations and angle θ. For BBO, Type I and Type II phase-
matching are possible. With ω3 > ω2, ω1 Type 1 phasematching requires that
waves 1 and 2 have ordinary and wave 3 extraordinary polarization. For Type II
phasematching only one of either ω2 or ω1 have ordinary polarization.

With Type I and Type II we have the conditions

no(ω1)ω1 + no(ω2)ω2 = ne(ω3, θ)ω3 (105)
no(ω1)ω1 + ne(ω2, θ)ω2 = ne(ω3, θ)ω3. (106)
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Parameter A B C D

no 2.7359 0.01878 -0.01822 -0.01354
ne 2.3753 0.01224 -0.01667 -0.01516

TABLE 2 Sellmeier equation parameters for BBO with values given assuming the wave-
length λ in units of µm.

For SHG with ω2 = 2ω1 = 2ω the relations for Type I and II simplify to

no(ω) = ne(2ω, θ) (107)
no(ω) + ne(ω, θ) = 2 ne(2ω, θ). (108)

For Type I SHG phasematching the situation is visualized on the left panel of Fig.
6. The crystal cut angle (90◦ − θ) required for Type I phasematching depending
on the fundamental wavelength is shown in the right panel of Fig 6.

FIGURE 6 Phasematching angles for SHG using a BBO crystal. Left Panel: dispersion
of the refractive indices in BBO calculated using the Sellmeier equation,
illustrating the condition for phasematching. Right Panel: crystal cut angles
required for Type I SHG phasematching in BBO.

2.4 Ti:sapphire laser theory

This section will describe the theory behind the Ti:sapphire laser systems covering
the gain medium, the dynamics of the pulsed laser output as well as the equations
for the frequency-selective elements.

2.4.1 Ti:sapphire medium

The core of the Ti:sapphire (Ti:sa) laser is a Ti3+ doped Al2O3 sapphire crystal.
Ti:sa is a four-level laser medium with a maximum cross-section for absorption
around 500 nm and an emission band from 670 to 1100 nm. The pumping and
lasing transitions are shown in Fig 7. The gain cross-section peaks around 790 nm
as shown in the left panel of Fig. 8 at a value of 3.0− 3.9 · 10−19 cm2 [34--36] and
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FIGURE 7 Level structure of the Ti:sa gain medium. The pump laser excites the electron
from the ground state into the vibrational band 2E. The electrons quickly
relax into the lowest level of the band, from which the lasing transition into
the lower 2T2 band occurs, further quickly relaxing into the ground level.
Figure taken from [37].

is strongest for p-polarized light. The doping density is usually chosen so that
90-95% of pump light is absorbed when passing through the crystal. For a crystal
of length l=20 mm this is equivalent to an absorption coefficient of α532 = 1.5 cm−1

with the intensity of the pump beam through the crystal approximately following
the Lambert-Beer law

I(z) = I0 · e−α·z. (109)

For high pump intensities the depopulation of the ground state has to be consid-
ered, reducing the effective absorption.

A wide residual absorption band, shown in the right panel of Fig. 8, at
the laser wavelength exists, which is attributed to the formation of Ti3+-Ti4+

pairs [38]. The strength of this absorption is usually given as the figure of merit
value (FOM) defined as the ratio of absorption at the pump wavelength and the
lasing wavelength, FOM=α532/α800 assuming a Nd:YAG pump laser operating
at 532 nm. With the progress of crystal growing and annealing techniques the
FOM can presently reach above values of 1000 [39], however most commercially
available crystals are still far below this value and in the range of 100-300, with
the crystals used in this thesis having a FOM value of ≈ 150.

The lifetime of the upper lasing level |2inv〉 at room temperature is 3.2 µs,
with a slight increase to 3.9 µs at lower temperatures. Above room temperature the
lifetime decreases relatively fast, so that cooling is required for good performance.
Further benefits of cooling are improvements in thermal properties such as heat
capacitance and heat conductivity. High average pumping powers can cause
significant thermal lensing effects in the gain medium, reducing beam quality
and output power. A detailed simulation of thermal lensing in a Brewster-cut
Ti:sa crystal can be found in [41]. Compensation of this effect can partially be
done by optimizing the cavity design, however the average output power of Ti:sa
lasers is limited to about 5-10 W. Cryogenic cooling weakens this thermal lensing,
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FIGURE 8 Emission and absorption bands of the Ti:sapphire medium. Left panel: stimu-
lated emission cross section for both s-polarized and p-polarized light [35].
Right panel: residual infrared absorption band [40]. Maximal absorption is
close to the gain maximum at 800 nm.

reducing thermal distortion by a factor 200. This permits a dramatic increase in
maximal output power [42, 43] and is included in next generation petawatt laser
systems [44].

2.4.2 Rate equations

The rate equations of the laser describe the temporal evolution of the photon
number in the laser cavity. While Ti:sapphire is a four-level laser medium, the
relaxation of the pump level |1pump〉 into the upper laser level |2inv〉 and the
decay of the lower laser level |3low〉 to the ground state |0gs〉 happen in very
short time scales compared to the laser pulse dynamics, namely on the ns scale.
The distribution of the Ti3+ ions is thus sufficiently described by the inversion
N2 = N(|2inv〉)−N(|3low〉) ≈ N(|2inv〉), with N(i) denoting the population of the
state i. The model used here, taken from [45], is given by the following differential
equations:

dNγ,i

dt
=

cσe(λi)

LA
N2(Nγi + 1)−

Nγ,i

τi
(110)

dN2

dt
= − N2

τd
−∑

i

cσe(λi)

LA
N2Nγ,i + fp(t) · N2(0) (111)

τ−1
i = − c

2L
ln(1− T)− c

2L
ln(1− D(λi))−

c
2L

ln(1− DPC(t)) . (112)

Here Nγ,i is the photon number of laser mode i. The photon number increases
through the gain, given by the first term on the right hand side of Eq. 110. The
gain term consists of the speed of light c, the stimulated emission cross section
σe,i depending on the wavelength λi, the cavity length L and the effective area
A as well as the inversion N2 and the photon number Nγ,i itself. The additional
‘‘+1’’ term can only be truly explained in a quantum field theory framework, as
it is related to the spontaneous emission process, which can be described as the
interaction of the vacuum mode with the inversion. Effectively the spontaneous
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emission acts as if an additional photon was in each mode of the resonator.
This additional term is not required in the description of the inversion popu-

lation as given by Eq. 111 as it is included through the decay time τd, which covers
the decay into all possible (resonator and free-space) modes. The inversion loses
population through the stimulated emission process of the sum of all modes.

Generation of the inversion is described through a function fp(t), which
follows the time profile of the pump pulse and is normalized to one,∫ ∞

−∞
fp(t) dt = 1 (113)

and an effective starting inversion N2(0). Both the effective area as well as the
effective inversion depend on the overlap of the pump beam with the TEM00
resonator mode. They are derived in [45] and can be given as

A =
πX
2Y

(114)

N2(0) =
X2

Y
(115)

with the parameters X and Y defined as

X =
∫ Lc

0

∫ ∞

−∞

∫ ∞

−∞

n2(x, y, z)
ωx(z)ωy(z)

exp
(
− 2x2

ω2
x(z)
− 2y2

ω2
y(z)

)
dx dy dz (116)

Y =
∫ Lc

0

∫ ∞

−∞

∫ ∞

−∞

n2(x, y, z)
ω2

x(z)ω2
y(z)

exp
(
− 4x2

ω2
x(z)
− 4y2

ω2
y(z)

)
dx dy dz . (117)

The inversion density n2(x, y, z) can be estimated from ABCD matrix calculations
for the pump mode intensity. Calculations can also be performed for the resonator
mode waists ωx, ωy in the x and y-direction. To get a final number for N2(0) other
loss terms such as reflections on optical surfaces and the incomplete absorption
in the crystal need to be accounted for. Typical values for the Ti:sa laser systems
are A = 0.1 mm2 and N2(0) = 0.6 · Npump, with the number of photons in each
pump pulse Np = Epump/h · νp, containing the pump pulse energy and frequency
Ep and νp, respectively.

The photon number in the cavity is reduced through a loss term with the
characteristic time τi. This time constant, given in Eq. 112, depends on the
cavity round-trip time τcav = 2L/c as well as the logarithmic losses given by the
transmission T of the output coupler, internal losses Di as well as time-dependent
losses DPC(t) when using a Pockels Cell. The output photon number Nout may be
calculated using the losses by transmission through the output coupler as

dNout

dt
=

∑i Nγi

τout
(118)

τout = −
c

2L
ln(1− T). (119)
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FIGURE 9 Simulation of Ti:sa pulse dynamics using rate equations. The pump pulse
was assumed to have a FWHM duration of 120 ns.

An example for a simulation using these rate equations is shown in Fig. 9 at a
wavelength of λ = 780 nm and with a pump energy of 1.5 mJ.

2.5 Frequency tuning

The gain bandwidth of the Ti:sa medium spans more than 150 THz. For efficient ex-
citation of atomic transitions the laser needs to operate at the resonant frequency as
well as having a linewidth similar to the spectrally broadened transition linewidth.
This is achieved by the introduction of wavelength dependent losses D(λi) by
elements with wavelength-dependent transmission or reflection properties, such
as etalons, birefringent crystals or diffraction gratings.

2.5.1 Etalon

An etalon is a frequency-selective element made out of two plane-parallel partially
reflective surfaces. The propagation of light through an etalon is shown in Fig.
10. A beam of light incident on the etalon will split into multiple reflected and
transmitted beams. Depending on the phase accumulated during propagation the
beams will have constructive or destructive interference. Assuming a reflectivity
of RA for the entrance surface, RB for the exit surface and no absorption losses so
that RA,B+TA,B= 1 the ratio between the incident amplitude Ai and the transmitted
amplitude A0 can be written as

A0 =
√

TATBeik2d/ cos(θr) (120)

with the thickness d of the etalon and the wave vectors k in the media ki =
niω/c. The mth order amplitudes Am that undergo 2m extra internal reflections
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FIGURE 10 Transmission of light through an etalon. Light enters with an angle of
incidence θi and is partially reflected or transmitted at the surfaces with
reflectivities RA and RB. Depending on the path taken the beams accumulate
a phase delay δ.

accumulate a larger phase delay δm which can be written as

δm =
2m k2 d
cos(θr)

−mk1∆l. (121)

The first term is the extra path inside the etalon, while the second term is the
extra path outside, which the 0th order beam has to make as the additions of the
amplitudes have to be made on the wavefronts which are perpendicular to the
rays;

∆l = 2d tan(θr) sin(θi). (122)

Using Snell’s law, Eq. 42, the incident angle θi can be expressed using θr so that
the phase shift between successive orders can be expressed as

δ = 2 k2 d cos(θr). (123)

The mth order transmitted beam can be written as

Am =
√

TATB · (RARB)
m/2 · eimδ (124)

with a common phase factor removed and assuming the incident amplitude Ai is
normalized to 1. The total amplitude is the sum of all individual beam amplitudes
which is then also the amplitude transmission coefficent t,

t =
√

TATB

∞

∑
m=0

(RARB)
m/2 · eimδ. (125)
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FIGURE 11 Transmission curve of an etalon with a FSR of 10 GHz. The red curve shows
the case with a finesse value of F = 50, the black curve with F = 5.

This is a geometric series and can be expressed analytically. The transmission for
the intensity T is then

T = tt∗ =
TATB

1 + RARB − 2
√

RARB cos(δ)
. (126)

For equal reflectivities RA = RB = R = 1− T this formula simplifies to

T =
(1− R)2

(1− R)2 + 4R sin2(δ/2)
(127)

=
1

1 + F sin2(δ/2)
, (128)

using F = 4R/(1− R)2. This function has a maximum whenever δ/2 is a multiple
of π. For normal incidence this happens whenever the optical path length 2nd is a
multiple of λ. In terms of laser frequency this means a transmission maximum for
every

∆ f = FSR = c/2nd, (129)

which is called the free spectral range (FSR) of the etalon. The ratio between the
FSR and the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the transmission peak is the
resolving power of the etalon and is called the Finesse F .

F = FSR/δFWHM =
π

2 arcsin(
√
(1/F))

≈ π
√

F
2

(130)

with the approximation working well for values of R> 0.5. Example transmission
curves for two finesse values are shown in Fig. 11, with a FSR of 10 GHz as would
be the case for a glass plate of 1 cm thickness with a refractive index of n = 1.5.

The transmission function was calculated assuming a perfect overlap of the
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individual beams. Inside a resonator the mode diameter can be quite small, so that
the walk-off perpendicular to the beam propagation due to the internal reflections
at angle θr will result in only partial overlap of the individual transmitted beams.
The direct addition of all amplitudes as in Eq. 125 is then an incorrect assumption,
which leads to a reduction of the maximal transmission. Furthermore the transmit-
ted beam is no longer perfectly Gaussian, which may result in further losses along
the cavity. An estimate for the double pass loss γ of an etalon can be found in [46]:

γ =
2R

(1− R)2 ·
( 2dθ

nω0

)2
. (131)

As the thickness d and the reflectivity R mainly determine the free spectral range
and finesse of the etalon which are set by the application requirements, and the
waist size ω0 is fixed by the used cavity, a low loss of the etalon requires a small
tilt angle θ. For very small tilt angles however, in the so-called ‘‘flash’’ position,
the reflections from the etalon surfaces can be coupled back to the cavity, leading
to chaotic multi-cavity operation. One possibility to prevent this problem is given
in [47], where the polarization of these reflections are rotated using quarter-wave
plates.

In general the mirror substrates of the etalon may be curved. A prime exam-
ple for this is the often used confocal Fabry-Pérot Interferometer. An overview of
the theory of such resonators can be found in [48].

2.5.2 Birefringent filter

A birefringent filter makes use of the polarization-dependent phase-shift in a
birefringent crystal. For the description of the transmission properties of this filter
it is advantageous to use the Jones Matrix formalism [49]. An introduction to the
topic can be found in [50]. In general the electromagnetic field in the resonator
traveling in the z direction can be described by the complex envelopes in the x-y
plane

Ax =ax · eiφx (132)

Ay =ay · eiφy , (133)

which can be written in a column vector called the Jones vector J given as

J =
(

Ax
Ay

)
. (134)

As the laser resonator has several Brewster-cut elements it is preferred to use the
p- and s-polarized fields so that the relation x∼p and y∼s can be made.

The output of an optical element altering the polarization state can be written
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as a superposition of the input fields

A′p =mppAp + mpsAs (135)

A′s =mspAp + mssAs (136)

or in matrix form
J′ = MJ × J (137)

with the Jones matrix

MJ =

(
mpp mps
msp mss

)
. (138)

There are several publications discussing the Jones matrix for a birefringent filter
plate. In many cases various simplifications have been made, for example using
static reflection losses, neglecting reflection or ignoring the walk-off between the
ordinary (o) and extraordinary (e) ray while calculating the phase difference be-
tween the polarizations. Publications [51] and [52] detail one of the most thorough
approaches, including accurate reflection coefficients depending on the angle of
incidence using Fresnel equations. The authors note that for materials with small
birefringence, some approximations can be made, resulting in the following Jones
Matrix for a birefringent plate with thickness d and angle of incidence θi: 1−R2

p
C2+1 (C

2 · eiδo + eiδe)
TsC(1−R2

p)

Tp(C2+1) (e
iδo − eiδe)

TpC(1−R2
s )

Ts(C2+1) (e
iδo − eiδe) 1−R2

s
C2+1(e

iδo + C2eiδe)

 (139)

with

C =
− sin(φ)

cos(θo) cos(φ)
. (140)

The factors Rs, Rp, Ts and Tp are the reflection and transmission coefficients for
s and p polarized light, respectively, and can be calculated from the Fresnel
equations 82-85. Inside the plate the refractive indices for the e-ray and the o-
ray differ, so that the two polarizations incur a phase difference δ = δe − δo.
Furthermore, the two rays have a slightly different angle resulting in an offset
at the end of the crystal. As the phase delay has to be taken with respect to the
wavefronts an additional term is required,

δo =
2π · d · no

λ · cos(θo)
(141)

δ = δe − δo =
2π · d

λ
· (neo cos(θeo)− no cos(θo)). (142)
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with the refractive index and angle for the extraordinary wave given as

neo(θi, φ) =

√
n2

e +
n2

o − n2
e

n2
o

sin2 θi cos2 φ (143)

θeo(θi, φ) = sin−1
( 1

neo(θi, φ)
sin θi

)
. (144)

To verify that no transcription or interpretation errors were made in the implemen-
tation of the formulae, the results from [51] were reproduced in Mathematica [53].
The left panel of Fig. 12 shows the original result from the publication and the
right panel shows the calculations based on the above formulae.

FIGURE 12 Calculations for the first Jones matrix element Mpp of a birefringent quartz
plate. Left panel: calculations for Tpp = |Mpp|2 according to [51]. Right
panel: comparison with calculations using the described implementation of
the Jones matrix in Mathematica.

In practice, an intracavity birefringent filter will make use of multiple plates
with different thickness to allow for narrow transmission bands (determined by the
thickest plate) while having a large separation of transmission peaks (determined
by the thinnest plate). Further elements of the cavity may also have an impact on
the polarization state such as Brewster surfaces or the gain medium. The roundtrip
Jones matrix is then calculated through matrix multiplication. As an example, a
three-plate filter with thicknesses d1, d2 and d3 in a resonator with a Brewster cut
Ti:sa crystal is considered, which equates to the round-trip Jones matrix

Mround = MBrewster ×Mcrystal ×MBrewster ×MBRF(d1)×MBRF(d2)×MBRF(d3) (145)

with the matrix for reflection at a Brewster surface given by

MBrewster =

(√
1− Rp(θB) 0

0
√

1− Rs(θB)

)
(146)

and the matrix for the crystal using the polarization-dependent cross sections,
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with
√

σe,s/σe,p ≈
√

0.5, assumed to be

Mcrystal =

(
1 0
0
√

0.5

)
. (147)

In a stable resonator the polarization states will be the eigenvectors of the roundtrip
matrix,

J′1,2 = Mround × J1,2 = λ1,2 · J1,2 . (148)

The transmission coefficients T1,2 for the eigenvectors J1,2 are then given by the
absolute square of the eigenvalues

T1,2 = λ1,2 · λ∗1,2. (149)

For comparison the single-pass transmission curve of two filters is shown in Fig.
13, with the simulation parameters detailed in the plots. The black curve and
grey curve show the transmission for the eigenvector with the largest and lowest
eigenvalue, respectively. Compared with the right panel, the transmission fringes
in the left panel are noticeably narrower. No difference appears in the positions
of the highest maxima, which depend on the thinnest plate. The position as well
as the transmission of the highest side-maxima however are different. In the
left panel the second highest maxima are at T=0.91, while they are at T=0.86 in
the right panel. The ratio between highest and second highest maximum is an
important parameter. If the ratio is not large enough the laser can run multi-mode
at two different wavelength, considering that the wavelength dependence of the
gain profile also has a big impact.

FIGURE 13 Simulated transmission curve for two birefringent filters, with specification
given in the plots.

2.5.3 Grating

Diffraction gratings have periodically structured surfaces and are available in
either transmissive or reflective form. The groove structure is usually made by
ruling or the use of a holographic exposure method and subsequent etching. Holo-
graphic gratings usually deliver better performance as their error in periodicity
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is smaller compared to the physical ruling process and they also have reduced
scattering loss.

The position of intensity maxima and minima can be understood as inter-
ference of the waves coming from multiple slits. The geometry is depicted on
the left panel of Fig. 14. A plane wave is incident at an angle α on the grating
and diffracted at an angle θ. In the Fraunhofer approximation, the assumption
is that the waves interfere at a large distance L much greater than the slit separa-
tion so that one can assume that the wave-vectors from the refracted waves are
quasi-parallel. For constructive interference the optical path difference between
two adjacent slits AB+BC then has to be equal to an integer multiple m of the
wavelength. The distance can be calculated using the angles and the slit separation
d = 1/N, with the slit density N so that

AB + BC = d · (sin(α) + sin(θ)) = m · λ. (150)

To improve efficiency (ratio of intensity at the wanted refraction order m vs. other

FIGURE 14 Diffraction at a grating. Left panel: interference of light diffracted at multiple
slits of a transmission grating, showing the path difference AB+BC between
the individual rays. Right panel: diffraction at a blazed reflection grating.
The angles α′ and θ′ indicate general diffraction, the angles α = θ indicate
the situation for the Littrow configuration.

orders) at a particular diffraction angle or wavelength range some gratings have
their grooves made with a so-called blaze angle θb creating a see-saw surface
profile as shown in the right panel of Fig. 14. The blaze angle is set so that
the reflection from the blazed surface coincides with the angle of the targeted
diffraction order. The relationship between blaze wavelength λb and blaze angle
is given by

m · λb = 2d sin(θb) · cos(α− θb). (151)

In a standing wave resonator the so-called Littrow configuration is often used.
Here the light is diffracted back into the cavity along the same direction as the
incoming radiation, as depicted by the double-sided arrow in the figure, so that
α = β, simplifying the grating equation to

m · λ = 2d sin(α). (152)
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The resolving power of a grating depends on the number of illuminated
grooves N and can be given as

λ

δλ
= m · N. (153)



3 FURIOS AT IGISOL 4

An overview of the "Fast Universal Resonant laser IOn Source" (FURIOS) can be
found in the theses of M. Reponen [37] and T. Kessler [54]. Due to a number of
improvements to the system an update on its elements and specifications will be
given here.

The main elements of FURIOS are several tunable Ti:sapphire (Ti:sa) lasers,
pumped by high power Nd:YAG lasers, laser beam transport to the target area
as well as specialized gas cells optimized for the laser ionization of the produced
radioactive species. In the following the specifications and operation of the laser
systems are described in detail. A general change to the original design is the intro-
duction of intra-cavity second harmonic generation (ic-SHG) as well as difference
frequency generation (DFG), both described in this chapter. Further additions
such as a grating-based Ti:sa laser, a dual-etalon Ti:sa as well as an injection-locked
Ti:sa are discussed separately in chapters four, five and six, respectively.

3.1 Laser systems

A schematic layout of the current FURIOS laser setup is displayed in Figure 15.
Optical table 1, shown on the right side of the figure, comprises the main laser
system used for general purpose on-line and off-line laser ionization. The grating
Ti:sa and injection-locked Ti:sa are placed on table 2, while the continuous wave
(cw) Ti:sa system operates on table 3 in a separate room, supplying the input for
the injection-locked Ti:sa through an optical fibre link.

3.1.1 Pump lasers

The pump laser Nd:YAG 1 (Lee Laser, LDP-200MQG) for the main system is set at
68 W output power of the second harmonic at 532 nm with a pulse repetition rate
of 10 kHz. Its output power is divided using a combination of half-wave plates and
polarizing beam-splitter cubes and directed to the three Ti:sa systems, yielding
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FIGURE 15 Layout of the current laser setup at FURIOS. The right side (Table 1) illus-
trates the general purpose laser system used for laser ionization. To the left
side (Table 2) is the grating Ti:sa used for wide range scanning capabilities
and ionization scheme development as well as the injection-locked Ti:sa for
high resolution spectroscopy using the single-mode cw Ti:sa (Table 3) as
seed for amplification.
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about 20-22 W pumping power for each Ti:sa after transport losses. The power
scaling of the pump laser with diode current is shown in the left panel of Fig. 16
having a nearly linear trend with a lasing threshold around 13.6 A. For the second
pump laser Nd:YAG 2 (Lee Laser, LDP-200MQG, OEM model, second-hand) the
specifications are nearly identical, although producing a lower maximum output
power as shown on the right panel of Fig. 16. At higher diode current the output
diverges from a linear trend. Realignment of the cavity may alleviate this issue.
The output power is however still sufficient for the two Ti:sa systems.

An external frequency generator (Agilent 33120A) with a square-wave output
provides the 10 kHz external trigger. After distributing the trigger signal to three
gate and delay units the individual signals are sent to the two pump lasers as well
as a Copper Vapour Laser (CVL, not shown in figure). By adjusting the delay the
laser systems can be time synchronized. At this repetition rate and power level
the typical pulse length of the Nd:YAG is about 120 ns long. The pump laser is
running multi-mode and has a specified M2 value of about 10-20.

The CVL provides up to 30 W of combined output power at the green
(511 nm) and yellow (578 nm) lasing transitions. It was previously used as pump
for a (now decommissioned) dye laser system but is now used primarily as a high
power non-resonant ionization laser. Its pulse duration is about 30-40 ns, which
is close to the Ti:sa pulse duration, and is thus better suited for this task than the
long-pulse Nd:YAG lasers.

FIGURE 16 Power scaling vs diode current of pump lasers. Left panel: Power vs diode
current of the main Nd:YAG 1 pump laser. The power scales nearly linear
with the current. Right panel: Power vs diode current of the Nd:YAG 2
pump laser. The power scaling is only linear at currents less than 11 A.

3.1.2 Ti:sa lasers

The three ‘‘standard’’ Ti:sa lasers of the main system use the cavity design devel-
oped at the University of Mainz detailed in [45]. Modifications of this design are
discussed with [55] demonstrating double-sided pumping, a new pump geometry
allowing higher pump powers [56] and general optimisations of the layout for
faster setup and better access for monitoring [57]. A schematic with cavity dimen-
sions is shown in Fig. 17. The cavity is formed using a plane high reflector (HR),
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FIGURE 17 Standard Ti:sa laser cavity with dimensions and specifications.

two curved mirrors CM1 and CM2 having a dichroic coating with high reflection
for the laser wavelength and an anti-reflection coating at the pump wavelength,
and a wedged output coupler (OC) with 70-80% reflectivity. The pump is focused
with a f=75 mm lens onto the Brewster-cut Ti:sa crystal. The focal spot of the lens
with a waist of ≈ 200 µm is at the side of the crystal facing away from the pump
source as discussed in [56].

Coarse wavelength selection is done using individual mirror sets with four
standard coating choices available, covering the range from 700-950 nm, each set
having a tuning range of 50-100 nm. Special mirror sets with higher reflecting
output couplers can further increase the range as discussed in Article II. Finer
wavelength selection is performed using a combination of a three-plate birefrin-
gent filter and a thin etalon (d = 0.3 mm, R≈ 40%, FSR = 324 GHz).

Synchronization of the Ti:sa lasers is achieved using KD*P Pockels Cells.
These electro-optical crystals are operated at the quarter-wave voltage of ≈3 kV,
which due to the double-pass in the Z-shaped cavity creates a 90◦ rotation of the
polarization axis. During the duration of the pump-pulse this high voltage is
applied on the Pockels Cell increasing the losses of the cavity at Brewster surfaces,
so that no lasing can occur. After a short delay time, which is adjustable for each
laser individually, the HV is turned off, and the build-up of the Ti:sa laser pulse
can start.

3.1.3 Laser monitoring

A small fraction of the laser light is collected either by use of a pick-off mirror or
from the leakage of one of the cavity mirrors and is coupled into optical fibres.
The fibres go to a home-built four-channel fibre switch, which is discussed in [37].
Inside the switchbox the inputs are split again, with a small portion sent to fast
photodiodes for pulse timing monitoring, while the remaining light of one of
the input channels is connected to the wavemeter (High Finesse, WS6-UV), with
selection of the channel performed through a software interface.
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The wavemeter has a specified accuracy of 600 MHz at the 3 σ level. It was
shown that the stability of the wavelength measurement depends on the choice of
fibre, either multi-mode or single-mode as illustrated in the left panel of Fig.18.
The measurement was performed using a stabilized HeNe laser. With single-mode
fibre the wavelength measurement is stable, but with multi-mode fibre fluctu-
ations of the order of 300 MHz occur. The multi-mode fibre measurement was
also very sensitive to the coupling into the fibre as well as to touch or vibrations.
Temperature affects the measurements as well as seen in the right panel of Fig. 18.
The wavemeter has an in-built temperature sensor which was recorded, while the
temperature of the room was varied using the air-conditioning system. Frequency
shifts of up to 200 MHz/◦C can be observed. This should be kept in mind when-
ever measurements are compared over long time periods. The air conditioning
system can keep the temperature stable to about ±0.2◦C, however only as long as
the laser cabin door remains closed.

FIGURE 18 Left panel: wavemeter measurement of HeNe laser with multi- and single-
mode fibres. Right panel: temperature dependence of measured HeNe
wavelength with single-mode fibre.

The fibre switch uses purely multi-mode fibres. This is sufficient for the
broadband Ti:sa system. For higher accuracy wavelength measurement two Fabry-
Pérot Interferometers (FPI) are available. One is a self-built semi-hemispheric
FPI with an adjustable free spectral range (FSR) and Finesse F ≈ 70, which is
discussed in Article III in chapter 5. The second is a commercial confocal FPI
(Toptica, FPI-100-0750-1) with a FSR of 1 GHz and a Finesse of 200-500 with the
mirror set coated for 615-885 nm. As frequency reference a stabilized HeNe laser
(Melles Griot, 25-STP-912-230) is used. The calibration of the FSR of these FPIs is
discussed in chapter 5 as well.

3.1.4 Specifications of the main Ti:sa laser system

To reach the blue and UV wavelengths required for many laser ionization schemes
Second, Third- and Fourth Harmonic Generation (SHG, THG and FHG) is per-
formed using BBO crystals in an external frequency conversion unit. The design of
this unit follows closely to that given in [57]. Higher conversion efficiency can be
reached using intracavity-SHG, which is discussed in Article II as well as section
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Wavelength range 700-960 nm
Pulse repetition rate 10 kHz
Pump power 20-22 W
Pulse duration 30-50 ns
Spectral width 4-8 GHz
Average power 3-5 W

SHG power 400-800 mW
THG power 50-100 mW
FHG power 20-50 mW

SHG range 350-470 nm
THG range 235-310 nm
FHG range 205-240 nm

TABLE 3 Specifications of the main Ti:sa laser system using the standard mirror coatings
and external frequency conversion.

3.4.
The specifications of the main Ti:sa system are given in Table 3. Near the

limits of the wavelength tuning range the values for output power may be signifi-
cantly lower and the pulse duration higher. SHG, THG and FHG values are given
for external frequency conversion only.

3.2 Atomic beam unit

The atomic beam unit (ABU), described in [54], provides a simple platform for
off-line laser spectroscopy involving mainly the test and development of laser
ionization schemes. A thin tube of tantalum resistively heated up to 1600 ◦C is
used to evaporate samples of the element of interest. An atomic beam is created
and collimated through a small orifice of 8 mm diameter at a distance of 12 cm
from the oven exit. Compared to the description in [54] an additional electrode
at a small positive potential of +80 V was installed directly behind this orifice.
Using this, background signal of thermal ions coming from the hot oven could be
suppressed by more than three orders of magnitude.

The collimated atomic beam interacts with the lasers sent either perpendic-
ularly through two Brewster windows, or counter-propagating through a plane
window. Laser ions created in the interaction region are guided using electrostatic
ion optics toward an electron multiplier tube (EMT) operating at a voltage of
-2 kV. The signal of the EMT can be read out using an amperemeter (Keithley 485).
Further electronics may be used to achieve more sensitive single-ion detection
along with coincidence techniques to suppress background signals [54].
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3.3 Article II

Article II, recently accepted for publication at JPS Conf. Proc., covers the im-
plementation of intra-cavity second harmonic generation (ic-SHG) for increased
conversion efficiency. In addition, the first results of difference frequency gen-
eration (DFG) are shown, providing access to a wavelength region previously
requiring dye laser systems. Application of DFG to laser spectroscopy is demon-
strated on the D2 line of sodium. The article is presented in the following 6 pages
(print version only).
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FIGURE 19 Fourth harmonic output power using ic-SHG generated 450 nm radiation.
Data points in red, an expected quadratic fit curve (compare Eq. 102) in
black. Measurement at 3 W of 450 nm power uses a different focusing.

3.4 Third and Fourth harmonic generation using ic-SHG output

The higher output power of the ic-SHG process also affects the generation of the
third and fourth harmonic. Due to the nonlinear interaction the benefit is even
more pronounced. For testing, the mirror set configuration MS3 as discussed
in Article II was used. The power of the ic-SHG light at 450 nm was focused
using an f=75 mm lens into a l=6 mm BBO crystal AR-coated at 455/227 nm. The
output of the ic-SHG light was adjusted by varying the pump laser power. The
fourth harmonic output power was measured using a photodiode-based sensor
(Thorlabs, S120VC) as well as a calorimetric powermeter. The results shown in
Fig. 19 are based on the photodiode sensor values. The calorimetric measurement
was typically 10-15 % lower. This discrepancy may be explained by a lack of any
recent calibration of the instruments.

The values below an ic-SHG power of 2 W show a good agreement with a
quadratic fit. It is not fully clear whether this quadratic dependency is solely due
to the nonlinear interaction (see Eq. 102) or due to pulse duration changes, caused
by the pump power variation of the ic-SHG Ti:sa. Comparisons with simulations
have not been made as measurement of the beam profile as well as pulse duration
would be required. The last data point marked with a star at 3 W was taken with
a longer focal length of 125 mm to prevent optical damage on the coating of the
BBO crystal.

Third harmonic generation was so far only performed for the output of mir-
ror set MS4a from Article II. This mirror set uses ic-SHG with a 95 % OC and thus
simultaneously releases both the frequency doubled as well as the fundamental
radiation. The wavelength tuning curve for this set is shown in Fig. 20. This wave-
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FIGURE 20 Tuning curve of mirror set MS4a for both fundamental (red triangles) and
SHG (blue circles) radiation.

length region was interesting both for the laser ionization of copper and silver
which have first step excitation transitions at 327.4898 nm and 328.1624 nm, respec-
tively - equivalent to fundamental wavelengths of 982.469 nm and 984.487 nm. For
these two wavelengths nearly 1 W of SHG as well as 1 W of fundamental radiation
were obtained, yielding up to 160 mW in the third harmonic. Significantly higher
third harmonic powers may still be expected when operating closer to the gain
maximum of the Ti:sa crystal, though no suitable mirror-set was available for
testing in this region.

with ic-SHG ext. conversion

SHG power 1500-3700 mW 400-800 mW
THG power 100-160 mW* 50-100 mW
FHG power 100-450 mW 20-50 mW
DFG power 20-60 mW -

SHG range 340-525 nm 350-470 nm
THG range 235-340 nm 235-310 nm
FHG range 205-255 nm 205-240 nm
DFG range 550-700 nm -

TABLE 4 Specifications of the main Ti:sa laser system using specialised coatings and
ic-SHG. *Third harmonic power using ic-SHG has only been measured far off
the gain peak.
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3.5 Summary and applications for ic-SHG

In total up to a factor of four improvement for the second harmonic and nearly
a factor of ten for the fourth harmonic has been reached by using ic-SHG. Other
benefits are the very compact setup and a reduced number of collimating optics as
well as a lower lasing threshold and larger tuning range of the cavities due to the
replacement of the output coupler by a high reflecting mirror. A summary of the
typical performance with ic-SHG is given in Table 4. with the inclusion of DFG
the possible wavelengths span from 205-1050 nm, only a small wavelength region
from 525-550 nm remains uncovered.

Due to the longer confinement of the fundamental light in the cavity the
risk of mirror coating damage increases. This is especially the case when the
conversion efficiency to the second harmonic is low. Care must be taken when
changing the wavelength of the laser with the birefringent filter as this changes
the phase-matching condition.

It was also noted that ic-SHG does not work well in combination with the
Pockels Cell, with issues such as intensity fluctuations and extreme alignment
sensitivity. Reasons for this are so far not completely clear. Since BBO is a
birefringent crystal it may interact with the polarization changes induced by
the Pockels Cell in a non-trivial way. An additional waveplate to compensate
for polarization changes or a different cavity layout may prove of benefit here.
Synchronization with other lasers is currently only possible by use of separate
pump lasers, long delay lines or adjustment of pump power.

A further complication is caused by partial reflections from the coatings of
the BBO crystal or the dichroic mirrors in the cavity used to separate the SHG
radiation. As neither the crystal nor the dichroic mirrors are wedged they can
cause spurious etalon effects, affecting both output power as well as wavelength
tuning. While the anti-reflection coating of the BBO crystal seems to be sufficient in
most cases, it would be helpful to obtain a set of properly coated wedged dichroic
mirrors. A different option would be the design of an unidirectional ring-cavity,
which could eliminate these issues.

Despite these complications, the benefits are clear. As seen in Article I,
the saturation of the second step AI transition of copper in the gas cell was only
sufficient due to the added power of ic-SHG. Laser ionization in a freely expanding
gas jet may require very high power as well, considering that a very large area
needs to be illuminated for good efficiency. There are also a few elements that are
currently deemed nearly impossible for laser ionization as they require first step
excitation wavelengths below the phase-matchable limit of BBO crystals (185 nm).
Two-photon excitation processes may prove successful if sufficient laser intensity
is available. Other elements may have interesting ionization schemes that require
the use of visible light in the 500-700 nm range or above the fundamental Ti:sa
range >1050 nm. Difference frequency mixing as discussed in Article II requires
ic-SHG for improved performance.

A new program aiming at laser ionization towards doubly-charged elements,
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Ion Resonance Ionization Spectroscopy (IRIS), is currently starting at the IGISOL
facility [58]. Since the energy required to go beyond the second ionization potential
is often significantly higher than for the first, multiple transitions in the UV
wavelength range can be necessary, making the compact setup of ic-SHG more
practical.



4 SAMARIUM IONIZATION SCHEME
DEVELOPMENT USING A GRATING-BASED
TI:SAPPHIRE LASER

4.1 Grating-based Ti:sapphire laser

For many elements there is a lack of tabulated spectroscopic data in the region of
higher excited atomic states. In the case of heavier elements with complicated elec-
tronic structure the computation of energy levels to the required precision for laser
excitation of <1 cm−1 is so far deemed impossible. Using a multi-configuration
Dirac-Fock method the author in [59] reproduced excited state level energies in
ytterbium (Z=70) with accuracies of 700 - 1100 cm−1. More recent calculations [60]
using an intermediate Hamiltonian Fock-space couple-cluster (IHFSCC) approach,
have been able to reduce the uncertainty to a level of 300 cm−1 for ytterbium and
≈ 800 cm−1 for the super-heavy element nobelium (Z=102). In nobelium no spec-
troscopic information is currently available, and low production rates complicate
experimental determination. On the other hand, fine structure splitting energies
can be reproduced with a smaller uncertainty of ≈ 30 cm−1 [61]. This is however
still far from that required to build up a laser ionization scheme.

The only reliable way to obtain spectroscopic information is by direct mea-
surement. While the standard Ti:sa lasers have a sufficiently wide tuning range,
the scanning of the wavelength with an etalon and birefringent filter will inevitably
lead to mode jumps and strong power dependence on the wavelength. Using
a grating for wavelength selection allows for scanning over wide wavelength
ranges. The development of grating-based lasers has been pursued at other facili-
ties [56, 62, 63]. At the Oak Ridge National Laboratory a commercial device is in
use [64].
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FIGURE 21 3D CAD design of the grating-based Ti:sa laser. Also indicated is the folding
angle φ of the cavity. The water-cooled mount for the Ti:sa crystal as well as
the pump lens are omitted.

4.1.1 Laser Resonator

The setup of the grating-based Ti:sa laser uses a similar resonator geometry to that
of the normal Z-shaped design described in Chapter 3. The design as envisaged
from a 3D CAD program (Autodesk Inventor) is shown in Fig. 21. Both the curved
folding mirrors CM1 and CM2 as well as the output coupler (OC) use broadband
reflective coatings from 650 nm to 1050 nm. Compared to a standard Ti:sa the
end mirror of the cavity is replaced by a gold-coated diffraction grating with 1480
grooves/mm (Horiba Jobin Ivon, Part # C524 28 090/T3, Replica). The grating
is used in the Littrow configuration, so that the 1st order diffraction is reflected
back into the cavity. As diffraction into a higher order is not possible with the
high groove density of the grating, only the unused reflection at the 0th order is
lost. For an increased efficiency at the Ti:sa wavelength range the grating has a
blaze angle optimized for 800 nm (≈36◦ according to Eq. 151). For the central
wavelength range from 750-850 nm the diffraction efficiency into the 1st order
is rated as >90%. As the frequency selection is accomplished using the grating,
further frequency selective elements such as the birefringent filter or etalon are not
required. This allows for a continuous frequency tuning of the laser by changing
the incident angle of the grating according to Eq. 152. However, to achieve a
desired bandwidth below ≈ 10 GHz a sufficient number of grooves on the grating
have to be illuminated. Using Eq. 153 with m = 1 and N ≈ 104 a bandwidth
of 40 GHz can be estimated at 800 nm. For comparison the same number for
the etalon is 80 GHz. The high number of round-trips in the cavity narrows the
bandwidth and reduces that value to a few GHz. Additionally the grating can
be sensitive to high power densities, which also suggests that the small mode
diameter of the cavity should be expanded.
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FIGURE 22 Sketch of the path of the laser beam through the four-prism beam expander
showing the horizontal beam magnification due to the near Brewster angle
incidence on one side of each prism. The continuous line shows the prop-
agation of the central ray, while the dashed lines indicate the 1/e2 waist
diameter.

For this purpose a four-prism beam expander is inserted into the cavity arm
in front of the grating. The beam propagation through the expander is shown in
Fig 22. Each prism is arranged so that the surface of the longest side is aligned
at Brewster angle with respect to the laser mode, while the opposite surface is
passed with close to zero degrees angle of incidence (AOI). This latter surface has a
broadband anti-reflection (BB-AR) coating optimized for 0◦ AOI, with a reflectivity
of R< 0.8% over the entire Ti:sa emission range, minimizing the losses in the cavity.
Based on the refractive index of the N-SF11 glass material (nSF11 = 1.76) of the
prisms, the Brewster angle is 60.4◦. This matches closely with the 30/60/90 degree
cut angles of the prisms. Two small prisms with a long leg length of 12.7 mm
(Thorlabs, PS871-B) and two large prisms (Altechna, custom made) with 25 mm
are used. With Brewster angle incidence the expansion factor for each prism is
identical to the refractive index so that the full magnification after the four prisms
is close to (nSF11)

4 ≈ 10. With a beam diameter of 0.6 mm before the expander a
horizontal expansion to about 6 mm can be expected. The four prisms are inserted
into shallow slots, which pre-set the angular alignment and are fixed with plastic
screws on a rectangular metal slider which can be moved horizontally with respect
to the laser beam. The expander is positioned about halfway between the curved
mirror CM2 and the grating.

The grating itself is mounted on a computer-controlled stepping motor
rotation stage (Micos DT-65 N). The rotation stage has a specified resolution of
0.002◦. Using Eq. 152 this equals a change of 18 GHz of the laser wavelength
at 800 nm. However in practice the motor motion in continuous scanning mode
is by about a factor 10 more precise. This is also reflected in the unidirectional
repeatability specification of 0.0002◦.

4.1.2 Performance

The output power of the grating Ti:sa laser was measured as a function of the
input power of the pump beam as shown in Fig. 23. The data was measured at a
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FIGURE 23 Output power vs pump power for the grating Ti:sa measured at 780 nm. The
slope efficiency from the linear fit (black line) is 9.2(3)%.

wavelength of 780 nm using a broadband OC with 80% reflectivity. The threshold
pump power extracted from the linear fit is 1.8(3) W. Experimentally the laser
would stop lasing at pump powers below 3 W. However, this may be related to
changes in the pump laser parameters which was also operating close to threshold.
From the fit of the data the slope efficiency is 9.2(3)%. This is far below the typical
25-30% of the standard Ti:sa cavity, indicating relatively high internal losses of
the grating Ti:sa. Furthermore, it was noticed that the output beam shape was
elliptical, suggesting either multi-mode operation or bad compensation of the
astigmatism introduced by the Brewster-cut Ti:sa crystal.

When constructing the grating laser, the main dimensions of the standard
Z-cavity were used since the introduction of the expander was assumed from
geometric optics to have little effect on the cavity stability. A new ABCD matrix
calculation was performed after the first characterising tests, including the beam
expansion of the four prisms. The calculation results for the first cavity design
with a folding angle of 2φ =35.5◦ are shown in Fig. 24. While the stability of the
cavity is affected only slightly by the beam expansion, the results suggest that
the astigmatic compensation is incomplete. Close to the output coupler the mode
in the tangential plane has a ≈20% smaller diameter than in the sagittal plane.
As seen in Fig. 25 a change of the folding angle to 2φ =32◦ better satisfies the
condition of astigmatism compensation.

After adjusting the cavity geometry for the new angles the output power as
well as the beam shape did not improve significantly. In order to identify possible
issues several elements were investigated or replaced. The most noticeable loss
was found in the prism beam expander, having a total transmission loss of 8-10%.
For the individual pairs, the small pair had a loss of about 6%, while the big pair
had a loss of 3%. Considering absorption losses inside the glass as well as the
specified AR reflection curve, the losses should be close to 2% per pair. Contrary
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FIGURE 24 Mode waist calculation of the grating laser with the original folding angle of
2φ =35.5◦. The results (red = sagittal plane, black = tangential plane) show
a slight astigmatism, details in text.

FIGURE 25 Mode waist calculation of the grating laser with the optimized folding angle
of 32◦. The astigmatism is compensated. Red = sagittal plane, black =
tangential plane.)
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FIGURE 26 Tuning curve for the grating laser using the broadband mirror set at a pump
power of 20 W. The tuning range was measured for different configurations
of the prism beam expander and output coupler reflectivity.

to the previous assumption the small prism pair also had an AR coating on the leg
with Brewster angle incidence and is thus not optimal for the p-polarized light in
the cavity.

To see the effect of the losses of the prisms, wavelength tuning curves were
taken both for the full four prism beam expander as well as using only the two
larger prisms. One additional curve with two prisms and an OC with a higher
reflectivity of R= 90% was obtained. The comparison of the three curves is shown
in Fig. 26.

The pump power was set at 20 W. At first glance the data contradicts itself.
While the power with four prisms is higher, indicating lower losses, the wave-
length tuning range is narrower than with the two prisms, suggesting higher
losses. This condition may be due to thermal lensing affects which were observed
during measurements. For example, when tuning the grating from a position
slightly above lasing threshold towards one of the limits of the wavelength range
(where lasing stops), lasing action would not immediately restart when returning
to the original position, but would require further movement towards the gain
maximum, suggesting some dynamical instability. During lasing the inversion
in the crystal is depleted relatively fast and the thermal load is low. When lasing
stops, only spontaneous emission occurs, causing a higher thermal load and thus
increased thermal lensing. A second possibility may be the heat load on the grat-
ing, which may expand or deform when lasing occurs. The higher output power
when using four prisms therefore may be due to a compensation of the thermal
lensing in the crystal, or to a wider heat distribution on the grating.

Even when using only two prisms and the 90% OC the tuning range was
narrower than expected from estimates using the rate equations, which were
suggesting a range of 695-1020 nm for a 80% OC. A parameter that significantly
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FIGURE 27 Left panel: Ti:sa mode-waist (red for sagittal, black for tangential) and pump
waist (dark green for sagittal, green for tangential) with the crystal in the
asymmetric position. Right panel: crystal in symmetric position between the
curved mirrors.

influenced the tuning range was identified as the Ti:sa crystal positioning in
between the curved mirrors. A comparison of the mode waist calculations for the
two configurations is shown in Fig. 27, with the asymmetric positioning shown in
the left panel and the symmetric position in the right panel. Using asymmetric
positioning (normal for the Z-shaped design) the Ti:sa mode-waist in the crystal
is larger. This allows for good mode-matching with the pump beam and thus a
high average output power. With the crystal centred symmetrically between the
folding mirrors the Ti:sa waist is smaller than the pump waist. While this leads to
reduced overall output power, the gain will be higher as the Ti:sa mode is within
the Gaussian intensity maximum of the pump beam and thus in an area of higher
inversion density.

Using a reduced pump power of 16 W to keep below the damage threshold
with the crystal centred, the wavelength tuning curves were re-measured as shown
in Fig. 28. The wavelength range is considerably increased and reaches from 684-
940 nm for the four prism configuration. The asymmetry of the tuning curve with
the longer tail towards higher wavelengths is due to the gain profile of the Ti:sa
medium shown in Fig. 8. Using only two prisms the range is expanded from
674-1010 nm and with the 90% OC from 669-1040 nm. Furthermore, the dynamic
instabilities due to thermal lensing did not occur with the centred crystal position.
This is likely a result of the weaker sensitivity of the smaller Ti:sa mode to lensing
effects as well as the lower pump power.

The linewidth of the grating laser was measured using the WS6-UV waveme-
ter software. Using the four prism configuration and the Ti:sa crystal in the center
position, the linewidth ranged from 2-6 GHz depending on the wavelength. With
the crystal in the off-center position the linewidth often changed irregularly span-
ning from 2-15 GHz. For the two-prism configuration the linewidth was mostly
larger than 15 GHz, regularly exceeding the maximal measurement range of the
wavemeter. For comparison, in [62] a linewidth of 6.5(9) GHz and a tuning range
from 690-1000 nm was reached using four different mirror sets, while the commer-
cial system used in [64] demonstrated a range of 715-960 nm with a single mirror
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FIGURE 28 Tuning curve measured with the Ti:sa crystal centred between the curved
folding mirrors and a lower pump power of 16 W. The possible wavelength
range is extended and reaches from 669 nm to 1040 nm for the best case
scenario. Note the higher output power of the two prism configuration.

set, but at higher output powers of up to 2.6 W.

4.2 Development of an ionization scheme for samarium

There are seven naturally occurring isotopes of samarium (Z = 62) from 144Sm
to 154Sm, ranging in abundance from 3% to 27%. The isotopic chain of samarium
exhibits two nuclear shape change transitions, indicated by a sudden change
of the nuclear deformation parameter β. One transition is close to the stable
nucleus 152Sm (N = 90) with the other at the short-lived nucleus 134Sm (N = 72,
T1/2 = 9.5 s) [65].

High-resolution laser spectroscopic information on isotope shifts and hyper-
fine structure is available for all the naturally occurring isotopes on a multitude
of transition lines [66, 67], for the long-lived odd nuclei 145,151,153Sm [68, 69] and
with slightly worse resolution for several of the neutron-deficient isotopes down
to 138Sm [70]. Samarium is therefore a good candidate to validate the precision of
in-source measurements and sensitivity to changes in nuclear structure for any
future applications without the need for on-line cyclotron beam time.

Laser excitation and ionization of samarium has been demonstrated using
dye laser systems, however an efficient scheme suitable for Ti:sa lasers is so
far missing. Many transitions from the atomic ground state are known [71, 72],
and information about higher-lying excited states can be collected from various
sources [73--77]. This data can however be considered incomplete and in most
cases the transitions used are not easily available to Ti:sa lasers. As these high-
lying states as well as autoionizing resonances are critical for an efficient ionization
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FIGURE 29 Laser excitation and ionization schemes of samarium used for the search for
new high-lying excited states and autoionizing states.

process more information was gathered using the grating-based Ti:sa.

4.2.1 Experimental set-up and the search for second excited states

The search process is explained through the excitation scheme shown in Fig. 29.
Two different first step transitions were used, one (A) at 436.415 nm from the
ground state, the other (B) at 433.125 nm originating from a low-lying thermally
populated state at 292.58 cm−1. A frequency doubled broadband (single etalon)
Ti:sa provided the wavelength required for these steps. The grating laser is
then scanned to further excite the atom from the levels at 22914.07 cm−1 and
23380.75 cm−1, respectively. Whenever the total photon energy matches a higher-
lying excited state, an additional photon from either the grating laser or the first
excitation step can photo-ionize the excited atom. Alternatively in scheme (A)
a high power CVL was added, which can also provide photons for ionization.
Afterwards a few select higher excited states were chosen, from which the scanning
process was repeated to find new auto-ionizing (AI) states.

To provide an atomic source a small amount of samarium-oxide powder
was inserted into the tantalum furnace (l=3 cm, inner �=1 mm) of an atomic
beam unit (ABU) (see section 3.2) and heated up to approximately 1000 ◦C (no
accurate temperature calibration available). The laser beams were overlapped,
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time synchronized and sent into the ABU perpendicular to the atomic beam. The
first IP of samarium at 45519.30793(43) cm−1 [78, 79] is below the energy that can
be reached by two photons from the first step transition in both scheme (A) and
(B). To minimize non-resonant background of the ion signal, the laser power for
the first step was limited to a few mW. The grating Ti:sa was then scanned from
about 720 nm to 900 nm. Any photo-ions created are deflected onto an electron
multiplier tube (EMT) with the ion counts recorded after post-amplification of the
EMT signal and time-gating for a reduction of background.

As the gain of the Ti:sa crystal changes with wavelength this affects the delay
of the grating Ti:sa pulse with respect to the synchronization trigger of the two
lasers. This delay had to be compensated using a Pockels Cell in the laser cavity
for the first step transition, which had to be adjusted roughly every 5-10 nm.

4.2.2 Peak identification

The recorded spectrum contains many peaks that need to be identified and anal-
ysed. For this purpose an automatic peak identification procedure was written
in Mathematica [53]. The non-resonantly ionized background signal appears to
match well with a Poisson distribution as can be seen in the left panel of Fig. 30.
When the 15 W CVL was added an additional background appeared, see right
panel of Fig. 30, which showed clear super-Poissonian (wider than Poisson) count-
ing statistics. This is likely a result of multi-photon ionization of contaminants
caused by the strongly focused high power laser and the relatively large intensity
fluctuations of the CVL. By using weaker focusing of the CVL this background
could be minimized. The background signal can therefore be assumed to follow
Poissonian statistics with a slowly varying mean λ that is affected mainly by drifts
in laser power or oven temperature. This can be used to set a simple criterion:

FIGURE 30 Ion count rate distribution and comparison with Poisson distribution. Left
panel: the non-resonant photoionization count rate agrees well with Poisson
statistics. Right panel: with a strongly focused CVL laser beam added the
count rate is higher, but disagrees with the Poisson distribution.

whenever a data point deviates sufficiently from the mean background such that
the probability for it being random is very small with respect to the size of the
whole data set then this data point is likely to belong to a resonance peak.
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FIGURE 31 Effect of the cut-off threshold n on the number of detected peaks.

Considering a sample size of N data points and a Poisson-distributed ion
signal, the probability p for a data-point to lie n standard deviations σ =

√
λ

above the mean λ can be given as:

p = 1−
(

e−λ ·
λ+n·σ
∑
k=0

λk

k!

)N

with λ + n · σ rounded down to the nearest integer. For a typical ABU data set
with close to N = 50000 points and a background level of five cps the threshold
was set to n = 7 in order to reduce the chance for a false positive to below p = 0.01.
Some of the weaker transitions might be missed with such a strict cut-off, but this
is of no concern for developing an efficient RIS scheme.

From the data points exceeding this cut-off threshold the maxima are selected
as starting points for the fitting procedure. As shown in Fig. 31 the number of
detected maxima in a scan is critically dependent on the cut-off threshold n. For
n < 5 the number of detections sharply rises as more and more statistical fluctu-
ations are considered as peaks. The vertical dashed line indicates the threshold
used in the evaluation. Instead of a fixed standard deviation σ this parameter is
calculated directly from the data points within a small energy range of 10 cm−1;
in this manner the procedure can adapt to any slow drifts of the background
signal. An example showing the mean, the threshold level as well as the identified
maxima for a small excerpt of the data set is shown in Fig. 32.

4.2.3 High-lying excited states

Following identification of the peak positions the spectra were fitted using a multi-
peak Gaussian with a local background. The results of the scans from both first
step transitions are shown in Fig. 33. The atomic levels already identified from
literature are shown as dashed grey lines. For better comparability the two scans
are shown on top of each other, offset by 5000 counts/s. It is noticeable that many
peaks show up at identical energy levels for both the lower and the higher data
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FIGURE 32 Small excerpt of a scan showing the the data (black points), the slowly
varying background level (red line), the threshold level at 7σ (red, dashed
line) and the identified peak positions (thick red dots).

set. This is however not always the case and the ion signal intensity of the peaks
is as well often quite different. The absence or additional appearance of peaks
can be explained by the different spins of the starting energy level. For scheme
A which uses a J = 1 first excited state only higher excited states with J = 0, 1, 2
can be reached, while for scheme B with J = 2 states with J = 1, 2, 3 can be excited
with sufficient strength.

The peak height differences are due to variations in transition strength as
well as the efficiency of the ionization process, as possible auto-ionizing reso-
nances above the IP can heavily influence the signal intensity. It is therefore not
immediately clear which of the higher excited states is best suited for an ionization
scheme.

4.2.4 Ionization laser comparison

The impact of a non-resonant ionization laser can be observed in Fig. 34, where a
comparison is made for scheme (A), using either a second photon from the grating
laser or with the addition of the CVL laser. The two scans are again separated for
clarity by an offset of 10000 counts/s. For most of the peaks a significant increase
of ion signal is noticeable using the CVL, in some cases by more than a factor
of 20. However for a few select peaks only a minimal change in ion signal is
apparent. This suggests that for those peaks the ionization process was already
quite efficient considering that the power density contributed by the CVL did
not affect the signal. It is therefore likely that a relatively strong AI state was
accidentally encountered by a second photon from the grating laser.

A table summarizing each identified level along with information on peak
intensity (normalized to 1000 for the highest peak) for the two schemes is given
in Table 12 in Appendix 1. The experimentally determined energy levels were
compared with a compiled list of all the literature data. The typical error of the
experimentally determined values can be assumed to be < 0.1 cm−1, which was
estimated from the uncertainty of the wavemeter as well as from the comparison
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FIGURE 33 Higher-lying atomic states, excited from the lower levels at 22914 cm−1 (red
data points and fit curve, offset by 5000 counts/s for better clarity) and
23380 cm−1 (green points and fit curve).
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FIGURE 34 Comparison of ion signal generated from excitation from the lower level at
22914 cm−1 using either the 15 W CVL for the ionizing step (green points
and fit curve) or only using a second IR photon from the grating laser (red
points and fit curve).
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between the two schemes. Whenever an agreement within 1 cm−1 was found, the
literature value was added to the table for comparison along with its deviation
from the experimental value. In most cases the agreement with literature data is
good to within 0.1 cm−1, though a few exceptions > 0.5 cm−1 exist, in particular
when a comparison can only be made to the data of [74], in which an uncertainty
of 0.3 cm−1 is stated. In total 14 new states of even parity were found. The table
also lists the new J values for the states. If no new information or inconsistencies
with literature was found, the literature value was taken. In a few cases however,
the possible J values were narrowed down and in four cases (#51, #55, #72, #83)
there is a definite disagreement with the literature assignments. The disagreement
is quite obvious as the levels were excited from the J = 1 level at 22914.07 cm−1,
but the assigned J values were J = 3,4.

4.2.5 Auto-ionizing states

A few select second excited levels were chosen to start the search for auto-ionizing
states. A second broadband Ti:sa laser was used to drive the transitions to these
states. Three of the schemes use the first excited state at 22914.07 cm−1 and are
designated A1, A2 and A3, using the second excited states at 35155.15 cm−1,
34206.42 cm−1 and 34298.70 cm−1, respectively. One additional scheme, B1, used
the first excited state at 23380.75 cm−1 and second excited state at 36536.65 cm−1.
The choice of the states is mostly arbitrary. As previously noted, the ion signal
intensity of the second excited states is not a reliable indicator of the actual tran-
sition strength of the second excitation step. Therefore the resulting ionization
schemes are not assumed to be the most efficient ones.

The scans of the auto-ionizing states are shown in Fig. 35. The two middle
scans cover the energy range just above the ionization potential at 45519 cm−1, the
other two scans start at a slightly higher energy scale. While many resonances
with varying intensities and widths can be seen in each scan, the two intense,
sharp resonances in scan A2 are particularly striking as they peak far higher than
the rest.

While the automatic peak fitting routine worked well for the second excited
state spectra, the auto-ionizing spectra are far more complicated as multiple peaks
overlap and linewidths of the peaks strongly differ. For fitting of the AI states a
more time consuming manual approach was taken. A list of some of the prominent
auto-ionizing resonances is given in Table 13 in Appendix 2. The list contains the
level energy, an indication marking the scheme, signal intensity (normalized to
1000 for highest signal), as well as the resonance width. Several sources give a
relatively large collection of auto-ionizing states, the most recent [80] containing
level energies from 46000-47000 cm−1 as well as an assignment of J values, [81]
and [82] report on the range 45000-48000 cm−1 and [83] from 48800-51200 cm−1.
Additional information about AI states exists, with ref. [84] indicating states of
even parity and ref. [85] detailing levels in the range of 60000-70000 cm−1, which
is far out of our measurement range. Though collectively more than 200 levels
mentioned in literature lie within our measurement range only very few are
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within 1 cm−1 of our identified peaks. Furthermore, some may be close just by
pure coincidence due to the high level density and may not actually be a state of
the same configuration. Even though the scans for A1-3 all start from a high lying
J=2 state there are very few cases where peaks appear at the same energy level in
two or even all three scans. Scheme B1 has no overlap in the measured energy
range.

The most promising laser ionization schemes are summarized in Fig. 36.
They are the ‘‘pure’’ Ti:sa schemes using the steps 0 cm−1 → 22914.07 cm−1 →
34206.42 cm−1 with a final step to either 46459.2 cm−1 or 45546.8 cm−1, and the
‘‘CVL scheme’’ using the transitions 0 cm−1 → 22914.07 cm−1 → 35155.15 cm−1

→ 54740 cm−1. The energy level in the CVL scheme may or may not be an actual
AI state, and as the CVL is not tunable this is unknown. Both schemes delivered
similar ion signal intensities, though a careful comparison with respect to focusing
and saturation conditions was not made. As stated before, the CVL scheme
suffered from slightly higher non-resonant background, possibly due to multi-
photon ionization of contaminants with the high power CVL, as stronger focusing
of the CVL considerably increased this background.

A third possibility for efficient ionization, not previously mentioned, is
provided by the one-colour ‘‘blue-blue’’ scheme, which uses a single resonant
transition from 292.58 cm−1 → 23243.84 cm−1 and a second non-resonant or AI
transition with the same wavelength towards 46195.72 cm−1. With a high laser
power in the SHG of > 500 mW, this scheme yielded a factor of three higher ion-
ization signal. Before using this scheme for spectroscopy the possible autoionizing
structure in the continuum should be investigated. As the ionization step is using
the same laser as the first step transition this unknown structure could seriously
affect any measurements of isotope shifts or hyperfine structure.

4.2.6 Saturation

For all three excitation steps of the ‘‘pure’’ Ti:sa scheme with the final step to
46459.2 cm−1, saturation curves were measured and are shown in Fig. 37. The
data was fitted using Eq. 5 assuming δ = 0. The first two excitations steps are
easily saturated at low intensity levels of 3.3(4) mW/cm2 and 146(10) mW/cm2,
respectively. The third step, which is the AI transition, is not fully saturated even
at high intensities. From the slope a saturation intensity of close to 15.1(6) W/cm2

can be estimated. The errors given here are only the estimates from the fitting
procedure. As the laser spot diameters were measured only by eye, the actual
errors of the intensity measurement are much larger.

4.2.7 Conclusion

The grating-based Ti:sa laser is an important technical development with which
new atomic states can be identified to build up efficient ionization schemes. How-
ever due to the fact that unknown higher-lying excited or auto-ionizing states
influence the ion signal it is difficult to obtain an optimal scheme with the highest
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FIGURE 35 Several scans for autoionizing resonances. See text for an explanation of the
designations A1-A3, B1. Fits through the data points are shown as a solid
line for each scan.
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FIGURE 36 Several identified ionization schemes for samarium. The pure Ti:sa schemes
use three resonant transitions and are likely candidates for further high
resolution spectroscopy. The CVL scheme has similar efficiency but slightly
larger non-resonant background and the blue-blue scheme provides the
highest ion signal but is potentially less suitable for spectroscopy.
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FIGURE 37 Saturation curves of excitation steps 1-3 (from left to right) of the ‘‘pure’’
Ti:sa scheme.

transition strengths. The comparison between an ionizing step provided by either
a further Ti:sa laser or a high power (15 W) CVL laser shows that the efficiency
of a scheme using a ‘‘strong’’ auto-ionizing step might still be weaker than a
brute force non-resonant step. On the other hand, such a scheme might only be
non-resonant in name as one cannot be sure that AI states might not be targeted
coincidentally due to the lack of wavelength scanning capabilities of the CVL.

For future studies it would be important to have the possibility to decouple
the influence of the ionization step from the evaluation of the strength of inter-
mediate transitions. This could be done either by measuring fluorescence, or
by performing multiple scans of the grating laser with varying intensity levels.
The intensity dependence or saturation behaviour of the excited state transitions
would be a helpful indicator to separate out the influence of the ionizing step.
A different approach would be comparison with theoretical calculations. While
the accuracy of theoretical calculations is often insufficient to directly identify the
configuration of an identified resonance, the accuracy for level splittings might in
many cases be enough to allow a comparison with experimental data. With known
level configurations it is then as well possible to estimate transition amplitudes.

Studies of the isotope shifts and hyperfine structure require a laser system
with a narrower linewidth as the magnitude of these perturbations in samarium is
much smaller than the bandwidth of the standard Ti:sa lasers, lying in the range
of several hundred MHz to a few GHz for accessible ground-state transitions [86].
Possibilities to reduce the linewidth of the Ti:sa lasers are discussed in the next
two chapters.

High resolution studies also have different requirements for the choice of
transitions. While the schemes developed here may provide a good signal inten-
sity, the isotope shift of the chosen first step transition is relatively small compared
to other transitions given in [86]. Furthermore the atomic ground state will have
no hyperfine splitting because of its spin (J=0). Determination of the hyperfine
coupling constant will therefore require either a large splitting in the upper level
of the transition or the use of a thermally populated lower state. As spectroscopy
during on-line runs at the IGISOL facility will be using a relatively cold source
(buffer gas temperature = 300 K), ionization schemes using thermally populated
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states will be weaker when compared with hot-cavity sources.
For accurate spectroscopy results in a multi-step RIS scheme the structure of

the excited higher-lying states can also prove critical. To avoid misinterpretation
of results it may be useful to use a simple two-step ionization scheme with the final
transition to a very broad AI state, or to use a laser with a very large linewidth.
This smears out most perturbing effects. To find such two-step schemes the intra-
cavity frequency doubling technique should be further developed to work in
combination with the grating laser. Such a widely tunable source in the blue
wavelength region would be a powerful tool to simplify the search for these
schemes.



5 A DUAL ETALON TI:SA LASER FOR IN-SOURCE
SPECTROSCOPY AND IMPROVED WAVELENGTH
CALIBRATION USING A SCANNING FPI

5.1 Motivation

For highest laser ionization efficiency in a non-spectroscopic resonance ionization
scheme the spectral bandwidth of the exciting laser is usually required to be at
least as wide as the splitting of the sub-levels of a transition caused by hyper-
fine structure. With a fundamental linewidth of approximately 5 GHz the Ti:sa
lasers are well suited for this task and for special cases with very large hyperfine
splittings a larger linewidth may be reached by removal of the etalon from the
cavity.

If however the goal is the ionization of a specific isotope or in-source laser
spectroscopy this linewidth is often too large. For a reasonable resolution while
still maintaining good ionization efficiency the laser linewidth should be close
to the Doppler broadened linewidth of the transition, which is typically of the
order of 1-2 GHz. While a single etalon with a high finesse value could achieve
this necessary linewidth reduction, a high finesse implies an increased intensity
within the etalon, which can surpass the damage threshold of the coating. The
solution is therefore the addition of a second thicker etalon into the laser cavity.

In the first application of such a dual-etalon Ti:sa laser to resonance ionization
spectroscopy, discrepancies became apparent in comparison to high resolution
data [87]. This is discussed in Article III [88], which is presented in the following
section. Deviations from literature were found to correspond with the relatively
high uncertainties of the wavemeter (High Finesse WS6-UV) which has a specified
absolute accuracy of 600 MHz at the 3 σ level. To address these discrepancies
a relative wavelength measurement using a home-made scanning Fabry-Pérot
Interferometer (FPI) was employed. Following publication, further calculations
of the laser linewidth, an improved analysis procedure for the FPI data and a
second method for the calibration of the FPI free spectral range (FSR) have been
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performed and are presented in this chapter.
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5.2 Article III

The article on the characterization of a dual-etalon Ti:sa laser has been published
in Hyperfine Interactions, volume 227 (2014), pages 113-123. Discrepancies with
high resolution literature data motivated the development of a plane-parallel
Fabry-Pérot Interferometer which, when used in combination with the dual-etalon
laser identified the wavemeter as the source of uncertainty. This development is
presented in the following 11 pages (print version only).
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FIGURE 38 Single-pass transmission curves of the thin (0.3 mm) etalon in black and the
combination of thin and thick (6 mm) etalon in grey.

5.3 Simulation of linewidth and mode structure

Estimates for the laser linewidth can be made using the number of round-trips
in the cavity during pulse build-up as discussed in Article III. A more realistic
approach to simulate the linewidth of the dual-etalon Ti:sa laser is the use of the
rate equations 110 discussed in chapter 2. These calculations model the effective
round-trip gain for each mode during pulse build-up.

The etalons introduce a wavelength-dependent loss which can be calculated
using the transmission function given in Eq. 127. The transmission of the single
thin etalon is shown as the black line in Fig. 38. A thickness of 0.3 mm, a single
surface reflectivity R of 40 %, a refractive index n of 1.54 and a center wavelength
of 800 nm were used for the calculation. The actual reflectivity will depend on the
wavelength and the coating. The grey line in Fig. 38 illustrates the transmission
of both the thin etalon and a second thicker etalon (the transmission functions
multiply). The second etalon has a thickness of 6 mm and is made from undoped
Yttrium Aluminium Garnet (YAG). The refractive index of the YAG crystal is
≈ 1.82 at 800 nm resulting in a reflectivity of 8.4 % for each surface as calculated
from the Fresnel equations 82. The FSR of the thin etalon is 324 GHz and that of
the thick etalon 13.6 GHz.

As long as there is no interference between the etalons, the wavelength de-
pendent single-pass loss in the resonator is l(λ) = 1− TE1(λ) · TE2(λ). For the
Z-shaped resonator calculations the square of the transmission has to be taken, as
both etalons are passed twice during each round-trip of the cavity. To keep the
calculation time low only a small region around a single transmission peak of the
thin etalon was taken into account as shown in Fig. 39. The other transmission
peaks will have negligible impact as they are suppressed sufficiently by the bire-
fringent filter. The multi-mode rate equations then use the loss calculated for each
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FIGURE 39 Zoomed in view of the transmission curves of the thin (black) and thick
etalon (grey) as well as the mode structure of the L = 45 cm long Ti:sa cavity
(thin grey curve).

Ti:sa mode, which are separated by one FSR of about 330 MHz, while all other
parameters such as gain or output-coupler losses are kept constant.

From this input the rate equations yield the photon number of the laser for
each mode for a single pump pulse. Results for the single thin etalon and the
dual etalon combination are shown in Figs. 40 and 41, respectively. The calcula-
tions were performed at an average output power of 4 W and center wavelength
of 800 nm. The linewidth will decrease for lower power levels as well as for
wavelengths further from the gain peak.

As seen in Fig. 41 the two secondary transmission maxima within the cal-
culation range are suppressed by nearly three orders of magnitude compared to
the main peak. While this seems to be sufficient for laser spectroscopy, it may still
create noticeable spurious resonances if the atomic transition is heavily saturated.
Furthermore, a slight misalignment of the thick etalon with respect to the thin
etalon transmission maximum will lead to an even weaker suppression of these
side-modes and eventually to a mode-jump. This is the reason why a careful syn-
chronization of the two etalon positions is required for a clean wavelength scan as
demonstrated in Article III. It should however be noted that the suppression of
the side-modes improves with a reduction of the laser output power. The FWHM
of the simulated spectra of Figs. 40 and 41 was extracted using a Gaussian fit.
The peak shape of the Gaussian agrees very well except for the tails of the peak,
noticeable in the logarithmic representation.

Experimentally a relatively good agreement with the simulations for the
linewidth was found. In Article III a linewidth of 0.85(10) GHz was measured
at a Ti:sa wavelength of 976 nm. While this is slightly lower than the simulated
value of 1.25 GHz at 800 nm shown in Fig. 41, this can be expected by the wave-
length dependent gain of the Ti:sa crystal. The output power of the Ti:sa laser
however was reduced more significantly as would be expected from the loss
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FIGURE 40 Rate equation result for the FWHM linewidth of the Ti:sa laser using the
single thin etalon. Simulated photon number for each mode with data points
in black and a Gaussian fit in red (note the logarithmic scale).

factor calculated from Eq. 131. Additionally with the YAG etalon inserted into the
cavity, larger wavelength drifts were observed. These problems may be related to
absorption of IR radiation in the YAG crystal and resulting thermal effects, such
as thermal expansion or thermal lensing. Currently, new coated (R=40%) etalons
made from fused silica with a thickness of 2 mm have been ordered. These etalons
are expected to yield a similar linewidth to the YAG crystal, while providing good
optical and thermal properties which should alleviate these issues.

5.4 Scanning FPI for wavelength calibration

Following publication of Article III a number of improvements have been made
to the scanning FPI construction as well as to the data acquisition. A photograph
of the current setup is shown in Fig. 42. The FPI is fixed on top of a platform
mounted to a damped post (Thorlabs, DP8A/M) to minimize vibrations. The
optics are aligned using a 30 mm cage system, which is placed inside an aluminium
encasement.

Instead of a set of plane-parallel mirrors the FPI now uses a semi-hemispheric
geometry with one flat mirror and one concave mirror with a radius of curvature
of 75 mm. Both mirrors have a partial reflective coating with 97(0.5)% reflectivity
in the range from 630-1050 nm and a diameter of 12.7 mm. Due to the non-confocal
nature of the resonator the laser beams have to be mode-matched to the cavity
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FIGURE 41 Rate equation result for the FWHM linewidth of the Ti:sa laser using the
dual etalon combination. Simulated photon number for each mode with
data points in black and a Gaussian fit in red (note the logarithmic scale).

FIGURE 42 Photograph of the self-made scanning FPI system. The 0.5 mm aperture is
not shown here.
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FIGURE 43 Simulation of the mode-matching to the FPI cavity. The thickness of the FPI
mirror substrates is indicated by the vertical grey dashed lines.

to avoid secondary resonances from higher order Hermite-Gaussian modes. The
incoming laser beams may have different waist sizes which will affect the mode-
matching, and thus to prepare nearly constant initial conditions the beams first
pass through an aperture of approximately 1 mm diameter before being focused
into the FPI resonator. A focal length of 15-20 cm provided good results, sup-
pressing any side-modes by a factor of 20-40 compared to the main transmission
peaks.

An ABCD matrix calculation of the mode-matching is shown in Fig. 43. Here
a focal length of 200 mm and a separation of 3.5 cm for the cavity mirrors was used.
Due to the difference in wavelength of the Ti:sa (780 nm) and HeNe laser (633 nm)
their respective mode diameters in the cavity as well as their propagation outside
of the cavity differ slightly. The ratio of the resonator mode waist diameters can
be estimated from the respective wavelength as ω1/ω2 =

√
λ1/λ2. The aperture

creates a truncated Gaussian beam, which is not accounted for in the calculation.
No changes have been made to the ring-piezo actuator (Piezomechanik, HPSt

150/14). The piezo actuator as well as the curved mirror attached to it are fixed in
a simple cage mount, while the flat mirror is placed in an angle-tunable mount.
The voltage to drive the piezo actuator is supplied by a ramp generator (Toptica
Miniscan 102).

To combine the beams of the HeNe laser and Ti:sa laser before the FPI and
to separate them afterwards a set of cold mirrors (Thorlabs, M254C45) are used.
These provide excellent transmission over the whole Ti:sa wavelength range and
have good reflection in the visible. After transmission through the FPI, both HeNe
laser and the Ti:sa laser are detected separately on photodetectors with variable
amplification (Thorlabs, PDA36A-EC).

5.4.1 Data acquisition

The data acquisition system was upgraded from that used in Article III (National
Instruments, NI USB-6009) which had a sampling rate of 48 kS/s, to a rate of
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FIGURE 44 Photodiode signals of the HeNe and Ti:sa laser during a full voltage ramp of
the scan generator of the FPI, using the plane-parallel mirror configuration.

250 kS/s (National Instruments, NI USB-6210). This allows for a faster scanning
rate of the FPI without suffering from sampling aliasing effects on the narrow
transmission peaks of the FPI.

Up to 16 analogue voltage input channels are available, however the sam-
pling bandwidth is shared between all channels that are read out. The inputs for
the channels are the two photodiode signals from the scanning FPI, the trigger
signal of the ramp generator and one or more signals from an experiment such
as photodiodes monitoring the laser power or the laser ion current reading from
an amperemeter. For five input channels the maximal sampling frequency of
each channel is thus limited to 50 kHz, in other words a time-resolution of 20 µs.
The data acquisition can be triggered on the start of the voltage ramp of the scan
generator. To continuously save and monitor the data of each channel a simple
program was made in Labview.

5.4.2 Scanning linearity

In Article III the analysis of the FPI data was still performed without fully taking
into account the non-linearity in the scanning speed of the FPI. To minimize
systematic uncertainties in the analysis, the dependence of the scan linearity on
parameters such as scan frequency or amplitude (maximal voltage setting of the
ramp) was investigated. This was performed with the plane-parallel FPI setup.

To give an overview of these tests, Fig. 44 shows the transmission fringes
from the FPI of both the HeNe laser and the dual etalon Ti:sa laser during a single
full ramp of the voltage of the scan generator from 0 V to 150 V. The height as
well as the resolution of the transmission peaks is not constant during the scan,
suggesting that the finesse is only high in a small region. Only in this region the
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individual modes of the Ti:sa spectrum are resolved. This is a result of the large
sensitivity of the plane-parallel cavity configuration to any misalignments which
may be introduced by the movement of the piezo actuator.

Furthermore one can notice that the separation between the peaks is not
equidistant, especially at the start of the ramp. To visualize this better, the center
of gravity position of each peak of the HeNe signal was calculated for a large
number of scans. Due to vibrations and thermal drift the peak positions vary
slightly between different scans from which standard deviation errors for the
mean peak positions were calculated. After taking the difference between adjacent
peaks and normalizing so that the minimal separation was set to 1, the result is
shown in the left panel of Fig. 45. The peak number is taken as counted from
left to right as indicated in Fig. 44. The minimal peak separation and thus fastest
scan speed is around peak #15, which is also in an area where the slope or rate of
change of the peak separation is minimal. This is shown in the right panel of Fig.
45. If a non-linearity below 0.5% is required only a very small section of the scan
can be used. Ideally, even smaller values would be of benefit.

FIGURE 45 Left panel: FPI transmission peak separation vs. peak number illustrating
the non-linear scan speed. Right panel: rate of change of the peak separation.
This indicates that differences of more than 1% are seen from peak pair to
peak pair.

Other test parameters such as frequency or voltage offset did not significantly
influence the linearity of the scanning. Using a triangle wave instead of a sawtooth
voltage for the ramp generator revealed hysteresis effects as the photodiode signals
during upward and downward ramp were not symmetric. It is well known that
piezoelectric actuators experience hysteresis and creep effects as discussed for
example in [89]. To compensate for this, positioning using a closed feedback loop
is frequently employed [90, 91]. Without feedback a reduction in hysteresis by a
factor of up to ten may be gained by use of current control of the actuator [92].

Correction for the non-linearity can also be made during data analysis pro-
vided that the actual piezo actuator movement can be estimated. In this case
reference positions can be taken from the transmission peaks of the HeNe laser.
As it is running at a fixed frequency the distance between two transmission max-
ima is always equal to one FSR. To calibrate or linearise the scan, the position in
time of the peaks is fitted against the peak FSR number with a polynomial fit. The
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FIGURE 46 Photodiode signals of HeNe and cw Ti:sa laser during a scan of the semi-
hemispherical FPI.

resulting fit can then be used to directly convert any position in time to a position
in FSRs.

To test this procedure both the HeNe laser as well as a continuous wave
(cw) Ti:sa were injected into the new semi-hemispheric FPI. The signals from a
single ramp of the FPI can be seen in Fig. 46. Compared to the plane-parallel FPI
the transmission peaks have nearly constant height and finesse. Currently the
finesse is limited to a value of about 75(5), similar to the plane FPI finesse of 70
measured in Article III. This is slightly below the theoretical value of 103(+20,-12)
for a specified mirror reflectivity of 97.0(5)%. This may be caused by the imperfect
mode-matching, which can be observed in the scan as several side-maxima appear,
though at reduced amplitude compared to the main peaks. A much higher finesse
of F ≈ 1500 was reached in a previous test using a pair of high reflecting mirrors
rated at R= 99.8%, however with insufficient transmission.

The timing of each of the HeNe peaks with respect to the trigger signal was
identified, with the first peak set to zero for reference. The timings are then plotted
against the FSR number of the peaks as seen on the left side of Fig. 47 along with
a linear fit. The difference between the fit and the data points can be discerned
more easily on the right side of Fig. 47, where the residuals of the fit are displayed.
Residuals of fits with 2nd and 3rd degree polynomials are shown as well. While
the deviation between linear fit and data points is of the order of 5% of one FSR,
the 3rd degree polynomial reproduces the data accurate to 0.02%. Higher order
polynomials did not significantly improve the fit.

For verification, the timing positions of the cw Ti:sa peaks were converted
using the fit parameters determined from the HeNe peaks. The results have to be
scaled by the ratio of the wavelengths λHeNe/λTi:sa to yield the FSR values of the
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FIGURE 47 Left panel: relative timing of HeNe peaks against FSR number with the first
peak position set to zero seconds. The red curve is a linear fit to the data.
Right panel: residuals of linear, quadratic and cubic fits to the timing data
of the HeNe peaks. The residuals of the cubic fit have been multiplied by a
factor 100 for display

Ti:sa peaks. The difference between succeeding Ti:sa peaks should then be equal
to one FSR. For six Ti:sa peaks the mean difference was 1.004(24) for the linear fit
and 0.99963(29) for the cubic fit, with the errors for the mean calculated as σ/

√
N

with standard deviation σ and number of data points N. This suggests a remaining
error for the non-linearity of < 0.03% of one FSR or ≈1 MHz after calibrating with
a cubic fit, which is a factor 30 relative improvement compared to that in Article
III. Limitations that prevent an even higher accuracy are either vibrations of the
FPI cavity or the limited time resolution due to the 50 kHz sampling rate.

The tracking of the HeNe and Ti:sa peaks during a longer laser scan is
performed as discussed in Article III. The algorithm programmed in Mathematica
[53] used for the data evaluation is given in Appendix 3. Afterwards the set of
identified peak positions is linearised with individual fits for each FPI trace using
the procedure discussed above and exported for further analysis.

5.5 FSR calibration using saturated absorption spectroscopy of ru-
bidium

Following linearisation, the main remaining uncertainty is the FSR of the FPI.
The method to determine the FSR described in Article III is limited by the large
uncertainty of the wavemeter. A large number of measurements would be needed
to significantly improve the error of the current FSR value of 3.3279(80) GHz,
which has a relative accuracy of 0.24%. A more sophisticated approach using
the wavemeter is a so-called ‘‘Nonius’’ method, described in [93], in which the
laser frequency is changed by multiples a of the FSR so that ∆νi+1 = a · ∆νi. If
the distances between the frequencies are chosen properly and the number of
FSR changes is known this can yield more accurate results with a smaller number
of data points. Avoiding ambiguity of the results requires that the error of the
wavemeter is significantly smaller than the FSR. While this is true for the FPI used
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FIGURE 48 D1 line in rubidium and hyperfine splittings. Values taken from [94, 95].

for the dual-etalon Ti:sa, a different FPI with a smaller FSR of 1 GHz is used for the
narrowband injection-locked Ti:sa and the cw Ti:sa discussed in chapter 6. Here
this requirement is not fulfilled.

A more precise method that can be used in this case is the calibration of the
FSR against a well-known hyperfine structure. So far only the commercial FPI
(Toptica FPI-100-0750-1, FSR ≈ 1 GHz) has been calibrated in this manner, but
measurements for the self-made FPI are in progress. In this work, the D1 line of
Rubidium is well suited to the fundamental light of the narrow linewidth cw Ti:sa
laser. Information on the λ = 794.978 nm transition for both naturally occuring
isotopes 87Rb (72.168%) and 85Rb (27.835%) can be found in [94,95]. The hyperfine
coupling constants as well as the isotope shift are known to a very high precision
shown in Fig. 48, far beyond that required for the FSR calibration.

To reach high resolution, a saturated absorption spectroscopy [96] setup
was built using a rubidium-filled reference gas cell (Thorlabs, GC25075-RB). This
allows for Doppler-free spectroscopy with a resolution limited only by the power-
broadened natural linewidth of the transition. The setup is shown in Fig. 49. Using
the fiber-coupled cw-Ti:sa output, a probe and reference beam are created by
reflection from the front- and back surface of a thick (12 mm) glass plate, directed
through the rubidium-filled cell towards two photodiodes (Thorlabs, FDS100).
The main pump beam is expanded to a diameter of about 3 mm and overlapped
counter-propagating with the probe beam by use of a D-shaped pick-off mirror
(Thorlabs, BBD1-E03). The rubidium cell is tilted slightly, so that reflections of the
pump beam from the cell windows do not enter the photodiodes.

The photodiode signal of the reference beam measures the normal Doppler-
broadened absorption of the rubidium cell. For the probe beam the absorption is
modified by the counter-propagating pump beam. Whenever probe and pump
excite the same velocity class of atoms, the probe will have reduced absorption
since the pump saturates the transition. For a two-level system this happens only
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FIGURE 49 Saturation absorption spectroscopy setup for rubidium.

exactly at the transition frequency, however for a system with multiple transitions
sharing a common ground state lying within a single Doppler-broadened profile,
so-called ‘‘cross-over’’ resonances can occur. These lie exactly centred between
the involved transitions.

The signal from the two photodiodes as well as the HeNe and Ti:sa trans-
mission peaks of the FPI form inputs for the data acquisition system described in
section 5.4.1. The difference signal PDprobe − PDref between the two photodiodes
is calculated. In this manner noise present in the laser source cancels out as both
probe and reference beam experience the same fluctuations. The power of the
laser was set to about 15 µW for probe and reference beam, with a beam waist of
≈ 0.5 mm. For the pump beam ≈ 40 times higher power was used. Systematic
measurements of saturation and linewidth dependence on the used power have
not yet been made, but the intensity can be assumed to be of the same order of
magnitude as the theoretical saturation intensity (see Eq. 7) of 1.5 mW/cm2.

The two photodiodes and their amplifiers are not perfectly balanced, so
that some background fluctuations are visible in the difference signal. These
fluctuations were minimized by adjustment of the steering of the probe and
reference beam, but could not yet be completely eliminated. Work is currently
underway to reduce possible sources of noise.

The cw-Ti:sa was scanned three times across the whole hyperfine structure
while all signals were continuously recorded. The raw signal of the probe and
reference beam photodiodes is shown in Fig. 50. While the reference beam
signal follows the Doppler-broadened absorption profile, the probe beam shows
additional narrow resonances with reduced absorption due to the influence of the
counter-propagating pump beam.

From the analysis of the FPI traces the wavelength is calculated in units of
the FSR, which is then plotted against the difference signal of the photodiodes
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FIGURE 50 Signal of probe and reference beam during scan of the rubidium hyperfine
structure.

PDprobe-PDref. The hyperfine structure of Rb was fitted to this dataset assuming
Lorentzian peak shapes and literature values for the hyperfine constants. The
fluctuations of the background were taken into account using a quadratic function.
To extract the FSR of the FPI the values for the hyperfine parameters and the
isotope shift in the fit function were multiplied by a single common scaling factor
S. From the fitted value of S the FSR can be simply determined as FSR = S−1.

One of the three scans is shown in Fig. 51. The frequency scale already
uses the calibrated FSR value of 0.99850(15) from the fit results. The hyperfine
transitions from the ground states with spin value F to upper states with F‘ are
indicated for both isotopes. The peaks resulting from crossover resonances are
indicated with "co". The observed FWHM linewidth from the fit is 14.5 MHz.
Further improvements on the the relative FSR uncertainty of 0.015% may be
possible if the fluctuations on the signals can be reduced, but for most of the
envisaged applications the accuracy is already sufficient. Compared to the result
in article III the relative error of the FSR has been reduced by a factor 15.

5.6 Summary and outlook

The dual-etalon Ti:sa laser provides an intermediate resolution improvement
between the standard broadband laser and the injection-locked Ti:sa, discussed in
the following chapter, or high resolution continuous wave solutions. The increased
resolution highlighted the lack of an accurate wavelength determination using
the commercial wavemeter, an issue which has now been addressed with the
introduction of a scanning FPI. While the FPI does not provide a higher accuracy
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FIGURE 51 Hyperfine structure of natural rubidium measured using the saturated ab-
sorption spectroscopy setup. Measured data shown in red and fit curve used
to extract the FSR value shown in black. A quadratic fit to the background
was used to allow for wavelength-dependent fluctuations in the difference
signal.

of absolute frequency, relative measurements can now be trusted to within a few
MHz, a significant improvement from the previous system.

The saturated absorption spectroscopy setup will still be used for the FSR
calibration of the self-built semi-hemispheric FPI. Furthermore, the high stability
of the narrowband hyperfine transitions will be used for frequency stabilization
of the cw Ti:sa laser for investigations of the long-term wavelength stability of the
HeNe laser. The HeNe laser may then be used for stabilization of the cw Ti:sa
to an arbitrary frequency by employing a fringe-offset stabilization routine. This
is in anticipation of developing a new programme of Ti:sa-based collinear laser
spectroscopy to complement the currently used dye laser system at the IGISOL
facility.



6 AN INJECTION LOCKED TI:SAPPHIRE LASER FOR
IN-GAS JET SPECTROSCOPY AND APPLICATIONS
ON COPPER, ACTINIUM AND PLUTONIUM

Recently, the implementation of resonance ionization spectroscopy (RIS) in a
cold gas jet utilizing a narrowband first step excitation has gained considerable
interest [12]. Due to the cold environment this novel in-gas jet spectroscopy
technique will provide high-resolution information on isotope shifts and hyperfine
structure. The method will allow for the ionization of specific isotopes and isomers,
or even the production of - at least partially - polarized ion beams by hyperfine
level pumping. Corresponding developments are presently ongoing in a number
of facilities worldwide to improve laser performance as well as experimental
implementation.

At ISOL or IGISOL-type radioactive beam facilities, the existing pulsed laser
systems focus mainly on an efficient production of laser ions inside the hot cavity
or gas cell. The width is therefore typically of the order of several GHz in order
to cover the entire Doppler ensemble. To fully demonstrate the benefits of in-jet
ionization a narrow bandwidth, high power, pulsed laser source is required. While
a bandwidth reduction of pulsed lasers is possible using additional intra-cavity
wavelength filters, this comes with the disadvantage of reduced power levels.

A better option is the pulsed amplification of a narrow-band continuous
wave (cw) laser, either by dye lasers or Ti:sa lasers. As the emission cross section
of dyes is up to three orders of magnitude higher, single-pass amplification is
generally sufficient, though with the drawback of regular maintenance as well
as fire and health hazards accompanying dye solutions. For the lower gain Ti:sa
crystal a multi-fold repeated amplification is required to reach a final output
power of several kW (during the pulse) from the few mW of cw input.

This is best performed in a resonant cavity where the injected input beam
(the ‘‘seed") can be amplified and recycled over a large number of round-trips. The
cavity has to be kept in resonance with the frequency of the injected beam, which
means that the length of the cavity has to be stabilized or locked to a multiple
of the seed wavelength. The setup and performance of such an injection-locked
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cavity is described in the following sections.

6.1 Experimental setup

A layout of the whole injection-locked laser system is shown in Fig. 52. It covers
the cw master laser, beam transport as well as the injection-locked Ti:sa cavity
used for amplification and the electronics used for its stabilization. The details of
this system are described in the following.

6.1.1 Continuous wave master laser system

The input seed radiation to the injection-locked cavity is generated by a commercial
continuous-wave (cw) Ti:sa laser (Sirah Matisse TS). With the currently available
pump power of 6 W the cw-Ti:sa has an available wavelength range from 705-
930 nm with a maximum output power of 1 W. Three different mirror sets and two
birefringent filters are required to cover the whole wavelength range, however
replacing one set with another and re-optimizing the output power is a relatively
simple task and takes less than one hour.

For frequency stabilization the laser possesses an external fibre-coupled refer-
ence cavity. While the short term frequency stability with respect to this reference
cavity is typically less than 50 kHz when locked, the external cavity is not temper-
ature stabilized, meaning that long-term drifts can be far larger. Techniques to
compensate for this drift are currently under development. Locking to a fixed fre-
quency can be achieved by referencing to an atomic transition, for example using
saturation absorption spectroscopy. Such a setup is currently under construction
using a rubidium-filled quartz cell. More flexible wavelength stabilization can
be done by using the fringe-offset technique [97] with the reference frequency
provided by a stabilized single-mode Helium Neon laser.

6.1.2 Beam transport of master laser

A small fraction of the cw output of about 10-100 mW is separated with a λ/2 plate
and a polarizing beam-splitter (PBS) cube and coupled into a fibre for transport to
the main laser cabin. An optical isolator after the output of the cw system (Optics
for Research, IO-5-VIR, specifications unknown) prevents feedback from the fibre
tip and other surfaces to the cw-Ti:sa to maintain stable single-mode operation.
As fibre for the transport, a standard single-mode fibre with FC-PC connectors
and a length of 35 m was used at first, but has currently been replaced by 10 m
long polarization maintaining fibres (Thorlabs PM630-HP and PM780-HP). To
correctly align the incoming polarization to the slow/fast axes of the polarization
maintaining fibres a second λ/2 waveplate was placed after the PBS cube. A
second optical isolator (Newport Corp., ISO-05-800-BB) after the fibre is inserted
to prevent both feedback from the pulsed laser system to the cw system as well
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FIGURE 52 Overview of the setup of the injection-locked Ti:sa laser system; descriptions
of elements in text.
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as to reduce the risk of damage to the fibre. Both types of fibres allowed for a
stable operation of the injection-locked cavity, however the standard single mode
fibres suffered from an unstable polarization output causing short-term intensity
fluctuations after the optical isolator of the order of 10-20%. The fibre-link setup is
still subject to further investigations and improvements, not necessarily for the
injection-locked cavity system, but for possible applications of the cw Ti:sa at the
collinear laser spectroscopy station at the IGISOL facility. For this application the
requirements for intensity stability will be more stringent.

For optimal injection efficiency into the slave cavity, the mode diameter of
the fibre output is matched to that of the TEM00 mode of the cavity using an
adjustable telescope on a rail system.

6.1.3 Injection-locked laser cavity

The basic geometry of the injection-locked laser cavity was adapted from the
previous design discussed in [98]. The old design was constructed using a rail
system with sliders. This provided good flexibility, allowing for many different
positions for every mirror mount leaving many configuration possibilities for
testing purposes. The new design uses mostly fixed geometry, which simplifies
setup and alignment, but does not leave many possibilities for changing the cavity
geometry.

The layout was constructed in a 3D CAD software (Autodesk Inventor 2012).
Fig. 53 shows a cut through the cavity at the plane of the Ti:sa mode. The baseplate
of the cavity is made out of stainless steel and is supported by four posts using
sorbothane damping feet (Thorlabs, AV2/M) to reduce vibrations, considering
the cavity sits atop an undamped table. The feet have a resonance frequency of
≈15 Hz, so for this lower frequency range the isolation will be relatively poor.
Higher frequency vibrations which may affect locking performance should be
reduced considerably.

The cavity is not completely isolated from the outside environment as several
holes in the baseplate as well as in the side-walls are left open to allow for electrical
and water connections as well as input and output of the laser beams. A lens
with focal length f = 75 mm focuses the pump beam into the Ti:sa crystal. The
crystal is wrapped in indium foil and placed into a copper mounting structure.
The bottom part of the copper mount is water-cooled, with the top part placed
on top of a peltier cooler for further reduction in temperature. The peltier (uwe
electronic GmbH, UEPT-130-127-036E080E) is epoxy sealed to prevent damage
from condensation and has a maximum power rating of 36 W. At low pump power
levels condensation may occur on the crystal surface as well, thus an adjustable
power supply for the peltier or temperature stabilization should be implemented
in the future to prevent this.

The slave cavity is built using a folded bow-tie design, using the same radius
of curvature for the folding mirrors and same folding angle of 17.75◦ as in the
Z-shaped cavity. The bow-tie design is a travelling wave type resonator. Spatial
hole burning, which affects standing wave cavities is not present making it easier
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FIGURE 53 3D CAD design of the cavity.

to achieve single-mode operation. The dimensions of the cavity were set so that a
single round-trip in the bow-tie has about half the length of the round-trip in the
Z-shaped cavities. This should lead to comparable pulse durations and build-up
times, as the gain medium is passed twice for a round-trip in the Z-shaped cavity,
but only once in the bow-tie.

Two small Brewster plates (BP) have been included in the design. These
were originally introduced to allow for adjustment of the cavity length by means
of piezo bender actuators controlled by the locking system. By tilting the plates
the effective path length for a round-trip in the cavity is changed, which would
allow for an increased tuning range without the piezo actuated mirror reaching
its maximum extension and the cavity having to be relocked. As will be shown
in section 6.2.2, the automatic relocking of the cavity was found to be sufficiently
fast. Nevertheless, the BPs may still be useful in conjunction with the birefringent
filter plate (BRP) for a different purpose as will be discussed in section 6.2.6.

The waist diameter along the cavity for the given geometry was calculated
in Mathematica. One slight deviation in the experimental setup is the length of
the Ti:sa crystal. Previously the crystal had been re-polished, therefore it was only
18.3 mm long - 1.7 mm below the design value used for the first simulations. As
the physical positions of the curved mirrors are fixed in the design, the shorter
crystal means a shorter optical path length due to the lower refractive index in
air. While the length change is rather minimal it still increases astigmatism and
divergence angle of the laser. A comparison between calculations for the normal
length crystal and re-polished crystal is shown in the left and right panel of Fig. 54,
respectively.

A main goal for the system is a wide tuning range therefore, similar to
the grating-based Ti:sa discussed in chapter four, all mirrors in the cavity have
broadband coatings for the whole Ti:sa wavelength range from 660-1050 nm. The
output coupler has a specified reflectivity of 80%. It is however possible that there
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FIGURE 54 Left Panel: Ti:sa mode-waist (red and blue) along the cavity for the "design"
crystal length of 20 mm. The overlap with the pump beam (green) inside the
crystal is shown as well. Right Panel: same as left panel, but with re-polished
crystal length of 18.3 mm.

may be significant deviations from this specification as the OC is coated for 0◦

AOI. The same holds true for the other cavity mirrors though it is likely that their
reflectivity is still sufficiently close to 100% albeit the wavelength range may be
slightly reduced. This concerns especially the long wavelength end as spectral
properties of dielectric filters usually shift towards shorter wavelength with an
increase in AOI [99].

If unidirectional output of the injection-locked cavity is required without
using any seed, this can be achieved by a simple glass plate (UP, unidirectional
plate) in front of the unwanted output direction. By reflecting a fraction (4%) of
this output back into the cavity the effective gain in the other direction is increased.
This leads to nearly complete unidirectional operation (>95%) without the need
for more expensive solutions such as optical diodes using Faraday rotators and
simultaneously keeps the losses inside the cavity at a very low level.

6.1.4 Injection-locked cavity stabilization electronics

To stabilize the cavity the dither locking technique with phase sensitive detection
(Lock-in amplifier) is used [100]. To modulate and stabilize the cavity length one
of the mirrors (Qioptiq Photonics GmbH, DLHS Ti:sa coating) with dimensions
12.7x5 mm is fixed to the tip of a piezo actuator (Piezomechanik GmbH, PSt 150-
10-20 VS15) with a travel range of 27 µm and an unloaded resonance frequency of
30 kHz. The piezo actuator is connected to one of the two 150 V max. HV outputs
of the digital stabilization system or ‘‘lock-box" (TEM Messtechnik, Laselock
3.0). The lock-box is an integrated system that provides two independent PID
regulators to calculate the error ‘‘lock-in’’ signal for the feedback loop. It also
includes frequency filters for the input and output signals and generates the fast
modulation or dither voltage, which is applied to the piezo actuator.

The input signal originates from the photodiode amplifier positioned behind
the curved mirror CM2. As the transmission of the cw light through this mirror
depends on the length of the cavity, this signal is used to stabilize the cavity length
to one of the transmission peaks. During and shortly after the pulse of the pump
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laser however the intensity incident on the photodiode will increase dramatically,
leading to saturation of the photodiode or amplifier electronics. To prevent this
from happening the photodiode and amplifier are grounded during the pump
pulse period using fast switches. To reduce electrical noise from the switching it is
best to first ground the amplifier and then the photodiode and turn them back on
in the reverse order after the high intensity in the cavity has decayed away. Using
the 10 kHz trigger signal of the pump laser system as input, the time signals for
the switches are set up with a multi-channel gate and delay unit. Experimentally a
typical gate width of about 8 µs is used with the gate for the amplifier set slightly
wider. The voltage signal of the photodiode is then only related to the cw seed,
though with short drop-outs to zero while grounded. A schematic of the amplifier
circuit design from the University of Mainz can be found in [54, 56] with a recent
version of the design shown in Appendix 4.

6.2 Characterization

6.2.1 Piezo response

The passive resonator stability was studied by monitoring the photodiode signal
without stabilizing the cavity. Whenever the cavity length came close to resonance
with the injected cw light strong oscillations in the photodiode output occurred as
seen on the left in Fig. 55. The lowest major noise frequency component of 33.2 Hz
can be obtained by analysis of the Fourier spectrum as shown on the right side of
Fig. 55. The origin of the oscillations is not clear, however they lie close to twice
the resonance frequency of the vibration isolating feet supporting the cavity. A
comparison without the damping feet has not yet been made to confirm a possible
correlation. Several sources of noise, such as vacuum pumps or power supplies
were temporarily shut down to investigate their effect on the cavity stability, but
no evidence for any improvement was found. The Fourier spectrum also indicated
slight resonances at higher frequency with much weaker intensities. The stability
of the cavity could still be improved for example by placing it on a damped optical
table, however the active stabilization with the piezo actuator will compensate for
most of the relatively low frequency vibrations observed.

The feedback for the regulation of the cavity length to a transmission peak
can only work reliably when the response of the piezo actuator reacts predictably
to the PID output in the frequency range set by the output frequency filter. The
combined system of piezo actuator, mirror and mounting structure has a variety
of possible mechanical resonances as there are several masses and spring forces
involved. Around these resonances the feedback to the system will vary strongly
in gain and in phase with respect to the driving force. The frequency filter should
therefore limit the PID output to a frequency range where no resonances occur.
The same holds true for the dithering frequency. External noise sources will likely
have a stronger disturbing effect near natural resonance frequencies of the system
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FIGURE 55 Passive resonator stability analysis. Left Panel: photodiode output volt-
age with the cavity drifting around a transmission peak showing strong
oscillations. Right panel: Fourier spectrum of the photodiode signal using
logarithmic scale, the main feature is at a frequency of 33.2 Hz.

and will therefore cause a less clear lock-in signal at these frequencies.

FIGURE 56 Left Panel: transmission fringes of the photodiode signal with ramp genera-
tor turned on, no dithering. Right Panel: with ramp generator and dithering
turned on.

To measure the strength of the piezo actuator response as well as its phase
delay to a given external force with a modulation frequency f the following
procedure was performed. The ramp generator was turned on so that several
transmission peaks of the injected light were visible. The maximum voltage
from the photodiode was about 2.6 V as seen in the left panel of Fig. 56, the
peaks following the Airy function profile. Then with a fixed dithering frequency
the dither amplitude setting was adjusted. This was done so that the voltage
modulation of the photodiode signal as shown on the right panel of Fig. 56 was
about 0.5 V measured near half-height of the transmission peak maximum. As
this was only measured by eye a relative error of about 20% for the amplitude
setting can be estimated. Moreover the dither phase was adjusted for maximum
lock-in signal amplitude. The adjustment for dither amplitude and phase was
then repeated over a dither frequency range from 5-40 kHz. At lower frequencies
noise made the measurement difficult, while higher frequencies have not yet been
investigated.

The dither amplitude setting can be taken to be inversely proportional to
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FIGURE 57 Resonances of the piezo actuator frequency response curve and phase shift
required for maximal lock-in signal.

the modulation response strength of the piezo. Fig. 57 shows the acquired data
for both the modulation response strength and the phase delay required for
optimal lock-in signal. Between 10 kHz and 30 kHz several resonances occur
which are also accompanied by a rapid change in phase, while below 10 kHz
and above 30 kHz no further resonances are observed. The modulation strength
in between the resonance peaks sometimes drops out relative to the low- and
high-frequency tails. This is likely to be caused by ‘‘antiresonances’’, where for
example a thickness eigenmode frequency of the piezo stack is excited which
counteracts the length-modulation. There may be further resonances at higher
frequencies than measured however these are likely to be overtones and should
have lower amplitudes. While in most cases it is advantageous to use a very high
dither frequency as many physical processes create so-called ‘‘pink noise" with a
power spectrum S(f) = 1/fα, with 0 < α < 2, the modulation strength drops at
higher frequencies so that a value of f≈ 40 kHz was chosen for dithering.

6.2.2 Stabilization of the resonator

Fig. 58 shows the settings of the lock-box in the software interface. The settings
for voltages are usually given in a scale from 0-100% with 100% equating to the
maximum voltage of the HV amplifier which is about 150 V. After optimization
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FIGURE 58 Software interface of the lock-box, showing the current settings for the PID
control loop as well as parameters for the scan generator, frequency filters
and search logic. Important parameters are highlighted in green. Input and
regulator B are currently unused.

of the locking stability the experimentally determined settings were as follows:
a dither frequency of 42 kHz was used with an amplitude of 0.03 %. The input
low-pass filter is set to 1100 Hz and the output low-pass filter to 2400 Hz. The
settings for the PID parameters were P = 0.1, I = 0.008 and D = 10. The upper
threshold for the input is set at 1 V which is also the input limitation and the lower
threshold is set so that it is just above any background or side-mode signal. While
the input signal stays within the bounds set by these thresholds the regulation
stays active. All settings can be adjusted on a touchscreen display on the lock-box
itself allowing stand-alone operation.

With these settings the expected lock-in signal dependence on the transmis-
sion of the cavity can be demonstrated as seen on the left side of Fig. 59. For
this measurement the dither amplitude was temporarily increased to 0.2% to get
a clearer lock-in signal. For clarity the voltage scale for the lock-in signal was
magnified by a factor of ten. The well-defined slope of the lock-in signal at the
zero-crossing point, which occurs at the transmission maximum allows one to
stabilize the cavity. A few small side-modes caused by imperfect mode-matching
are visible. The effect of the 10 kHz switching on the photodiode amplifier that
is required for operation is shown on the right panel of Fig. 59. Despite the now
extreme fluctuations in the signal from grounding the photodiode, the lock-in
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signal is affected only by a slight increase in background noise. A clearer view
on the time-dependence of the signal is shown in the inset with the drop-outs
having a length of about 10 µs. The drop-outs actually reach below the background
level by about 500 mV. This issue is caused by the electronics and could likely be
improved with a revised circuit, though it does not affect the stability.

FIGURE 59 Left panel: Photo-diode and lock-in signal with the scan generator turned
on. Right Panel: Same settings but with the 10 kHz trigger applied to the
switches of the photo-diode amplifier. The inset shows a magnified view of
a single transmission peak.

With the cavity locked the transmission stays close to the maximum level,
independent on whether the 10 kHz switching is on or off, as can be seen in the
comparison between the left and right panels of Fig. 60. Some signal fluctuations of
about 5-10% still remain, which are related to intensity instabilities of the injected
seed caused by the fibre transport. When locking to a more stable source such as
the output of the stabilized HeNe laser the fluctuations were found to be less than
1%.

FIGURE 60 Left Panel: photodiode and lock-in signal with the cavity locked. Right
panel: same settings, but with the 10 kHz trigger applied to ground the
photodiode amplifier.

In summary the locking performance was found to be robust to external
perturbations. Knocking on the cavity side plates or touching of the optical mounts
inside the cavity may still force the cavity out of lock. With the cavity out of lock
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FIGURE 61 Seeded output power vs. pump power.

the search and scan routine of the lock-box initiates. Using a high search speed,
the re-locking process usually takes less than 50 ms and is thus fast enough to
ignore the rare "drop-outs" during spectroscopic measurements. If necessary the
data taken while the lock is off could be removed using a veto signal.

6.2.3 Output power

The performance of the injection-locked laser was characterized at several pump
power levels. Fig. 61 shows three power curves, which were taken separately
after realignment of the cavity. It was noticed that the pump beam was cut off
slightly at a waveplate; after recentering the plate a higher efficiency was reached.
A maximum output power close to 5 W was achieved in all cases. The limitation
here was not the available pump power, but rather the damage threshold of the
cavity mirrors. A more suitable coating optimized for high average power could
extend this limitation. In all measurements the cavity was locked and seeded at a
wavelength of 780 nm

The slope efficiency can be estimated to be about 0.45 and the optical-to-
optical conversion efficiency from green to IR is about 30% for the maximum
pump power. This efficiency is slightly higher compared to that of our standard
Z-shaped cavity Ti:sa lasers, as is expected considering that no frequency selective
elements such as a birefringent filter or etalon are needed for operation.

6.2.4 Linewidth

The linewidth of the injection-locked Ti:sa was measured using a commercial
scanning Fabry-Pérot Interferometer (Toptica FPI-100-0750-1). It features a free
spectral range (FSR) of 1 GHz and for the Ti:sa wavelength of 780 nm the finesse
was found to be ≈ 300, measured using the continuous wave laser radiation of
the Matisse master laser. As the injection-locked system is pulsed, the FPI spectra
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FIGURE 62 Seeded Ti:sa signal in the FPI (1 GHz FSR) showing two transmission peaks.
Each transmission peak is composed of many individual shots of the 10 kHz
repetition rate laser.

were taken with a slow scanning rate to allow for several individual pulses during
a transmission peak of the FPI as shown in Fig. 62. Here two transmission peaks
are visible, separated by the FSR of the FPI and no spectral side modes can be seen.
The background level is not related to any unseeded output or fluorescence, but is
just due to the limited voltage resolution of the oscilloscope at this scale.

The spectra were taken for several different output power levels, an example
comparison is shown in Fig. 63 for three output power settings of 4.1 W, 3.4 W and
just above the lasing threshold with a power of 0.9 W. To extract the linewidth a
Gaussian fit to the peak envelope was made. The peaks show a slight asymmetry
with the right flank slightly wider than the left.

The trend of the linewidth dependence on Ti:sa output power is given on
the left side of Fig. 64. While a linear fit may be too simple, considering that many
different parameters may influence the bandwidth, the reduced χ2 value for the
fit is close to 1. At just above lasing threshold the pulse duration of the Ti:sa can
reach significantly above 100 ns. Assuming a completely Fourier-limited linewidth
and a time-bandwidth product of 0.44 for a Gaussian pulse shape the expectation
would be a linewidth below ≈ 4.4 MHz. The fit to the data crosses the y-axis at
just above 10 MHz. Even considering the limited finesse of the FPI this indicates
other broadening mechanisms.

As discussed in [101] the pump pulse can induce frequency chirp effects, so
the linewidth data was plotted against the incoming pump power as seen on the
right side of Fig. 64. Here the fit to the data has a y-axis intercept at 3.5 MHz. While
not conclusive, chirp effects may indeed be one of the main factors contributing
to the total linewidth. Accurate measurements of the pulse durations or using
heterodyne techniques could further validate this assumption.
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FIGURE 63 FPI spectrum at different Ti:sa power levels showing a single transmission
peak for each power setting with an additional offset in time for clarity.

FIGURE 64 Left panel: linewidth dependence on Ti:sa output power. Data points in
black, linear fit in red. Right panel: linewidth dependence on pump power.
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6.2.5 Seed efficiency and wavelength dependence

The ratio between the output power at the seed wavelength and total output power
is the seed efficiency. In the following, this efficiency is not measured directly, it is
rather estimated by comparing the output power in the forward (along the seed)
direction with and without the seed injected into the cavity. With no injection
the cavity will be running freely and will have (nearly) identical output powers
going in the forward as well as in the backward output directions since there is
no unidirectional element within the cavity. The output power in the forward
direction Poff will thus be half of the total power. With injection the output Pon will
be preferred in the forward direction, and if only the injected wave and no other
wavelengths are amplified 100% of the radiation will be going in one direction.
The seed efficiency is then calculated as

ε =
Pon

Poff
− 1. (154)

This formula represents the actual definition of the seed efficiency relatively well
in cases where the free running wavelength and the injected wavelength are close
to each other. In cases where the wavelengths considerably differ, the gain in the
Ti:sa crystal as well as losses on mirror coatings can lead to significant deviations.
A better approach would be to simultaneously measure the power in the forward
and backward directions when the seed is on. The measurement of the backward
direction could be performed using the rejected light at the optical isolator. This
light was however not easily accessible. An even more convenient solution would
be using a spectrum analyser if available.

Wavelength tuning with broadband mirror set

The seed efficiency will depend on the injected power of the cw beam as well
as on the wavelength due to the wavelength-dependent gain and losses. With
the broadband mirror set and a fixed injected power of 15 mW the tuning curve
shown in Fig. 65 was measured. In the range from 750-850 nm the seed efficiency
stays nearly constant at values close to one. The reason for not reaching the full
100% seed efficiency may be related to pulse timing issues. With injected seed
the laser pulse build-up can be much quicker. As the pump pulse is relatively
long (120 ns) the inversion has not yet grown to its maximal value, so that the full
output power may not be reached.

At wavelengths below 750 nm and above 850 nm the efficiency starts to drop
rapidly. The injected power here is likely not high enough to overcome the higher
gain of other modes running closer to 800 nm. The seed efficiency drops to 0.5 at
735 nm and 870 nm.
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FIGURE 65 Wavelength tuning curve with full broadband mirror set. Shown are the
seeded output power (black line) and the seed efficiency (dashed grey line).
An injected power of 15 mW was used.

Wavelength tuning with mixed mirror set

The wavelength of 732.71 nm required for a spectroscopic experiment on copper
was not reached with good efficiency when using the broadband mirror set.
Replacing the two curved broadband mirrors with mirrors coated for the lower
wavelength range from 650-740 nm shifted the lowest reachable wavelength to
just below 730 nm as can be seen in Fig. 66. The same amount of injected power of
15 mW was used. The seed efficiency is close to one from 735 to 760 nm and drops
to 0.5 at about 728 nm. Despite changing two mirrors the lower wavelength limit
only improved slightly.

To understand the underlying effects in more detail it is useful to examine
the dependence on the injected power for a few different wavelengths. Fig. 67
shows the data for three different wavelengths of 725 nm, 745 nm and 775 nm. At
725 nm the seed efficiency increases as a function of the injected power up to a
maximum of 110 mW and reaches close to one for the locked cavity. This behaviour
is expected as more injected power is equal to a higher starting photon number
at the seed wavelength, leading to fewer round-trips required for amplification
as well as a reduced gain for the free-running modes. With a wavelength of
745 nm the seed efficiency is nearly constant when locked and at a high level of
1.06. Even at very low powers the free-running modes are fully suppressed. An
efficiency value > 1 suggests that the losses at the seed wavelength are lower
than those of the free-running Ti:sa. Furthermore the efficiency even increases
at very low injected power (less than 5 mW). This behaviour was reproducible.
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FIGURE 66 Wavelength tuning curve with a mixed mirror set using both broadband
output coupler and piezo mirror as well as two curved mirrors coated for
650-740 nm. Shown are the seeded output power Pon (red) and the baseline
power without seed Poff (black) as well as the seed efficiency.

FIGURE 67 Seed efficiency dependence on injected power at 725 nm, 745 nm and 775 nm
with mixed mirror set.
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One possible explanation may be again changes in pulse timing. With very low
injected power the pulse build-up is slightly delayed (but still faster than when
free-running). Due to the long pump pulse of the YAG more inversion can be
used with delayed pulse build-up. Because of this a later pulse will have slightly
more inversion accessible and thus higher output power. A similar trend is seen
at 775 nm, the only change here is that the efficiency value of 0.4 is at a lower level.
An explanation for this is the two curved mirrors having higher transmission at
the seed wavelength leading to large losses, which are unaccounted for.

In summary, the wavelength dependence of the seed efficiency is well un-
derstood. The reduced efficiency in the low and high wavelength region can be
explained with the large difference in gain between the free-running modes and
the mode at the seed wavelength, which will be discussed in more detail in section
6.2.6. Suppression of the free-running modes in the high gain region around
800 nm by change of mirror set had only a limited effect. As the mirror reflectivity
of most coatings does not have a sharp cut-off at the boundary of its specified
range, a high partial reflectivity can remain in this high-gain region. Better results
may be achieved by replacement of all cavity mirrors. The required realignment
of the cavity as well as replacement of the piezo-mirror, which is fixed using glue,
makes this time consuming.

6.2.6 Single-plate birefringent filter

A change of mirror sets in order to reach certain wavelengths is rather inconvenient.
Using more injected power can slightly extend the wavelength range covered with
the broadband set. A calculation performed using the multi-mode rate equations,
displayed in Fig. 68, shows that for regions far off the gain peak unattainable
amounts of input power would be required to reach a seed efficiency of 95%.

For the rate calculations the mode at the seed wavelength was given a number
of starting photons Nseed that was estimated from the injected power Pinj and the
cavity round-trip time τcav as

Nseed =
Pinj

h · νinj
· τcav. (155)

While the other modes have no starting boost provided by the injected laser,
they may experience a much higher round-trip gain and thus outperform the mode
at the seed wavelength. To reduce computing time not every individual mode
was calculated, rather they were grouped together in 1- nm intervals with the
number of modes per interval estimated from the FSR of the cavity. Compared to
the experimental tuning curve in Fig. 65 the calculations would suggest a slightly
wider tuning range especially in the higher wavelength region. Reasons for this
discrepancy could for example be the assumption of perfect mode-matching in the
calculations, wavelength-dependent losses of the coatings or inaccurate estimates
of other laser parameters.

To improve the tuning range without the need to change the mirror-set
a single birefringent quartz plate was installed. Using the plate to rotate the
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FIGURE 68 Power required to achieve 95% seed efficiency as calculated from rate equa-
tions.

polarization causes a wavelength-dependent loss at the Brewster surfaces inside
the cavity. A 235 µm plate was acquired with the orientation of the optical axis
of the crystal parallel to the surface. The transmission function of this plate was
calculated using the Jones-Matrix formalism with the formulation given in section
2.5.2 and is shown in Fig. 69. For the calculation only the plate itself and the
two Brewster surfaces of the Ti:sa crystal were assumed. By rotating the angle of
the plate the transmission maxima are shifted. The best discrimination against
other modes is achieved at a rotation angle of φ ≈ 40 degrees which equates to a
wavelength of 700 nm at the low wavelength end and just above 1000 nm at the
high wavelength end. For rotation angles φ > 70◦ or φ < 15◦ the filtering action
of the plate is very weak. If the discrimination is insufficient further polarizing
elements such as Brewster plates could be added to the cavity. A similar setup was
used in [102], whereby a commercial three-plate birefringent filter was installed.
This however is more expensive and causes a large offset to the laser beam in the
resonator.

A comparison of the tuning range with and without the quartz plate is
shown in Fig. 70. The lowest reachable wavelength (50% efficiency level) could be
reduced from ≈ 734 nm to 714 nm for the same injected input power of 15 mW.
This limit can likely be lowered further by the addition of Brewster-plates for
additional filtering or increased injected power as well as a higher pump power
setting. Even though the free-running wavelength is now closer to the injected
wavelength due to the birefringent quartz filter, the seed efficiency for some
wavelengths again reached values slightly larger than one. The upper wavelength
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FIGURE 69 Simulated transmission curves of the single plate birefringent filter inserted
at Brewster angle.

FIGURE 70 Tuning range with and without the birefringent filter plate.
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FIGURE 71 View looking down into the atomic beam unit (ABU) showing the collimat-
ing slit and ion optics. To visualize the function of the ABU the laser beam
path as well as ion trajectories are drawn.

limit still has to be fully characterized. First results suggest insufficient wavelength
selection in the wavelength range from 870-890 nm with better performance at
wavelengths > 900 nm.

6.3 High resolution resonance ionization spectroscopy of stable cop-
per

To test the capability of the injection-locked Ti:sa laser for high-resolution mea-
surements in combination with the new relative frequency measurement using the
scanning FPI (see chapter 5) the hyperfine structure (hfs) of stable copper isotopes
was measured using a two-step RIS scheme in the atomic beam unit (ABU). The
RIS scheme requires 244 nm for the first excitation step and 441 nm for the second
step to an AI as already presented in Article III [88].

6.3.1 Experimental setup for the spectroscopy of copper

The ABU setup has already been introduced in chapter 3.2. To reduce the experi-
mental Doppler broadening, an additional collimating slit was inserted, with a
bias voltage simultaneously repelling surface ions created by the oven. Figure 71
shows a view through the top window of the ABU.

To reach the required wavelength for the first step transition at 244.237 nm
the injection-locked laser was frequency tripled from a fundamental wavelength
of 732.711 nm. High seed efficiency at this low wavelength was obtained using
the birefringent plate (see section 6.2.6). The fundamental infra-red (IR) output
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power of about 2.8 W resulted in 50 mW of UV light, reduced to 30 mW in front
of the ABU due to transport losses. The spot of the UV was slightly elliptical
with dimensions of 2x5 mm2 estimated by eye. This equates to an intensity of
300 mW/cm2 or 30 µJ/cm2. The UV power can easily be adjusted by rotating the
polarization state of one of the inputs to the frequency tripling crystal. For the
second step excitation at 441.679 nm an intra-cavity frequency doubled broadband
Ti:sa was employed with an output power of close to 1 W, reduced to 0.8 W after
transport. The spot size of the blue laser was ≈ 0.5 cm2 equating to an intensity of
1.6 W/cm2. In this setup, the two Ti:sa lasers were pumped using two separate
Nd:YAG lasers. While allowing for easy temporal synchronization, this results in
a slightly larger timing jitter of about 10 ns.

The hyperfine structure is scanned by tuning the master Matisse laser with
the injection-locked Ti:sa slave cavity automatically following. Currently the mas-
ter laser can not be tuned in fixed steps rather the wavelength is tuned continually.
The ampere-meter signal measuring the EMT output as well as the FPI signals are
recorded.

6.3.2 Copper scans and fitting of data

Several scans at different UV power levels were made. The scan at full power
(30 mW) is shown in Fig. 72. Each hyperfine component of the stable 63,65Cu
isotopes except for a slight overlap of the last pair at the higher frequency end are
well separated. To fit the data a multi-peak Voigt profile is used:

Y(ν) = S ·
N

∑
i=1

ψiyiVoigt(wG, wL · γi, ν− νcog − νi − ∆) (156)

with the Voigt function explained in section 2.1.3. The equation is given for one
isotope only, with overall signal amplitude S and Gaussian and Lorentzian widths
wG and wL, respectively. The hyperfine coupling constants A and B, which deter-
mine the resonance frequencies νi (see Eq. 18) of the hyperfine components are
fitted. The theoretically calculated signal strength for the hyperfine components
are the yi values (see Eq. 22). Further fit parameters are the center of gravity νcog
of a chosen reference isotope, the isotope shift ∆ with respect to that isotope as
well as ψi and γi, which represent modifications to the individual intensities and
Lorentzian linewidths for each hyperfine component. The signal ratio between
the isotopes S63 : S65 is fixed to the natural abundance ratio (0.6915 : 0.3085).

Despite the visually good agreement of the fit to the data in the upper panel
of Fig. 72, the fit residuals given in the lower panel are still far larger than the
assumed errors for the data points, which were estimated by a binning procedure.
This suggests that the peak shapes deviate from a normal Voigt profile. One
reason for this is likely saturation of the transition. A fit with a more complex
‘‘saturated Voigt’’ profile has not yet been attempted. Nevertheless the fit results
for the hyperfine parameters should still be reliable as relative peak positions are
nearly independent from the exact shape of the peaks.
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FIGURE 72 Single scan of the 244 nm transition in Cu I illustrating the hyperfine struc-
ture. Data points in black, fitted Voigt curve in red. The individual compo-
nents are marked by their respective isotope and F→F’ transition. The lower
panel shows the fit residuals.
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A slight asymmetry in the peaks can also be noticed with the left flank
residuals generally higher than the right flank. This was more pronounced for
the higher resolution spectra. This may either be caused by a non-Gaussian
distribution of the seed radiation, or due to non-normal crossing between atomic-
and laser beam, which is described in [103].

The fitted Gaussian FWHM of 65(2) MHz was nearly identical for all scans,
except for the highest power scan where it was slightly larger at 71(3) MHz. From
frequency tripling of a fundamental laser with a linewidth of≈20 MHz a Gaussian
linewidth of

√
3 · 20 ≈ 35 MHz would be expected. In section 6.2.4 the linewidth

of the laser was determined from a short-term measurement. Slower frequency
fluctuations could increase the effective linewidth during a scan. Additionally, for
a temperature of 1300 K and an opening half-angle of 0.25◦ the remaining Doppler
width should be < 20 MHz. Considering that in a convolution, Gaussian widths
add in quadrature, this is only a minor contribution. For the indicated non-normal
laser incidence this however may be an underestimation.

6.3.3 Hyperfine parameters and isotope shift

A total of 12 scans were taken, of which six used varying UV power levels and
will be discussed in section 6.3.4 and six studied the effect of a delayed ionization
pulse, discussed in section 6.3.5.

The mean values of the hyperfine coupling constants for both isotopes and
the isotope shift ∆IS63−65Cu are given in Table 5 as well as comparison with
literature values [87, 104]. The errors given in round brackets include only the
error estimated from the statistical variation between the scans, while the error
value in square brackets includes the uncertainty of the FSR and non-linearity of
the FPI (section 5.4.2). The relative FSR uncertainty of 0.015% directly factors into
the error as it is proportional to the size of the measured parameter. It is difficult
to estimate how much the non-linearity effects the results, since each scan and
each peak will be affected differently. For now, the error was assumed to be fixed
at 3 · 0.025% of one FSR, equaling to 0.75 MHz, with the factor three due to the
frequency tripling process.

The agreement with the literature values for the ground-state parameters
is well within the error estimate, possibly even suggesting that the errors due
to the FPI are overestimated. For the excited state of 63Cu the literature value is
less precise and does not agree within 2.5 σ. The same is true for the isotope shift
value with a deviation of more than 3 σ. It is likely that the error estimates for
the literature values from [104] were underestimated, considering that a much
wider spectral width of > 3 GHz and less accurate wavelength determination
was used in that work. In [104] a fixed ratio for the excited (ex) and ground state
(gs) hyperfine parameters was used for fitting with a value of Ags/Aex=0.415. In
our measurement the experimental value is Ags/Aex=0.41101(30) for 63Cu and
0.41095(30) for 65Cu, which agree with each other within the error range.
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Hyperfine coupling constants of 63Cu and 65Cu

Experiment Literature Dual etalon exp.
63Cu Ag/MHz 5866.84(21)[116] 5866.908706(20)* 5887(20)
63Cu Ae/MHz 2411.33(31)[86] 2432(8)† 2416(20)
65Cu Ag/MHz 6284.85(27)[121] 6284.389972(60)* -
65Cu Ae/MHz 2582.77(28)[87] 2588(15)† -
∆IS63−65Cu /MHz 1045.95(21)[79] 977(21)† 1090(100)

TABLE 5 Experimental results for hyperfine parameters and isotope shift of copper as
well as comparison with literature values from [104](†) [87](*) and the previous
result using the dual-etalon Ti:sa discussed in chapter 5. For the dual-etalon
measurement no result is given for 65Cu as a fixed ratio A63/A65=5.867/6.284
was used for the fit.

6.3.4 Saturation and optical pumping effects

Trends for the overall amplitude (as taken from the average of the peak heights) as
well as for the Lorentzian linewidth component wL can be extracted from the data.
Based on the transition strength of the first excited state, Γ1 = 2.03·106 s−1 [72], the
FWHM Lorentzian width due to the natural line broadening can be expected to
be Γ/2π = 0.323 MHz. The saturation intensity according to eq. 7 is 18 mW /cm2.
This however assumes a monochromatic continuous wave laser source and cannot
be directly applied to this experiment.

Results for the saturation of the signal amplitude of the 244 nm transition
and for the power broadening of the Lorentzian linewidth are shown in the left
and right panels of Fig. 73, respectively. The saturation curve (red line) follows
the equation for a simple two-level system reasonably well and yields a saturation
intensity of Isat = 25.6(14)mW/cm2. The errors of the laser intensity are only due
to power fluctuations and do not include the larger uncertainty due to the spot
size estimation.

While the Lorentzian linewidth trend may also be plotted using the simple
model, the extracted FWHM width at zero power Γ0 is nearly two orders of
magnitude higher than the expected value. This may in part be due to the high
peak intensity in the laser pulse, however a second contributing factor which
could be verified (see section 6.3.5) is the ionization laser. To account for this
second factor, both a fit with the simple model (red line) as well as a model adding
an offset term Γoff (blue line) were applied to the data. The two models yield
different saturation intensities, both also not agreeing with the saturation curve of
the amplitude. The χ2 value of the simple model is 0.8 as compared to the more
complex model with a value of 0.3.

The relative peak heights Hi and linewidths γi of the individual hyperfine
components change with the excitation step intensity as well. The relative peak
heights are the amplitude modifiers ψi from Eq. 156 corrected for the linewidth
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FIGURE 73 Saturation of the 244 nm transition in Cu I. Left panel: saturation curve of
the maximal signal amplitude. Data points in black, fit curve in red. Right
panel: power broadening of the Lorentzian component of the linewidth of
the Voigt profile. Data points in black, fit curves in red and blue using two
different models.

FIGURE 74 Effect of first step intensity on hyperfine component amplitude and width.
Left panel: relative Lorentzian widths with the F=2→F´=2 transition as
reference. Right panel: relative peak heights with the F=2→F´=2 transition
as reference.
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contribution to the amplitude with

Hi = ψi ·
Voigt(wG, wL · γi, 0)

Voigt(wG, wL, 0)
. (157)

For reference the relative linewidth and peak height of the F=2→F´=2 component
was kept normalized at 1. The changes in the linewidth of the other three tran-
sitions is shown on the left panel of Fig. 74, with the weakest transition from
F=1→F´=1 having a nearly 30% narrower width at higher intensities and the
F=2→F´=1 transition having a slightly larger width. At the lowest power setting
all transitions have similar widths. For the peak heights, shown in the right panel
of Fig. 74, only the weakest transition shows a significant deviation from the norm.

6.3.5 Delayed ionization pulse

Recent simulations suggest that the linewidth of a transition is affected by the
power broadening caused by the laser driving the ionization process [105]. A
delay of the ionization step with respect to the first step excitation is expected to
minimize this additional broadening mechanism. In the ionization scheme of Cu
two known decay channels of the first excited state exist [72]. One to the ground
state (Γ1 = 2.03 · 106/s) and another to a level at 13245.423 cm−1 (Γ2 = 3.99 · 104/s)
, resulting in a lifetime of the state τ = 1/ ∑ Γi = 483 ns. This is much longer than
the duration of the laser pulses with 40(3) ns and 23 ns for the first and second
step laser, respectively. The pulse durations are given for the fundamental laser
radiation.

The delay between the pulses was adjusted with the trigger of one of the
pump lasers. An example of the pulse timing structure for the case of 80 ns delay
is shown in Fig. 75, with the delay simply calculated as the time difference of
the pulse maxima. The structure represents an averaged signal over many laser
pulses, the actual single-shot pulse durations of the lasers are slightly shorter than
visible in the figure.

With increasing delay more of the population of the excited state will have
spontaneously decayed back to the ground state, reducing the total ionization
efficiency as shown in Fig. 76. An exponential function has been fitted to the data,
with the exception of the first two data points, as for these significant overlap
between the two laser pulses exists. From the fit a lifetime τ of 367(30) ns can
be estimated, which is below the literature value. This may be a result of so far
unknown decay transitions but remains unclear. It can be noted that the signal
strength stays nearly constant up to a delay time of 100 ns.

The Lorentzian linewidth, displayed in Fig. 77, shows a sharp reduction
within the first 50 ns delay time (≈ pulse duration) and stays nearly constant at
a level of about 3 MHz for longer delays. While this is still a factor of 10 larger
than the natural linewidth, the UV intensity was kept at the maximum level
of about 300 mW/cm2 during these tests. Considering that the peak intensity
during the pulse is still much higher, this power broadening is not surprising.
It should be noted however, that for small values of the Lorentzian width the
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FIGURE 75 Photodiode signals of excitation and ionization laser pulse, showing an
example for a measured time delay of ∆T = 83 ns.

FIGURE 76 Dependence of ion signal on ionization pulse delay time. The fit (blue curve)
underestimates the literature value for the life time by about 30%.
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FIGURE 77 Dependence of Lorentzian linewidth on ionization pulse delay.

sensitivity of the fit to this parameter gets weaker and other assumptions about
the peak shape may further contribute to a possible error in these measurements.
Finally, the dependence of the individual peak heights and Lorentzian widths
on the ionization pulse delay with respect to the F=2→F´=2 transition are shown
in the left and right panel of Fig. 78, respectively. Little change is noticeable
at long delays, but at shorter time-scales within the duration of the laser pulse
some fluctuations seem to occur, especially for the peak height of the F=1→F´=1
transition. Similar to the previous result, at high UV power this transition shows a
significantly higher signal than expected.

In the future a more sophisticated model using rate equations as discussed
in [105, 106] will be applied to this data in order to obtain a better understanding
of the effects occurring in pulsed laser RIS.

For completeness the hyperfine parameters for all scans are displayed in
Fig. 79 with the settings for each measurement noted in Table 6. The error bars
in the plots are showing the FPI non-linearity and statistical error only. The
uncertainty of the FSR affects the whole of the dataset in the same way and thus
has no impact on the scattering of the values.
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FIGURE 78 Effect of ionization pulse delay on hyperfine component amplitude and
width. Left panel: relative Lorentzian widths depending on ionization pulse
delay. Right panel: relative peak heights depending on ionization pulse
delay.

Exp. # Intensity/ Exp. # Delay/ ns
mW·cm−2

1 3.0(5) 7 -3.6(20)
2 8(1) 8 40.0(20)
3 30(2) 9 82.8(20)
4 60(4) 10 596.6(20)
5 150(8) 11 189.0(20)
6 300(15) 12 17.4(20)

TABLE 6 Settings for the 12 individual hyperfine measurements in Cu. For the first six
measurements the delay is constant at 0(10) ns, for the last six measurements
the intensity is constant at 300(15) mW/cm2.
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FIGURE 79 Hyperfine parameters for each of the 12 scans of copper. Considering the
error margin no obvious systematic trends can be discerned.
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6.4 High resolution resonance ionization spectroscopy of 227Ac

For the resonance ionization spectroscopy of actinium and plutonium the injection-
locked Ti:sa laser resonator was transported to the laboratory of the Quantum/
LARISSA group at the University of Mainz, Germany, with the experiment carried
out in further collaboration with the Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Belgium.
The experiment on 227Ac (I=3/2−, T1/2 = 21.772(3) years) was performed in
preparation for further studies [107] of more exotic isotopes at the on-line RIB
facilities LISOL and TRIUMF. For neutral actinium, HFS parameters are not
yet documented and the goal was to identify a suitable transition for hyperfine
spectroscopy. A high resolution template can furthermore be used to calibrate
future lower resolution on-line results.

6.5 Experimental setup for actinium spectroscopy

6.5.1 Narrowband laser system

A photograph of the injection-locked Ti:sa setup is shown in Fig. 80. Pumping
of the injection-locked cavity was achieved using an external frequency-doubled
1064 nm YAG laser. Only up to 5 W of 532 nm light was available after doubling
in a BBO crystal, however the beam quality of the pump laser was very good,
with an M2 value of close to 1. This allows for a better overlap of the pump beam
with the resonator mode in the crystal and as such a lower pump threshold and
an increased efficiency. On the other hand the damage threshold is also reduced
accordingly.

Instead of the cw Ti:sa available at the IGISOL facility, an external cavity
diode laser (ECDL) was used as the master laser which was coupled through a
single mode optical fiber. Two 60 dB optical isolators were used after the fiber to
prevent optical feedback from the pulsed cavity. After the isolators a typical power
of 5-20 mW was available depending on the chosen diode laser and wavelength
range. A short telescope on a rail is used for mode-matching. Two master lasers
were available: a commercial diode laser system (Toptica Photonics, TA Pro) for
the wavelength range from 760-790 nm and a home-built ECDL with a laser-diode
from Eagleyard for accessing wavelengths from 830-880 nm. The diode lasers
are stabilized using a combination of a quadrature interferometer (iScan, TEM
Messtechnik) for fast frequency control and a fringe-offset locking system for
precise control. The details of this system can be found in [108, 109]. The fringe-
offset locking uses a confocal FPI with a FSR of 298.0856(26)MHz and a stabilized
HeNe laser as reference. The data acquisition is based on a set of Arduino [110]
micro-controllers. Using this system the precision of the frequency calibration
should be better than 1 MHz.

The diode laser systems have a typical frequency jitter of about 5-10 MHz.
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FIGURE 80 Setup of the injection-locked Ti:sa for the actinium and plutonium experi-
ment, see text for details.

With the regulation turned on, the diode laser frequency can be driven towards a
set frequency. Data acquisition of the ion signal only takes place whenever the
measured laser frequency is within a fixed locking interval (5 MHz) around the set
point. A scan is performed by changing the set frequency in steps and recording
the ion signal for a short period of time between each step. Due to the fixed locking
interval and the frequency jitter of the laser system a small shift of peak positions
of ≈ 5 MHz between the two direction of frequency scanning was observed. Due
to this, scanning was usually performed in one direction only, or care was taken
to compensate for this shift in the evaluation of the data.

The frequency jitter also proved to be slightly detrimental for the perfor-
mance of the injection-locked cavity. While a stable lock was achieved, the intensity
fluctuations on the fast-switched photodiode amplifier signal were significantly
stronger when compared to using the cw-Ti:sa as master. Nevertheless, a seed
efficiency of close to one and an output power of up to 2 W (at 770 nm) could be
reached.

The linewidth of the seeded Ti:sa was measured in order to give a comparison
with the conditions at the IGISOL facility. The stabilized HeNe as well as a portion
of the seeded output was coupled into a FPI cavity and the spectrum was recorded
using an oscilloscope. Without averaging each Ti:sa fringe only consisted of 3-4
pulses as shown in the left panel of Fig. 81. To extract the linewidth a Gaussian
envelope was fitted as shown, yielding a FWHM of 9.5(5) MHz. This linewidth
is however only representative of very short term fluctuations within a time
interval of less than 1 ms. To get a more accurate estimate for the spectroscopic
linewidth during a slow scan the oscilloscope was set to record a longer term
average shown on the right panel of Fig. 81. A setting of 256 averages was
represented a time frame of about 2 s. One immediately notices a dramatically
reduced fringe amplitude and strong background fluctuations. Nevertheless, a
linewidth of 13.4(8) MHz could be extracted once a quadratic background term
was added to the fit. The same procedure was then performed for the output of
the master laser, yielding a short-term linewidth of 7.2(3) MHz and a long-term
linewidth of 10.1(2) MHz. So despite a significant contribution from the master
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laser, the seeded Ti:sa linewidth is still lower than that measured in section 6.2.4.
This may be a result of the factor 2-3 lower pump power leading to a reduced
frequency chirp.

FIGURE 81 Oscillsocope trace of the spectrum of the seeded Ti:sa in the confocal FPI
in Mainz. Left panel: recording without averaging. Right panel: recording
with 256 averages. See text for details on analysis.

6.5.2 Ionization lasers, ion source and mass spectrometer

The output of the injection-locked cavity was then frequency doubled and trans-
ported to the quadrupole mass spectrometer system MABU ("Mainz atomic beam
unit"), as shown in Fig. 82, with a simple schematic in Fig. 83. MABU is described
in more detail in [111, 112]. Two additional broadband intra-cavity doubled
Ti:sa lasers were used for the ionization step, providing up to 1 W in the blue
wavelength range. While the seeded Ti:sa beam was sent into the MABU in
a perpendicular geometry from a side window, the other two lasers were sent
counter-propagating with respect to the atomic beam. As very little power was
necessary to saturate the first step transitions the seeded Ti:sa was expanded
using a combination of a telescope and a ground glass diffuser to create a uniform
intensity distribution in the interaction region. The ionization lasers were focused
to a spot size comparable to the oven dimensions with an inner diameter of 2 mm.

Five samples, each with ≈ 1011 atoms 227Ac were available, supplied by the
nuclear chemistry department of the University of Mainz. These were packaged
inside zirconium foils of which one was placed into the oven. The current for
the ohmic heating of the graphite oven was set between 60-75 A, equivalent to a
temperature range of 1400-1700◦C. The interaction region of the laser and atomic
beam lies between the repeller electrode, used to deflect thermal ions from the
oven, and the first extraction electrode. Only a slight collimation of the atomic
beam was created by the orifice (�=4 mm) of the repeller electrode, limiting the
beam to an opening angle of ≈ 20◦. However, the small diameter of the ionization
lasers as well as the high mass number will effectively reduce the possible Doppler
broadening. The laser ions arriving at the detector of the MABU after mass
filtering had a pulsed time structure with a width of 10 µs. Time-gating was thus
successfully employed to minimize background from thermally ionized atoms.
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FIGURE 82 Broadband laser systems for the ionization step, optical path and the Mainz
Atomic Beam unit (MABU), see text for details.

The mass resolving power (MRP) of the RF quadrupole was M/∆M = 200.

6.6 Hyperfine structure of actinium

The hyperfine structures of five different transitions were investigated. Figure
84 summarizes the two-step resonance ionization schemes. The value for the
ionization potential is taken from [113]. Transitions A, B and C are from the
atomic ground state, transitions C and D populate the same excited state and
transitions D and E share the same lower level, which is a thermally populated
state at 2231.43 cm−1 (20% population at 1700 K). The choice of transitions allows
a cross-check of the respective hyperfine parameters.

For identification of the second step transitions leading to auto-ionizing (AI)
states, laser ionization was applied using in-source spectroscopy. While providing
worse resolution, the ion signal was up to a factor of 103 higher compared to the
cross beam geometry. This allowed a search for AI states at lower temperatures
without depleting the atomic sample. Scans were performed by tuning the bire-
fringent filters of the two intra-cavity doubled Ti:sa lasers. As this tuning is very
coarse it is unlikely that the optimum transitions have been found. Although still
unpublished, extensive AI spectroscopy has been performed for Ac at TRIUMF
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FIGURE 83 3D schematic illustrating the working principle of the MABU system, taken
from [112].

and Mainz [114].
The results of all five scans are shown in Fig. 85-89. The data points (black)

were calculated as the mean of several independent scans and binned in 20 MHz
intervals. The hyperfine structures were fitted with the same formula as given
in Eq. 156. To properly account for the Poisson-distributed count-rate signal
an iteratively re-weighted fitting procedure was applied. A description of this
method is given in [115] and a more general discussion in [116]. The basic idea
is as follows: an experimentally measured count rate y is generally distributed
with an unknown mean µ and standard deviation σ. Therefore the mean and
variance first have to be estimated.For this purpose the data is first fitted without
weighting. From the resulting fit the true mean count-rate µ can be estimated and
from the relation µ = σ2 the variance as well as the weights wi = 1/σ2

i may be
extracted. Using these new weights and repeating this process iteratively will lead
to the maximum likelihood estimate for the fit parameters.

The results for the hyperfine parameters are summarized in Table 7. For
each transition both the lower state hyperfine parameters AL, BL and the upper
or excited state parameters AU, BU are given. As expected the ground state
parameters agree within errors for transitions A, B and C, for transitions D and E,
as well as the excited state parameters for transitions C and D. The error margins
for transitions D and E are significantly larger. For transition D this is due to the
atomic sample running out, leaving some peaks with very low statistics, while in
transition E the parameters are more strongly correlated due to the overlapping
resonances and the higher spin states (J=5/2→J=7/2).

For the hyperfine parameters with multiple results the weighted mean was
calculated, with the weights wi assumed as 1/σ2

i . The results are A = 50.46(48)
MHz, B = 595.6(15) MHz for the atomic ground state, A = 255.0(35) MHz, B =
706(19) MHz for the 2231.43 cm−1 state and A = 990.7(12) MHz, B = -20.7(36) MHz
for the 26066.08 cm−1 state. Based on the results, transition B at 438.58 nm is the
most promising candidate with the largest total splitting, a clear separation of
each hyperfine component as well as having the highest average count-rates. An
alternative could be transition A which exhibits a smaller splitting, but has a
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FIGURE 84 Transitions in actinium probed for hyperfine structure with the injection
locked Ti:sa system. Energy levels for first excited states taken from [71].

FIGURE 85 Actinium hyperfine structure - transition A (388.67 nm). Data in black, fit
curve in red. Dashed lines indicate the position of the HFS components and
are labeled with the F→F’ notation.

Transition AL/MHz BL/MHz AU/MHz BU/MHz

A 51.1(16) 591.8(41) 1971.5(37) -
B 50.6(5) 597.0(16) 2104.8(5) 110.1(22)
C 49.5(11) 592.7(30) -990.6(12) -20.9(37)
D 253.7(50) 699.2(266) -1002.0(108) -8.8(270)
E 256.3(49) 714.9(280) -280.3(35) 1277.5(305)

TABLE 7 Hyperfine parameters of the five transitions in actinium. Values belonging to
the same lower or upper state are indicated in same color. Errors given are
statistical only.
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FIGURE 86 Actinium hyperfine structure - transition B (438.58 nm).

FIGURE 87 Actinium hyperfine structure - transition C (383.64 nm).

FIGURE 88 Actinium hyperfine structure - transition D (419.56 nm). The very low statis-
tics at the rightmost peaks are due to the atomic sample exhaustion. A larger
bin width of 60 MHz was used for this transition.
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FIGURE 89 Actinium hyperfine structure - transition E (439.79 nm).

FL → FU Inttheory Intexp Intexp/ Inttheory γ FWHM/MHz

0→ 1 0.0625 0.057 0.91(9) 1.05(9) 160(12)
1→ 1 0.0563 0.089 1.58(11) 0.79(7) 131(9)
2→ 1 0.00625 0.051 8.13(51) 0.29(7) 82(8)
1→ 2 0.131 0.11 0.86(4) 0.89(5) 142(6)
2→ 2 0.0729 0.10 1.39(6) 0.74(4) 126(6)
3→ 2 0.00417 0.034 8.14(61) 0.42(7) 94(8)
2→ 3 0.233 0.20 0.87(5) 0.95(5) 149(6)
3→ 3 0.0583 0.13 2.23(10) 0.54(5) 106(6)
3→ 4 0.375 0.22 0.59(3) 1.00(3) 154(4)

TABLE 8 Relative theoretical and experimental intensities as well as the total FWHM
linewidth of the individual hyperfine components of the hyperfine structure
of transition B.

simpler structure with fewer components due to the J=1/2 spin of the excited
state.

First laser spectroscopy on more exotic isotopes of actinium (212−215Ac and
225Ac) has been performed in-source at LISOL and TRIUMF [107,114]. Considering
the limited resolution with this technique, it will be important for fitting constraints
to know how well the hyperfine structure is represented by the theoretical intensity
distribution. Similar to the analysis for copper the fit parameters for the individual
hyperfine components of transition B are given in Table 8. Presented are the
theoretical intensities from Eq. 22, the normalized (∑i Inti = 1) experimental
intensities, the ratios between experimental and theoretical intensities, the relative
Lorentzian width γ as well as the FWHM (in MHz) of the Voigt profile of each
component.

Most notable are the two weakest transition from FL = 2 → FU = 1 and
FL = 3→ FU = 2 , where the experimental intensity is more than 8 times higher
than the theoretical prediction. Furthermore all transitions (FL = X)→ (FU = X+1)
show a reduced relative intensity (Intexp < Inttheory). It is therefore important for
any future in-source results to accommodate for this in error estimates or to be
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Isotope 238Pu 239Pu 240Pu 241Pu 242Pu 244Pu

Spin 0+ 1/2+ 0+ 5/2+ 0+ 0+

Half life (years) 87.7 2.411·104 6564 14.35 3.75·105 8.0·107

Magnetic moment (µN) 0.203(4) -0.683(15)

TABLE 9 Nuclear spin, half-life and magnetic moments of the plutonium isotopes. Data
taken from [121].

able to model these effects reliably.
In December 2014 an in-gas jet laser spectroscopy experiment will be per-

formed at LISOL. This milestone experiment will target the isotope 215Ac with the
injection-locked Ti:sa laser, in order to obtain the first high resolution results for
neutron-deficient actinium [114].

6.7 High resolution resonance ionization spectroscopy of plutonium

Spectroscopy of plutonium (Z=94) was made using the same experimental setup
as described in section 6.5. Samples containing a mixture of 238−242Pu and 244Pu
were supplied from the nuclear chemistry department of the University of Mainz,
with 1015 atoms for the most abundant isotope 244Pu, to a few x 109 atoms for
238Pu. Details on spin and half-life of the isotopes is given in Table 9. With the
exception of 241Pu, which is a β-emitter, the other isotopes predominantly decay
by α-emission.

Absolute charge radii of 239,240,242Pu have been reported from muonic atom
measurements [117], which allows the calculation of charge radii for other isotopes
by measurement of their respective isotope shifts. The isotope shift for 239,240Pu has
been measured with modest resolution in a large number of levels and transition
lines [118], whereas the isotope shift for the larger set of isotopes of 238−242,244Pu
was determined with a precision of about 100 MHz in a few levels in neutral
Pu [119].

The first high resolution resonance ionization measurements with cw lasers
were obtained in [120] with a precision of 15-30 MHz, however not for the isotopes
238,241Pu. In the atomic ground state with angular momentum J=0 (5f67s27F0),
no hyperfine splitting is present. In addition, for 239Pu, no electric quadrupole
information may be determined due to its nuclear spin I=1/2. Therefore studies
of transitions from low-lying thermally populated states (as performed here) or
an additional study of the singly-ionized spectrum of plutonium, where hyperfine
splittings are larger, are highly desirable. An improvement in precision by a factor
of 5-10 could be demonstrated in this work.

Two transitions within the wavelength range of the laser diodes, A and
B as indicated in Fig. 90, were investigated for hyperfine structure and isotope
shifts. Transition A proceeds from the ground state to a J=1 excited state at
25959.849 cm−1, while transition B goes from a thermally populated state at
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FIGURE 90 Ionization schemes for plutonium used to determine hyperfine structure
and isotope shifts. First excited state energies taken from [71], ionization
potential from [122] and level configurations from [118].

2203.606 cm−1 (J=1, 20 % population at 1300 K) to an excited state with J=2 at
27929.161 cm−1.

The scans of transition A are shown in Fig. 91 for all isotopes. 240Pu was
chosen as the reference frequency, for easier comparison with literature data.
No clear signal was present for the isotope 238Pu. The overall isotope shifts are
relatively small. Complicating the evaluation of the hyperfine structure of 241Pu
and determining its isotope shift is the overlap of the leftmost peak with the
transition for the much more abundant isotope 242Pu. With the typical mass
resolving power of (M/∆M) ≈ 200 the discrimination was not fully sufficient.
Additionally, during the evaluation of the data it was noticed that not the whole
hyperfine structure was scanned, with a third peak missing on the right.

The situation is clearer for the results of transition B as shown in Fig. 92, as
here larger isotope shifts are apparent and a resonance for 238Pu could be found as
well, suggesting that the scheme was more efficient despite the lower population of
the 2203.6 cm−1 level. The scan of 239Pu shows a very narrow collapsed hyperfine
structure.

Due to the missing peak in the spectrum of 241Pu of transition A, the struc-
tures of transition B were evaluated first. The hyperfine structure of 241Pu is
shown in Fig. 93 and for 239Pu in Fig. 94. In the 241Pu structure the peaks for the
FL = 7/2→ FU = 7/2 and FL = 7/2→ FU = 9/2 transitions overlap closely. For
a reasonable fit the intensity ratio of these two peaks was fixed to the theoretical
ratio. From the fit result given in Table 10 the magnetic coupling constant for
the lower excited state is close to zero. This result was useful for evaluation of
the 239Pu hyperfine structure, which is independent of the electric quadrupole
moment. Furthermore, one of the three hyperfine components in 239Pu is very
weak compared to the other two, resulting in a very strong correlation between
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FIGURE 91 Laser scans of the 385.210 nm (A) transition for the plutonium isotopes, with
the resonance frequency of 240Pu taken as reference.

FIGURE 92 Laser scans of the 387.965 nm (B) transition for the plutonium isotopes, with
the resonance frequency of 240Pu taken as reference.
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FIGURE 93 Hyperfine structure of transition B for 241Pu.

FIGURE 94 Hyperfine structure of transition B for 239Pu.

the lower and upper state magnetic hyperfine coupling constants. A fit with free
parameters resulted in extremely large error margins for the coupling constants,
which were also not completely independent on the starting values for the fit. For
comparison both the unrestrained fit results and the results with the lower state
parameter fixed to zero are given.

Using the ratio of isotope shifts between transition A and B for the even
isotopes the center of gravity for the hyperfine structure of transition A of 241Pu
can be estimated. Both the isotopes 242,240Pu are present in the range of the
hyperfine structure of 241Pu as seen in Fig. 95. These were included in the fit using
the independently determined centroid positions. Using the calculated center of
gravity the fit curve shows the expected position of the missed third hyperfine
component. The simplest hyperfine structure is seen in Fig. 96 for 239Pu with only
two components and a small remnant of the 240Pu peak. As indicated before the
results for the hyperfine structures are summarized in Table 10. The complete set
of isotope shifts are listed in Table 11 with respect to the reference isotope 240Pu.
No previous high resolution literature data is available for the two transitions.

A King plot of the isotope shift data for both transitions is shown in Fig. 97.
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FIGURE 95 Hyperfine structure of transition A for 241Pu.

FIGURE 96 Hyperfine structure of transition A for 239Pu.
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FIGURE 97 King plot of the plutonium isotope shifts for transition A and B. The isotope
pair 241,240Pu was not included in the fit as its value is not independent of
the other measurements. The inset shows a zoomed portion of the graph.
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FIGURE 98 King plot of the Pu charge radii against the isotope shifts of transitions A
and B. Shown are the data points with error bars and the linear fit lines as
well as the 68% confidence interval bands.

This serves as a cross check for the accuracy of the measurements as well as giving
access to the ratio of field shift of the two atomic transitions. For calculation of the
modification factor ξ (Eq. 38) the isotope pair 244,240Pu was used. The field shift
gradient FB/FA is 3.236(84). The y-axis intercept is small as expected for heavy
elements, with a value of 44(168) MHz and has a large error so that no mass-shift
information can be extracted. As the isotope shift of 241Pu for transition A was
already calculated from the data of transition B it was not used in the fit for the
King plot but is still displayed for completeness. As seen in the inset, the point
for the isotope pair 242,240Pu lies just outside of the 68% confidence interval range,
however this can be expected considering statistical fluctuations as well as the
error estimates.

A King plot of the charge radii from [117] against the isotope shifts of the
two transitions is shown in Fig. 98. With 240Pu as the reference isotope only two
independent δ〈r2〉 values can be calculated. As fit curve a linear fit through the
origin (assuming negligible mass shift) was used to determine the field shift gra-
dients with FA = -7.0(7) GHz/fm2 for transition A and FB = -22.6(22) GHz/fm2 for
transition B. This negative gradient is expected. As seen in Fig. 90 the transitions
remove one electron from the 7s orbital, which has the strongest overlap with the
nuclear wavefunction. The correction factor K as mentioned in Eq. 30 has not been
included in the analysis. As shown in Fig. 99 the expected correction for Z = 94 is
of the order of 8%.

In the fall 2014 first success for the laser ionization of plutonium in a gas
cell at the IGISOL facility was achieved. This paves the way for high resolution
collinear laser spectroscopy of a transition in the Pu+ ionic species. Plutonium
would be so far the heaviest nucleus attempted with collinear laser spectroscopy
and upon success would be a milestone on the road towards spectroscopy of the
superheavy nuclei.
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239Pu (A) 241Pu (A) 239Pu (B) 239Pu (B)* 241Pu (B)

AL/MHz - - -2(433) 0 (fixed) -2.2(37)
BL/MHz - - - - 1058.6(76)
AU/MHz 402.3(10) -279.4(18) -63(218) -62.6(14) 37.7(15)
BU/MHz - 105.4(48) - - -175.4(140)

TABLE 10 Hyperfine coupling constants for transitions A and B for both isotopes 239Pu
and 241Pu. The star * indicates a restrained fit. Errors in brackets are statistical
only.

Transition ν238−240Pu ν239−240Pu 240Pu(ref) ν241−240Pu ν242−240 Pu ν244−240Pu

A (385.21 nm) - 757.8(30) 0 -383.4(70) -969.4(25) -1955.2(25)
B (387.96 nm) 4126.7(100) 2438.7(90) 0 -1233.3(80) -3099.3(60) -6288.1(30)

TABLE 11 Isotope shifts of plutonium for transitions A and B. The isotope shift of
transition A (in grey) for 241Pu is not independent and was calculated using
transition B data. All values in MHz. Errors in brackets are statistical only.

FIGURE 99 Correction factor K for the field shift evaluation. Figure taken from [24].



7 RESONANCE IONIZATION SPECTROSCOPY OF
THORIUM

7.1 Motivation

Laser spectroscopy of thorium is an ongoing project dedicated to the search
for the low-lying isomeric state in 229Th. The existence of this isomer was first
suggested by Kroger and Reich in 1976 [123], the authors inferring an excited
state of spin and parity 3/2+ within 0.1 keV of the 5/2+ ground state. Helmer
and Reich later improved the uncertainty of the level energy in 1994 deducing a
value of 3.5(10) eV [124]. The most recent estimate of the energy of the isomeric

FIGURE 100 Partial nuclear level scheme of 229Th. The ground state and isomeric states
belong to different Nilsson bands which are separated for clarity [125].

state is 7.8(5) eV [125], with the nuclear level scheme shown in Fig. 100. This
energy was inferred by measuring the γ-ray cascade following the α-decay of
233U, using the NASA electron beam ion trap x-ray microcalorimeter spectrometer.
A differencing technique was applied to the γ-ray decay of the 7/2+ state at
71.82 keV. The decay populates doublets with γ-ray energies 42.63 keV, 42.43 keV
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and 29.39 keV, 29.18 keV, respectively. Despite improvements in technology, the
exact energy of the isomer remains elusive and is the subject of heated debate [126].
A measurement with a state-of-the-art magnetic metallic microcalorimeter [127]
may clarify outstanding questions.

This extremely low excitation energy compared to typical energy scales
in nuclear processes would be accessible to laser excitation with table-top laser
systems. This may allow for various applications, most significantly for a ‘‘nuclear
clock’’ [128--130]. Such a clock transition would not only provide a precision
of 10−19, competitive with recent atomic clocks [131], but may also be sensitive
to time evolution of fundamental constants such as quark masses [132] or the
fine-structure constant α [133].

Direct detection of the ≈ 163 nm photons of the isomeric decay has so far
been unsuccessful. A recent claim of success [134] has been called into question
[135], highlighting the challenge of suppressing background radiation from the
decays of daughter and contaminant isotopes. The predicted isomeric excitation
energy is of the order of the ionization potential or bound electron states in
thorium, resulting in internal conversion (IC) or bound internal conversion (BIC)
possibilities. Correspondingly, lifetimes ranging from 10−5 s due to IC, and a few
minutes (neglecting IC but allowing BIC) to hours (neglecting IC completely, bare
nucleus) have been estimated [136, 137].

For a long lifetime of the isomeric state it is thus favourable to keep it in a high
charge state. Laser cooling of triply-charged 229Th has been demonstrated [138]
and in the solid state nuclear clock approach a 4+ charge state is assumed [129].

An alternative to the direct detection of the isomeric decay would be the infer-
ence through a laser spectroscopy measurement of the atomic hyperfine structure.
Due to different spins and magnetic moments of the ground-state and isomeric
state, such a measurement will allow the separation of the two states. This may
be considered an indirect approach as the energy information is not extracted.
However, it has been suggested that a high-precision microwave spectroscopy
measurement of the hyperfine structure in Th3+ may allow for an indirect de-
termination of the isomer energy [139]. Considering the expected lifetime, laser
spectroscopy would be most suitably carried out in the ionized species. If the
isomeric energy is different from the current expectation a measurement in the
neutral atomic state may prove to be successful as well.

As such the following articles focus both on the efficient laser ionization of
thorium, for subsequent collinear spectroscopy on the Th+ ion, as well as first
hyperfine measurements in the neutral state.
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7.2 Article IV

Article IV was published in J. Phys. B. At. Mol. Opt. Phys. volume 44 (2011),
page 165005. It details the development of an efficient laser ionization scheme for
thorium. Many new high-lying excited states and hundreds of new autoionizing
states have been determined using a grating-based Ti:sa and saturation measure-
ments of the most efficient scheme have been performed. This new scheme will
be important for any future spectroscopic experiments on the ionic species. The
experiment was carried out in the laboratory of the Quantum/LARISSA group at
the University of Mainz. The article is presented in the following 9 pages (print
version only).
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7.3 Article V

Article V was published in Eur. Phys. J. A volume 48 (2012), page 52. It provides
an overview of the thorium-related gas-cell developments at the IGISOL facility
as well as the first high resolution RIS on 228,229,230,232Th at the University of
Mainz. The article presents the 233U α-recoil ion guide for the production of
the isomer, discussing extraction efficiency, charge state ratios and molecular
impurities. An injection-locked Ti:sa has been used to extract isotope shifts for
228−232Th and several transitions were investigated for hyperfine structure. The
article is presented in the following 16 pages (print version only).
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7.4 Article VI

Article VI was published in J. Phys. B. At. Mol. Opt. Phys. volume 45 (2012),
page 165005. It gives a detailed analysis of the hyperfine structure of 229Th using
three different transitions from the atomic ground state. The combined result
for the three transitions yields the atomic ground state hyperfine factors and a
comparison with the Th+ and Th3+ ionic charge states is provided. This structure
will be used as a template for future online in gas-jet spectroscopy of the isomeric
state. The article is presented in the following six pages (print version only).



8 SUMMARY AND FUTURE PROSPECTS

Several experiments have been carried out since the start of this thesis in 2009
using new developments in laser technology made by the author. From 2010-2011
the move of the IGISOL facility to a new accelerator hall limited the possibilities at
Jyväskylä, during which time the collaboration with Mainz and LISOL allowed
for a continuation of the research work. Highlights of the work both at IGISOL
and at other facilities have been presented in the previous chapters.

Intracavity frequency doubling and the related development of difference
frequency mixing have significantly extended the possibilities for efficient laser
ionization at the IGISOL facility and elsewhere. While not discussed within the
scope of this thesis, the technique has already been applied to optical pumping
of several elements (Y, Ba) in the radiofrequency quadrupole cooler-buncher for
collinear laser spectroscopy.

The grating-based Ti:sa laser is a flexible tool, allowing for continuous wave-
length tuning for the search of new laser ionization schemes, but may also be
used to quickly compare the efficiency of existing schemes. The laser has been
applied to the spectroscopy of samarium, where several new high-lying levels
and autoionizing states were found. In a recent experiment on laser ionization
of plutonium in a gas cell it was noticed that the three-step ionization schemes
determined in hot cavity sources proved less efficient than a simple two step
blue-blue scheme. This may be related to quenching of atomic states due to gas
collisions. For the search of a more efficient two-step scheme the development of a
grating-based Ti:sa laser coupled with intracavity doubling could be an interesting
future project.

The aim for higher resolution laser spectroscopy at the IGISOL facility has
been hindered by the poor accuracy of the wavelength determination. This has
been addressed in this thesis with the introduction of two Fabry-Pérot Interfer-
ometers. An immediate application using a new dual-etalon Ti:sa laser, with a
reduced linewidth to match the broadening of the atomic transition in a gas cell,
has been RIS of 63,65Cu. The HFS analysis using the FPI-calibrated wavelength
provided a much closer match with literature data compared to the same analysis
using the wavemeter. Work still remains to simplify the data acquisition and
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analysis process and to integrate it in a LabVIEW environment. This integration
would be of importance for the control of the new cw Ti:sa master laser system.

Since the installation of the injection-locked Ti:sa system at the IGISOL facility
in 2013 it has proven itself to be a powerful tool for high-resolution spectroscopy.
It combines the high peak intensity expected from pulsed laser systems, with a
narrow bandwidth of 20 MHz. For many cases where additional line broadening
effects occur this system provides similar resolution as continuous wave systems.
The laser has been used for the spectroscopy of actinium and plutonium at the
University of Mainz and for spectroscopy on stable copper at IGISOL. In the spec-
troscopy of copper the impact of a delayed ionization pulse on the experimental
linewidth was demonstrated. The laser cavity and locking electronics have been
transported to the LISOL facility and will be used for in-gas-jet spectroscopy on
215Ac.

The search for the elusive isomeric state in 229Th will be of continued interest
at the IGISOL facility. In a wider context, the laser-IGISOL team has joined a
consortium of six leading European research groups providing individual exper-
tise in a variety of fields, encompassing atomic and nuclear physics, quantum
optics, metrology, as well as detector- and laser technology. An application called
“nuClock” has recently been submitted to a research and innovation action, the
Future and Emerging Technologies (FETOPEN) call in Horizon 2020. The nuClock
collaboration will focus on two objectives; (i) to find clear evidence of the isomeric
transition and to measure its frequency, and (ii) to develop all key components
required for the operation of a nuclear clock. The JYFL Accelerator Laboratory
is participating as the sole large scale facility, with the role of the IGISOL facility
to search for hyperfine structure of the isomer in the neutral atom using in-gas-
jet RIS, in the singly-ionized species using laser ionization in-gas-cell followed
by high resolution collinear laser spectroscopy, as well as laser spectroscopy of
doubly-charged thorium using the new technique of Ion Resonance Ionization
Spectroscopy (IRIS).
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APPENDIX 1 HIGH LYING EXCITED STATES IN
SAMARIUM

TABLE 12 Energy levels, ion signal intensity and comparison with literature data for
second excited states. The bold states have been used as starting points for
scans of autoionizing states. The error for the experimental energy levels is
< 0.1 cm−1.

# exp. value lit. value exp.-lit A + CVL A B J new J lit.
in cm−1 in cm−1 in cm−1 intensity intensity intensity

1 34137.93 - - 45 - - 0-2 -
2 34150.25 34150.20 -0.05 161 - - 2 2
3 34206.42 34206.50 0.08 208 - - 2 2
4 34212.09 34211.20 -0.89 111 - - 2 2
5 34222.65 - - 69 - - 0-2 -
6 34244.71 - - 22 - - 0-2 -
7 34298.70 34298.20 -0.50 372 - - 2 2
8 34395.28 - - 279 - - 0-2 -
9 34398.89 34399.00 0.11 127 - - 1 1
10 34438.22 34438.00 -0.22 678 - - 2 2
11 34517.17 - - 259 - - 0-2 -
12 34531.17 34531.00 -0.17 143 - - 2 2
13 34561.88 - - 188 - - 0-2 -
14 34590.39 34590.10 -0.29 124 - - 2 2
15 34630.63 34630.00 -0.63 40 - - 1 1
16 34648.20 - - 167 182 - 0-2 -
17 34657.41 34656.80 -0.61 71 9 - 1 1
18 34713.03 34713.10 0.07 209 24 - 1 1
19 34723.34 34723.40 0.06 447 33 - 2 2
20 34796.13 34796.00 -0.13 362 14 - 2 2
21 34842.29 - - 133 8 - 0-2 -
22 34865.49 34865.60 0.11 139 12 - 2 2
23 34921.52 34921.60 0.08 293 - - 2 2
24 34930.01 - - 42 6 - 0-2 -
25 34932.75 34932.80 0.05 369 7 - 1 1
26 35046.80 35046.50 -0.30 472 9 - 1 1
27 35069.81 35069.90 0.09 200 - - 1 1
28 35072.74 35072.80 0.06 154 23 - 1-2 1-3
29 35116.49 - - 236 7 - 0-2 -
30 35135.41 35135.40 -0.01 196 8 9 1 1
31 35138.04 35138.10 0.06 196 32 16 2 2-3
32 35155.15 35155.10 -0.05 1000 34 14 2 2-3
33 35163.72 35163.90 0.18 380 13 - 1 1
34 35222.11 35222.20 0.09 447 23 27 2 2
35 35225.82 35226.00 0.18 227 20 13 1 1
36 35237.10 35237.20 0.10 - - 73 3 3
37 35242.77 35242.90 0.13 575 12 65 2 2
38 35259.11 35259.50 0.39 535 31 24 2 2
39 35348.68 35348.70 0.02 - - 30 1-3 1-3
40 35370.82 35371.00 0.18 661 71 49 1 1
41 35414.00 35414.00 0.00 - - 20 3 3
42 35444.20 35444.40 0.20 486 42 - 1 1
43 35461.09 35461.20 0.11 313 143 27 2 2
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TABLE 12 (continued)

# exp. value lit. value exp.-lit A + CVL int. A int. B int. J new J lit.
in cm−1 in cm−1 in cm−1 intensity intensity intensity

44 35487.36 35487.40 0.04 348 62 - 2 2
45 35491.30 35491.40 0.10 - - 33 3 3
46 35544.98 35544.90 -0.08 333 90 12 1 1
47 35547.74 35547.60 -0.14 - - 17 2 2
48 35569.36 35569.40 0.04 735 39 15 2 2
49 35594.10 35594.10 0.00 345 45 80 2 2
50 35605.20 35605.30 0.10 - - 42 3 3
51 35612.63 35612.70 0.07 124 57 58 1-3 4
52 35651.89 35652.00 0.11 230 83 93 1 1
53 35679.68 35679.70 0.02 - - 66 3 3
54 35700.05 35700.00 -0.05 294 71 27 1 1
55 35730.54 35730.70 0.16 49 - 31 1-2 3
56 35742.13 35742.20 0.07 139 60 45 1 1
57 35746.92 35747.00 0.08 100 79 84 2 2
58 35748.67 35748.80 0.13 - - 21 3 3
59 35768.84 35768.90 0.06 - 20 - 2 2
60 35779.17 35779.26 0.09 - - 24 3 3
61 35785.52 35785.67 0.15 251 225 - 1 1
62 35821.23 35821.30 0.07 44 38 32 2 2
63 35839.00 35839.10 0.10 - 19 30 2 2
64 35899.12 - - 186 42 59 1-2 -
65 35931.92 35931.90 -0.02 - 19 41 2 2
66 35954.44 - - - - 56 1-3 -
67 35956.57 - - - 15 37 1-2 -
68 35959.29 35959.30 0.01 72 77 - 1-2 1-2
69 36007.47 36007.50 0.03 - - 178 3 3
70 36024.41 36024.50 0.09 257 48 21 1 1
71 36057.63 36057.50 -0.13 167 20 32 2 2
72 36084.74 36084.80 0.06 43 22 - 0-2 3
73 36087.55 36087.50 -0.05 - - 9 3 3
74 36133.95 36134.00 0.05 - - 240 3 3
75 36145.89 36145.90 0.01 204 55 35 1 1
76 36162.22 36162.30 0.08 - - 77 3 3
77 36188.77 36188.80 0.03 122 38 165 2 2
78 36193.81 36193.90 0.09 114 19 21 1 1
79 36201.27 36201.30 0.03 - 42 95 2 2
80 36217.21 36217.20 -0.01 - - 93 3 3
81 36223.76 36223.60 -0.16 - - 72 3 3
82 36248.11 36248.15 0.04 92 49 84 2 2
83 36302.68 36302.70 0.02 49 86 99 1-2 3
84 36308.01 36308.20 0.19 65 43 272 1 1
85 36362.28 36362.30 0.02 310 18 106 2 2
86 36377.15 36377.20 0.05 107 174 135 1 1
87 36391.38 36391.40 0.02 - 64 95 2 2
88 36403.92 36404.00 0.08 - 18 73 1 1
89 36409.35 36409.30 -0.05 - - 24 3 3
90 36474.63 36474.60 -0.03 - 19 153 2 2
91 36515.37 36515.40 0.03 - 10 42 2 2
92 36536.65 36536.70 0.05 - - 38 1-3 1-3
93 36565.35 36565.50 0.15 - - 28 1 1
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TABLE 12 (continued)

# exp. value lit. value exp.-lit A + CVL int. A int. B int. J new J lit.
in cm−1 in cm−1 in cm−1 intensity intensity intensity

94 36572.02 36572.00 -0.02 - - 9 3 3
95 36587.35 36587.40 0.05 - - 30 3 3
96 36592.80 36592.80 0.00 - - 26 2 2
97 36628.46 36628.40 -0.06 - - 91 1 1
98 36644.43 36644.28 -0.15 - - 216 1 1
99 36682.52 36682.50 -0.02 - - 17 3 3
100 36701.76 36701.80 0.04 - - 12 2 2
101 36760.10 36760.10 0.00 - - 222 2 2
102 36763.19 36763.20 0.01 - - 36 3 3
103 36776.59 36776.50 -0.09 - - 28 3 3
104 36778.21 36778.20 -0.01 - - 13 2 2



APPENDIX 2 AUTOIONIZING STATES IN SAMARIUM

TABLE 13 Energy levels and intensities for some of the strongest AI states detected
during scans with schemes A1-3 and B1. Intensities normalized to 1000 for
the highest peak. For the narrow resonances with a width < 1 cm−1 the
error for the energy levels is about 0.15 cm−1, but may be larger for the wider
resonances.

# E. lit. E A1 int. A2 int. A3 int. B1 int. width
in cm−1 in cm−1 in a.u in a.u in a.u in a.u in cm−1

1 45425.33 - - 110 - - 0.4
2 45524.91 - - 137 - - 0.4
3 45544.45 - - 122 - - 0.3
4 45544.97 - - 161 - - 0.3
5 45546.83 45546.0 - 695 - - 0.7
6 45650.89 45651.1 - 184 - - 0.3
7 45651.60 45651.1 - 127 - - 0.3
8 45692.48 45692.7 - 119 - - 0.5
9 45715.56 45715.5 - 221 - - 0.7
10 45847.40 - - 157 - - 1.5
11 45860.24 - - - 78 - 0.5
12 45864.16 - - 202 - - 1.1
13 45875.36 - - 110 - - 0.4
14 45883.02 - - - 100 - 2.2
15 45907.43 - - 123 - - 2.3
16 45908.68 - - 182 - - 1.1
17 45931.61 - - 107 - - 8.2
18 45934.13 - - 386 - - 0.2
19 45938.49 - - 164 - - 2.7
20 45959.40 - - 100 - - 1.5
21 45987.46 - - 99 - - 1.1
22 46045.07 - - 136 - - 5.1
23 46132.00 46131.8 - 110 - - 0.4
24 46382.37 - - - 134 - 1.
25 46392.01 - - - 108 - 5.4
26 46458.00 46457.2 - 510 - - 0.5
27 46459.19 - - 1000 - - 0.6
28 46546.59 - - 125 - - 2.2
29 46547.74 - - - 92 - 2.1
30 46834.17 - - - 102 - 0.7
31 46835.42 - 139 - - - 1.9
32 46859.43 - 262 - - - 3.8
33 46864.16 - 318 - - - 1.7
34 46883.84 46883.3 134 - - - 2.4
35 46897.52 - 159 - - - 3.6
36 46947.09 - 128 - - - 3.
37 47068.37 - - - 96 - 7.5
38 47070.64 - - - 154 - 1.9
39 47087.33 - - - 128 - 1.
40 47091.19 47091.9 - - 96 - 2.9
41 47096.45 - 217 - 163 - 0.8
42 47099.68 - 316 - 130 - 1.5
43 47103.69 - 278 - - - 2.7
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TABLE 13 (continued)

# E. lit. E A1 int. A2 int. A3 int. B1 int. width
in cm−1 in cm−1 in a.u in a.u in a.u in a.u in cm−1

44 47123.85 - 174 - 104 - 3.7
45 47130.33 - - - 94 - 4.4
46 47198.91 - 129 - 87 - 1.3
47 47217.73 - - - 129 - 3.9
48 47329.20 - 119 - - - 1.2
49 47347.35 - 117 - - - 4.2
50 47372.40 - 119 - - - 4.5
51 47382.73 - 124 - - - 5.9
52 47544.93 - 113 - - - 1.6
53 47590.15 - 296 - - - 3.5
54 47644.99 - 133 - - - 6.4
55 47811.68 47811.6 164 - - - 4.
56 47872.62 - 143 - - - 5.6
57 48070.92 - 155 - - - 2.4
58 48618.31 - 179 - - - 0.5
59 48825.48 - - - - 247 5.1
60 48845.04 - - - - 127 17.9
61 48861.31 - - - - 561 6.
62 48868.92 - - - - 430 9.1
63 48886.36 - - - - 131 19.1
64 49032.89 - - - - 86 28.
65 49044.28 - - - - 294 4.9
66 49044.94 - - - - 363 0.5
67 49046.59 - - - - 266 1.4
68 49064.63 - - - - 208 4.4
69 49599.44 - - - - 81 10.1



APPENDIX 3 ANALYSIS OF FPI DATA WITH
MATHEMATICA



Analysis of FPI data

ü Import of all datafiles 

SetDirectory@NotebookDirectory@DD;

Fi = FileNames@"∗.lvm"D;

Fi = FiPOrdering@PadRight@StringSplit@Fi, x : NumberString ¦ ToExpression@xDT;

NN = Length@FiD;

SetSharedVariable@NND;

fpa = ParallelTable@Import@FiPiT, "TSV", NumberPoint → ","D, 8i, 1, NN<D;

Table@fp
i

= Drop@fpa@@iDD, 23D, 8i, 1, NN<D;

è Selects data directory and sorts and selects all files with extension *.lvm. Imports all data files and removes 

Header information. The data is stored in the variables fp
i
, each containing a list of timing and signal information 

for the FPI photodiodes and the current reading.

ü Binning and export of ion current signal

Signal = Flatten@Join@Table@fp
i
, 8i, 1, NN<DD, 1D;

Current = Signal¬P5T;

Time = Signal¬P1T;

BinIV = 200;

NBin = RoundA Length@TimeD
BinIV

E − 200;

ForAp = 1, p < NBin, p++, signal
p

= Take@Current, 81 + p ∗ BinIV, BinIV + BinIV ∗ p<DE
ForAp = 1, p < NBin, p++, timep = Take@Time, 81 + p ∗ BinIV, BinIV + BinIV ∗ p<DE
TS = Table@8Mean@signal

i
D, Mean@timeiD<, 8i, 1, NBin<D;

Export@"Signal.txt", TS, "TSV"D;

è Selects the timing (Channel 1) and signal (Channel 5) data for all files and uses a binning routine to reduce the 

amount of data.

ü Data selection of first FPI scan

fpi1 = Take@fp
1
, 10 000D;

hene = 8fpi1¬@@1DD, fpi1¬@@4DD<¬;

tisa = 8fpi1¬@@1DD, Hfpi1¬@@2DDL<¬;

trigger = 8fpi1¬@@1DD, fpi1¬@@3DD<¬;

triggerD = 8Rest@trigger¬P1TD, Differences@trigger¬P2TD<¬;

tD = Pick@triggerD, triggerD¬P2T, _ ?H2 < ð &LD¬P1T;

è Selects the HeNe (Channel 4) and Ti:sa (Channel 2) data for the first file. To evaluate the trigger positions the 

differences of adjacent points in the trigger signal (Channel 3) are taken. Start of the FPI ramp is located where 

the trigger signal jumps by more than 2 Volts



ü Finding the peaks of the first ramp

ü Thresholds for Peak selection

YminHene = Max@hene¬@@2DDD ê 2;

YminTisa = Max@tisa¬@@2DDD ê 2;

Xmin = tDP1T + 0.01;

Xmax = tDP2T − 0.01;

Distance = 0.005;

ü Module for finding peak positions

PeakFind@table_, ymin_, xmin_, xmax_, distance_D :=

Module@8data1 = table, THE, THE2, Pos1, LPos1<,

data1 = Pick@data1, data1¬@@2DD, _ ?Hð > ymin &LD;

data1 = Pick@data1, data1¬@@1DD, _ ?Hxmax > ð > xmin &LD;

Pos1 = Prepend@Position@Differences@data1¬@@1DDD, _ ?Hð > distance &LD, 81<D;

LPos1 = Length@Pos1D;

THE = Table@Take@data1, Flatten@8Pos1@@nDD + 1, Pos1@@1 + nDD<DD, 8n, 1, LPos1 − 1<D;

THE2 = Table@Position@THE@@nDD, Max@THE@@nDD¬@@2DDD, 2D@@1, 1DD, 8n, 1, LPos1 − 1<D;

PPL = Table@THE@@n, THE2PnTDD, 8n, 1, LPos1 − 1<D¬@@1DD;D
ü Apply the module to find peaks of HeNe and Ti:Sa

PeakFind@hene, YminHene, Xmin, Xmax, DistanceD
PeaksHeNe = PPL

PeakFind@tisa, YminTisa, Xmin, Xmax, DistanceD
PeaksTisa = PPL

80.047652, 0.06019, 0.072278, 0.083916, 0.095255, 0.106344, 0.117233<

80.047452, 0.061938, 0.075774, 0.089111, 0.102098, 0.114735<

è To find the peak position of the HeNe and Ti:sa signal a module named PeakFind is used. The module uses 

thresholds for the y and x positions and selects the signal within these thresholds. A further threshold defines the 

minimal distance between two peaks, so as not to detect fluctuations within a peak as double-peak.

ü Compiled functions for faster position finding

PPCα := Compile@88mat, _Real, 2<, 8th, _Real<, 8di, _Real<, 8Ivall, _Real<<,

Position@HMap@Boole@th + di − Ivall < ð < th + di + IvallD &, mat, 82<DL, 1D,

Parallelization −> True, RuntimeOptions −> "Speed", RuntimeAttributes −> 8Listable<D;

PPCβ := Compile@88mat, _Real, 2<, 8th, _Real<, 8di, _Real<, 8Ivall, _Real<,

8PPint, _Integer<, 8FSRReal, _Real<<, Position@
HMap@Boole@th + di − Ivall − PPint ∗ FSRReal < ð < th + di + Ivall − PPint ∗ FSRRealD

&, mat, 82<DL, 1D, Parallelization −> True,

RuntimeOptions −> "Speed", RuntimeAttributes −> 8Listable<D;

è For large lists the in-built Mathematica routines are relatively slow. For higher performance the functions for 

selecting the data within the thresholds are compiled.
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Algorithm

ü Start parameters

IV = 0.003;

THe1 = PeaksHeNe;

TTi1 = PeaksTisa;

TT1 = fp
1

¬P81, 3<T¬;

TTrigger
1

= 8Rest@TT1¬P1TD, Differences@TT1¬P2TD<¬;

tD1 = Pick@TTrigger
1
, TTrigger

1
¬P2T, _ ?H2 < ð &LD¬P1T;

Ln1 = Length@tD1D;

FSRtisa = PeaksTisa@@3DD − PeaksTisa@@2DD
δ =

FSRtisa

2

; pp
1

= 0; pp
2

= 0;

CO = 2;

Tdiff1 = PeaksHeNeP1T − tD@@1DD
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ü Loop

ForAn = 1, n < NN + 1, n++,

TTn+1 = fp
n+1

¬P81, 3<T¬;

TTrigger
n+1

= 8Rest@TTn+1¬P1TD, Differences@TTn+1¬P2TD<¬;

tDn+1 = Pick@TTrigger
n+1

, TTrigger
n+1

¬P2T, _ ?H2 < ð &LD¬P1T;

Lnn+1 = Length@tDn+1D;

HeNeon = 8fp
n

¬P1T, fp
n

¬P4T − 0<¬;

TiSa = 8fp
n

¬P1T, fp
n

¬P2T<¬;

hdiffan = THenP1T − tDnP1T;

TTT = Table@hdiffan + tDn@@kkDD − tDn@@1DD, 8kk, 1, Lnn − CO<D;

haa = PPCα@HeNeon, tDn@@1DD, TTT, IVD;

haa = Replace@haa, x_List :> DeleteCases@x, 8<D, 80, Infinity<D;

haa = Table@Pick@haaPkkT, haaPkkT¬@@2DD, _ ?Hð � 1 &LD¬@@1DD, 8kk, 1, Length@haaD<D;

haa = Table@HeNeonPhaaPkTT, 8k, 1, Length@haaD<D;

PP = Table@Last@Ordering@haaPkT¬P2TDD, 8k, 1, Length@haaD<D;

peaka
n

= TableA ⁄j=PPPkT−3

PPPkT+3
haaPkT¬P2TPjT ∗ haaPkT¬P1TPjT

⁄j=PPPkT−3

PPPkT+3
haaPkT¬P2TPjT , 8k, 1, Length@haaD<E;

hdiffan = THenP2T − tDnP1T;

tdiffan = TTinP1T − tDnP1T;

TTTi = Table@tdiffan + tDn@@kkDD − tDn@@1DD, 8kk, 1, Lnn − CO<D;

taa = PPCβ@TiSa, tDnP1T, TTTi, IV, pp
n
, FSRtisaD;

taa = Replace@taa, x_List :> DeleteCases@x, 8<D, 80, Infinity<D;

taa = Table@Pick@taaPkkT, taaPkkT¬@@2DD, _ ?Hð � 1 &LD¬@@1DD, 8kk, 1, Length@taaD<D;

taa = Table@TiSaPtaaPkTT, 8k, 1, Length@taaD<D;

PP = Table@Last@Ordering@taaPkT¬P2TDD, 8k, 1, Length@taaD<D;

tipeaka
n

= TableA ⁄j=PPPkT−3

PPPkT+3
taaPkT¬P2TPjT ∗ taaPkT¬P1TPjT

⁄j=PPPkT−3

PPPkT+3
taaPkT¬P2TPjT , 8k, 1, Length@taaD<E;

tdiffan = TTinP2T − tDnP1T;

TTin+1 = 8tipeaka
n
@@1DD< − tDnP1T + tDn+1P1T +

Htipeaka
n
@@Lnn − CODD − peaka

n
@@Lnn − CODDL − Htipeaka

n
@@1DD − peaka

n
@@1DDL;

THen+1 = 8peaka
n
P1T< − tDnP1T + tDn+1P1T;

pp
n+1

= Which@Htipeaka
n
P1T − tDnP1TL − Htipeaka

1
P1T − tD1P1TL > FSRtisa − δ,

pp
n

+ 1, Htipeaka
n
P1T − tDnP1TL − Htipeaka

1
P1T − tD1P1TL < −FSRtisa + δ, pp

n
− 1,

−FSRtisa + δ < Htipeaka
n
P1T − tDnP1TL − Htipeaka

1
P1T − tD1P1TL < FSRtisa − δ, 0D;

If@Mod@n, 10D � 0, Print@nD;DE
è The algorithm uses a loop to identify the peaks for the whole data set. As the laser frequency changes relatively 

slowly it is possible to estimate the Ti:sa peak positions for the n + 1
th

 file from the n
th

 file. While tracking a Ti:sa 

peak during a wide scan, the peak may reach the boundaries of the scanning ramp range. To avoid this a jump by 

one FSR backwards is performed each time the peak moves out of a defined interval. Tracking the number of 

jumps is the variable pp
n
. The algorithm is shown only for the positions of one HeNe peak and one Ti:sa peak. in 

the full algorithm six peaks each for Ti:sa and HeNe are tracked in order to allow for the linearization procedure 

as outlined in the thesis. The extracted peak positions are then exported, after which they will be linearized in a 

separate mathematica file.
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APPENDIX 4 SCHEMATIC OF PHOTODIODE AMPLIFIER
ELECTRONICS

FIGURE A4.1 Fast switchable photodiode amplifier schematic, based on the design from
the University of Mainz. The photodiode and the TTL switch inputs as
weall as the amplifier output are highlighted in red.
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